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Section 1.0: Introduction 
 
1.1 Overview 
Mabbett & Associates Ltd (Mabbett) have been appointed by Clean Earth Energy Ltd (hereafter referred 
to as the Applicant) to prepare a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) for the construction 
and operation of three wind turbines on land southeast of the Dungavel Immigration Centre, Muirkirk Road, 
Strathaven, South Lanarkshire, Scotland (hereby referred to as the proposed development).  
 
Mabbett have been asked by the Applicant to prepare an updated LVIA for the proposed development, 
following the granting of planning consent for a single turbine development on the site (under planning ref: 
EK/15/0375). 
 
1.2 Assessment Methods 
This LVIA has been prepared with reference to the Third Edition of the Guidelines for Landscape and 
Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA3)1. 
 
The detailed methodology for the LVIA is described in detail in Appendix B: Assessment Methodology.  
 
1.3 Proposed Development 
The type and scale of technology being proposed has been designed to include three Vensys turbine 
models each measuring approximately 86.9m to hub, with an approximate 126.2m rotor diameter, resulting 
in an overall blade tip height of approximately 149.9m.  
 
As the turbines cannot function without associated infrastructure, this assessment has considered potential 
landscape and visual effects that may arise from the inclusion of ancillary elements such as substations; 
turbine foundations; hardstanding areas for erecting cranes at turbine locations; on-site tracks to connect 
to each turbine; construction compounds; and underground cabling. 
 
This LVIA has further considered the potential for landscape and visual effects during the construction, 
operation, and decommissioning phases of the development. 
 
The proposed development and application site is located entirely within the administrative boundary of 
South Lanarkshire Council (SLC), with the proposed development layout and application site boundary as 
shown on the following Applicant produced figures: 
 PR3457-IFP-SS. 
 PR3457-IFP-BP (sheet 01 - 03). 
 PR3457-IFP-LP (sheet 01 - 02). 
 PR3457-IFP-ENTP-01. 
 
1.4 Purpose 
The purpose of this LVIA is to consider potential effects of the proposed development on the landscape 
resource - both direct and perceived - and effects on visual amenity (views) within the LVIA study area.  
 
This LVIA also considers cumulative effects arising from the introduction of the proposed development in 
addition to other wind energy development. 
 
This assessment is accompanied by a series of figures, visualisations and appendices, which are 
referenced throughout the text. The accompanying visual representations have been prepared in 
accordance with the Visual Representation of Wind Farms guidance2. 
 

 
1 Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment, 2013. Third Edition of the 

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA3) 
2 Scottish Natural Heritage, 2017. Visual Representation of Wind Farms, Version 2.2 
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1.5 Expert Competence 
This  LVIA has been prepared by chartered landscape architects employed at Mabbett & Associates Ltd 
(Mabbett). Mabbett is a Landscape Institute registered practice (Practice Number: 00050091). All work 
prepared has been peer reviewed internally by highly experienced and specialised staff at Mabbett. 
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Section 2.0: Consultation 
 
2.1 Overview 
The Applicant submitted an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Screening Opinion Request on 09 
February 2022, with the proposed development screened in March 2022 by SLC, who concluded that an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was not required. 
 
SLC requested the inclusion of an LVIA with the planning application, and a pre-application engagement 
response was sought on 25 February 2022 to determine a proportionate extent of assessment. 
 
The letter, which focussed solely on landscape and visual amenity matters, provided detail on the scope 
and extent of assessment to be produced, including on methodology; study area; visualisation production; 
landscape and visual receptors; viewpoint locations; cumulative visual material and cumulative parameters 
(see Appendix C: Pre-Application Engagement Letter for further detail). 
 
The letter presented SLC with the following questions: 
 
 Q1: Do you agree with the proposed methodologies? 
 Q2: Do you agree with the proposed focussed 15km study area (and 40km study area for sequential 

routes)? 
 Q3: Do you agree with the list of landscape receptors proposed to be assessed? 
 Q4: Do you agree with the list of visual receptors to be assessed? 
 Q5: Do you agree with the identified viewpoint locations to best represent potential change as 

experienced from the identified landscape and visual receptors? 
 Q6: Do you agree with the cumulative parameters proposed? 
 
2.2 Scoping and Consultation Responses 
An LVIA scoping direction email response was received from SLC on 07 March 2022 confirming their 
general acceptance of the proposed scope of works, but with the request for inclusion of an additional 
viewpoint at the road junction between the B745 and B743. Assessment and a visualisation from the 
additional viewpoint have been included in this LVIA (see Viewpoint 1: B743/B745 Junction). 
 
This assessment is therefore based on the scope agreed with SLC, with the landscape and visual 
receptors to be assessed considered in the Assessment of Effects sections of this LVIA. 
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Section 3.0: Assessment Methods 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The assessment techniques and broad principles used in the assessment of the significance of effects are 
described in this section; with the assessment methods adopted described in detail in Appendix B: 
Assessment Methodology.  
 
3.2 Assessment Techniques 
This LVIA adopts assessment techniques identified in GLVIA3. 
 
As per guidance contained within GLVIA3, landscape and visual effects are considered separately. The 
sensitivity of landscape receptors has been based on the perceived susceptibility of the landscape receptor 
to the proposed development, whilst the sensitivity of visual receptors has been based on the susceptibility 
of the viewer to the type of development proposed. 
 
An overall judgement has been made on the sensitivity of each receptor and the likelihood for potentially 
significant effects resulting from the proposed development. Judgements have been based on value, 
susceptibility, scale, geographical extent, duration, and reversibility. 
 
Potential effects have been considered whilst the proposed development is under 
construction/decommissioning, and during its operational phase. No prolonged significant effects are 
predicted during the construction or decommissioning stages; however, this assessment has considered 
potentially adverse effects during these stages to inform the site layout and mitigation response. 
 
As effects may be of variable duration, mention has been made to whether effects are direct or indirect; 
cumulative; short-term, medium-term or long-term; permanent or temporary; and beneficial, adverse, or 
neutral against the baseline landscape and visual conditions. 
 
The assessment of cumulative landscape and visual effects has undergone a similar process to the LVIA. 
Operational turbines and those under construction at the time of assessment have been considered as 
part of the baseline in the LVIA, whilst the cumulative assessment concentrates on the potential visual 
relationships between the proposed development and consented developments where no construction 
work has begun. 
 
To ascertain potential cumulative effects, this assessment considers potential visual relationships with 
other larger-scale developments as these produce the greatest level of visual influence. As a result, only 
developments that meet the following parameters have been considered, as agreed with SLC: 
 Development with turbines above 100m to blade tip within 15km; and 
 Windfarms (above 150m* to blade tip and comprising three or more turbines) within 40km. 
*Developments with a blade tip height of within 5m of this parameter were considered, i.e., above 145m to blade tip. 
 
Simultaneous visibility (occurring where one or more developments are visible from a static position) has 
been included within our assessment from each viewpoint location. Sequential visibility (when a viewer 
moves between positions), has been assessed within our assessments from key transport and recreational 
linear routes (see Assessment of Effects on Views Section). 
 
The locations of the selected viewpoints are shown on Figures 1 - 7b, whilst their locations are mapped at 
detailed scale as shown on Viewpoints 1 - 7. Panoramic photographs, wirelines, and photomontages have 
been provided to illustrate the existing view at each viewpoint location and the likely extent of the proposed 
development within the view (see Viewpoints 1 - 7). Visual representations accompanying this LVIA have 
been prepared with reference to Visual Representation of Wind Farms, Version 2.2.  
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3.3 Study Area 
Cumulative developments have been shown to an outer study area of 40km to illustrate potential 
cumulative effects from linear transport and recreational routes (see Figure 4). 
 
The inner study area extends to 15km with Landscape Character Types (LCTs); landscape designations; 
and recreational routes, shown to these extents (see Figures 6a – 7b). 
 
The radii for the study area have been established by offsetting the proposed turbine locations at specified 
distances, i.e., 5km,10km, and 15km. 
 
3.3.1 Desk Study 
As a starting point for the assessment, a desk study of the application site and the LVIA study area was 
undertaken. This desk study was used to identify aspects of the landscape and visual resource to be 
considered in the LVIA including any landscape-related planning designations in the study area (i.e., 
National Scenic Areas and Special Landscape Areas); landscape character typologies; operational, under 
construction and consented cumulative windfarms; as well as views from settled areas and linear routes 
(including roads, railway lines, National Cycle Routes, and long-distance walking routes). 
 
Initial computer-generated Zone of Theoretical (ZTV) maps and wirelines were produced to provide an 
indication of landscape and visual receptors likely to experience views of the proposed development, and 
therefore be key to the assessment. Cumulative ZTVs (CZTVs) have also been prepared for assessment 
purposes (see Figures 5a - 5e).  
 
3.3.2 Field Survey 
To inform the LVIA and layout design process, field surveys were undertaken in March and April 2022. 
Viewpoint photography was captured during these field survey visits in periods of good visibility. Field 
surveys were carried out throughout the 40km radius area; although, survey work focussed on land within 
the inner 15km study area, or more distant areas shown as having theoretical visibility of the proposed 
development on the blade tip ZTV.  
 
Field survey work included a walkover of the application site; visits to viewpoints; as well as extensive 
travel around the study area(s) to consider potential effects (including cumulative) on landscape character 
and on the experience of views from linear travel routes. The field surveys allow the assessors to judge 
the likely scale, distance, extent, and prominence of the proposed development. 
 
The walkover of the application site was undertaken to determine the presence of existing landscape 
features and appraise their contributions to the landscape character at the application site or importance 
in the wider landscape setting.  
 
The shape, form, and pattern of the landscape was assessed from the application site and surrounding 
area to better understand its character and to take these qualities into account in the siting and design of 
the proposed development. The landscape typologies for the study area were reviewed and the key 
characteristics of the landscape were identified, with the field surveys providing verification on how the 
different landscape typologies may be affected by the proposed development.  
 
Visual amenity was surveyed from both static and sequential views, from locations representative of the 
range of views and viewer types likely to experience the proposed development. Views from a variety of 
distances, aspects, elevations, and extents are included. Receptor types include individual properties and 
settlements; main transport routes; main visitor locations; areas of cultural significance; and landscape 
typologies within the study area. 
 
The field survey was also important in informing the route assessment, providing an understanding of the 
essential characteristics, and how these are likely to be affected by the proposed development. 
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Section 4.0: Baseline Study 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The landscape and visual baseline study identifies aspects of the landscape and visual resource that may 
be significantly affected by the proposed development and provides a description of the existing landscape 
and visual conditions in the area that may be affected.  
 
The establishment of the baseline, when reviewed alongside the description of the proposed development, 
forms the basis for the identification and description of the landscape and visual effects. 
 
The baseline description of the landscape that may be affected is primarily determined by the physical footprint 
of the proposed development components and the corresponding ZTV pattern (see Figures 2a - 3b).  
 
The baseline also describes current pressures that may cause change in the landscape in the future, in 
particular drawing on information for wind energy developments that are not yet present in the landscape. 
Operational and under construction wind energy developments are regarded as part of the baseline 
landscape character of the area, with the proposed development assessed within this context. 
 
As part of pre-application engagement with SLC, an initial high-level assessment was undertaken to 
identify those landscape and visual receptors that may have the potential to experience significant effects, 
and therefore have to be assessed as part of the LVIA (see Baseline Study Section and Appendix C: Pre-
Application Engagement Letter for further detail). This section provides a baseline overview only, as 
detailed baseline descriptions have been provided within the assessment section for each receptor that 
may be significantly affected. 
 
As part of the baseline study, chartered landscape architects employed by Mabbett undertook a series of 
site visits in April and May 2022. During these site visits, Mabbett staff micro-sited representative viewpoint 
locations; drove and walked roads, access tracks, and paths within the agreed study area; and recorded 
and photographed important landscape features in-and-around the application site. 
 
A local photographer was thereafter employed to undertake professional photography from the identified 
representative viewpoint locations. 
 
4.2 Landscape and Visual Baseline Overview 
 

4.2.1 Application Site 
The application site lies southeast of the Dungavel Immigration Centre on land primarily accessed from a 
field access gate via the B743; although, with secondary access provided from forestry access tracks. 
 
The application site covers approximately 41.2 hectares of undulating moorland grass, which is intersected 
by Halls Burn and associated tributary watercourses. The application site further includes small areas of 
heath and bog. 
 
Presently, the application site is largely enclosed by coniferous forestry plantation, whilst there are 
individual and small stands of tree cover along the roadside of the B743. 
 
The application site is currently crossed by electricity poles and overhead lines that follow the route of the 
B743.  
 
4.2.2 Application Site Context 
The application site is located to the west of the operational Dungavel windfarm, which is located amongst 
a large-area of coniferous forestry plantation. 
 
The current mosaic of coniferous forestry plantations in vicinity of the application site influences the locale, 
and it is recognised that commercial forestry compartments are constantly changing as areas of forestry 
are felled and replanted. 
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For the purposes of this assessment, felling cycles have been excluded, as whilst localised visual effects 
may be altered, the wider pattern would remain relatively constant across the lifetime of the proposed 
development, with forestry providing a continual and considerable level of influence. 
 
The close surrounding moorland and forestry is essentially enveloped by the surrounding hillsides, with 
several of the hills occupying wind turbines and associative infrastructure which further influence the locale. 
 
The local hillsides are drained by many small watercourses that flow through the surrounding landscape, 
which lies in the catchment of the Avon Water and/or the Glengavel Water.  
 
The B743 routes along the western boundary of the application site, with the junction between the B743 
and B745 lying approximately 250m north. The A71 provides access to several towns and villages located 
northwest of the application site including Strathaven, Caldermill, and Drumclog, which each lie within circa 
7.5km of the proposed development, whilst the A70 provides access to towns and villages located at 
distances circa 10km south of the application site, such as Muirkirk.    
 
4.3 Landscape Character 
The landscape assessment considers the effect of the proposed development on the landscape typologies 
covering the application site and the surrounding area. The landscape character typologies found in the 
inner study area are as shown on Figure 6a, with Figure 6b illustrating the blade tip ZTV for the proposed 
development overlaid over the LCTs. 
 
Much of the study area was originally covered in the Glasgow and Clyde Valley Landscape Character 
Assessment (LCA)3, and the Ayrshire LCA4 which described and categorised the landscape of the regions 
into distinct character types, now shown by the digital map based national LCA published by Scottish 
Natural Heritage (SNH, now NatureScot) in 20195, 
 
Whilst this new dataset supersedes the original LCAs commissioned by SNH in the 1990s, this LVIA has 
paid cognisance to the previous LCAs, particularly with regards to guidance notes and descriptions 
provided for those LCTs included for assessment.  
 
According to NatureScot, ”Where there are topic-specific landscape capacity or sensitivity studies, they 
would take precedence for informing that development type, e.g. wind farms.” This assessment should 
therefore consider landscape character typologies as identified in the South Lanarkshire Landscape 
Capacity Study (LCS) for Wind Energy6; however, as the LCT shapefile data as shown in the LCS has not 
been made publicly available on the SLC website, the landscape character boundaries used by NatureScot 
form the basis of character assessment in this LVIA, with key characteristics summarised from this text. 
Cognisance has however been made to the LCS and LCS addendum produced for the region7 as well as 
the South Lanarkshire Landscape Character Assessment8, for descriptions of key characteristics, as well 
as the assessments of each LCT to accommodate wind energy development. 
 
According to NatureScot, the application site lies in LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands – Glasgow & Clyde 
Valley. Other LCTs located in the inner study of interest to the proposed development owing to proximity 
include: 
 LCT 069: Upland River Valleys - Ayrshire. 
 LCT 078: Plateau Moorland - Ayrshire. 
 LCT 207: Upland River Valley - Glasgow & Clyde Valley. 
 LCT 214: Plateau Moorland with Windfarms - Glasgow & Clyde Valley. 

 
3 Land Use Consultants on behalf of SNH, 1999. Glasgow and Clyde Valley Landscape Character Assessment 
4 Land Use Consultants on behalf of SNH, 1998. Ayrshire Landscape Character Assessment 
5 NatureScot, 2019. Available at: 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e3b4fbb9fc504cc4abd04e1ebc891d4e&extent=-
2030551.0017%2C6851563.2052%2C1100309.6769%2C8923312.4198%2C102100 (Accessed: May 2022) 

6 IronsideFarrar, 2016. South Lanarkshire Landscape Capacity Study for Wind Energy 
7 IronsideFarrar, 2019. Tall Wind Turbines: Landscape Capacity, Siting and Design Guidance - Addendum to Landscape 

Capacity Study for Wind Energy 2016 
8 IronsideFarrar, 2010. South Lanarkshire Local Landscape Character Assessment 
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4.4 Landscape Designations 
A landscape designation is an area of landscape identified as being of importance at international, national, 
or local level. Landscapes are designated in relation to their special qualities or features which warrant 
special consideration through the planning system. 

According to the adopted South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2 (LDP2)9, there are no statutory or 
non-statutory landscape designations covering the application site (see Figure 7a). 

International, national and local designations within 15km of the proposed development have been 
identified on Figure 7a, with Figure 7b illustrating the blade tip ZTV for the proposed development overlaid 
over the designations. The most notable designations are the Middle Clyde Valley Special Landscape 
Area (SLA) and the East Ayrshire Sensitive Landscape Areas, as there is no National Scenic Areas (NSAs) 
or Wild Land Areas (WLAs) within a 15km distance of the proposed development. 

In terms of Gardens and Designed Landscapes (GDLs), Lanfine (GDL00252) and Loudoun Castle 
(GDL00269) lie within 15km of the proposed development, as does the Calderglen Country Park (8689). 

The ways in which these designations are relevant to the LVIA are: 
 Their presence can give an indication of a recognised value that may increase the sensitivity of a 

landscape character receptor, viewpoint, or visual receptor, therefore affecting the significance of the 
effect on that receptor; 

 Their presence can lead to the selection of a representative viewpoint within the designated area, as 
the viewpoint would provide a representative outlook from that area; and 

 Their designated area may be included as landscape character receptors with effects of the proposed 
development on the features accorded particular value specifically assessed. 

4.5 Visual Baseline Overview 
The blade tip height ZTV is shown on Figure 2a (up to 40km) and Figure 2b (up to 15km), whilst the hub 
height ZTV is shown on Figure 3a (up to 40km) and Figure 3b (up to 15km). 

The following descriptions relate solely to the bare ground ZTV patterns as these are considered to 
illustrate ‘worst case’ visibility of the proposed turbines (see Figures 2a and 2b). 

4.5.1 Blade Tip ZTV 
The nature of the topography across the study area results in a relatively fragmented blade tip ZTV pattern 
as indicated on the bare ground ZTV mapping.  
 
The blade tip height ZTV shows that all three turbines would be seen from most locations indicating 
theoretical visibility of the proposed development, with visibility of lower denominations largely appearing 
at the fringes of areas with visibility of all three. 
 
According to the bare ground blade tip height ZTV pattern, it can be determined that the topography of the 
Ayrshire Hills, Lanarkshire Hills, and Southern Uplands/Lowther Hills considerably limits potential visibility 
of the proposed development across wider parts of the study area.  
  
Within approximately 5km of the application site, theoretical visibility of all three turbines would be relatively 
widespread, including across higher areas of ground which face the application site; although, much of 
this visibility covers areas of forestry which would considerably reduce actual levels of visibility on the 
ground. Actual visibility would also be limited across farmland areas by intervening farm woodlands and 
shelterbelts, and by intermittent vegetation along the valley-sides of the Avon Water and Glengavel Water. 
 
Between 5–10km, theoretical visibility of the proposed development remains largely consistent towards 
the south-western, western, and northern portions of the study area; although, some areas display visibility 
of various denominations of the proposed turbines, including from settled areas such as Darvel and 
Strathaven. 

 
9 Lanarkshire Council, 2021. South Lanarkshire Council Local Development Plan 2 
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Visibility becomes more fragmented across eastern and southern parts of the study area owing to the 
presence of undulating hills and sloping ridges along the Ayrshire Rim near the fringes of the Southern 
Uplands/Lowther Hills, with theoretical visibility of all three wind turbines particularly limited across eastern 
parts of the application site. 

Between 10-15km, the emergence of the Ayrshire foothills coupled with the presence of narrow, incising 
river valleys begins to restrict visibility in the southwest and west, whilst extensive areas of settlement 
around East Kilbride and Hamilton would reduce actual visibility across this distance in northern parts. 

Beyond 15km, visibility of the proposed turbines steadily decreases with distance with theoretical views of 
the proposed development largely restricted to rising ground around Cumnock and Airds Moss (southwest 
of the application site), higher pockets of land around Kilmarnock (to the west) and elevated landscapes 
around Whitelee Forest (northwest of the application site). More fragmented parts of theoretical visibility 
would occur across the Southern Uplands/Lowther Hills (occupying the southern portion of the study area) 
as deep valleys limit visibility towards higher ground. 

Towards the extents of the 40km study area, theoretical visibility would largely be absent, occurring only 
sporadically on limited patches of higher ground, including from coastal hills extending along the Ayrshire 
coastline and the Firth of Clyde. Theoretical visibility south of the proposed development would be notably 
limited to Corbett’s in the Southern Uplands/Lowther Hills.  

4.5.2 Hub Height ZTV 
The hub height ZTV is different than the blade tip height ZTV in that the number of hubs visible within 
areas of theoretical visibility is far fewer than blades. A difference in theoretical visibility extent can also be 
seen when the hub and blade ZTVs are compared, with much less extent for hub visibility than for blade. 
This typically happens at the edges of ZTV areas, which are often less elevated. 
 
4.5.3 ZTV Limitations 
ZTV mapping relates to the bare ground scenario, and therefore does not illustrate the potential screening 
effects of intervening built form, forestry, woodland, tree cover and vegetation across the study area. Actual 
visibility of the proposed development is expected to be considerably influenced by coniferous forestry in 
vicinity, particularly immediately adjacent to the north, east, and south of the application site.  
 
Actual visibility of the proposed development would also be considerably limited by forested landscapes 
around Kype Muir and Bankend Rig.  
 
4.6 Overview of Principal Visual Receptors 
Principal visual receptors within the study area include settlements, roads, rail, long-distance walking 
routes, and cycling routes. An overview of the key principal visual receptors in relation to the proposed 
development are outlined below. 
 
4.6.1 Settlements 
The key settlements in relation to the proposed development are Drumclog, Dungavel, Caldermill and 
Gilmourton, as each lie within a 5km radii of the proposed development. Also of interest are residents of 
Strathaven, Darvel and Muirkirk which lie within a 10km radii of the proposed development. 

It is worth stating that this assessment considers the outlook/visual amenity at residential properties as a 
way of assessing if the effect would be significant or not on the settlement as a whole, with consideration 
given in relation to public views and public visual amenity. None of the properties were visited, with 
assessments based on desktop studies and fieldwork from the nearest publicly accessible location, i.e., 
the local road network. 

Judgements on whether the proposed development impacts on residential amenity are matters for a 
Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (RVAA) which is a stage beyond LVIA as it focusses exclusively 
on private views and private visual amenity. A RVAA has not been carried out as there is not considered 
to be the potential for the proposed development to result in the Residential Visual Amenity Threshold to 
be reached at properties in the study area. 
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4.6.2 Roads 
There are several A-class and B-class roads within the inner study area. Key routes of interest in relation 
to the proposed development include the A70, the A71, the B743, the B745, the B7086, and the local road 
network. 
 
4.6.3 Recreational Routes 
The primary long-distance recreational routes in the inner study area are the River Ayr Way, and National 
Cycle Network Route 74 (NCR 74). 
 
4.6.4 Core Path/Public Right of Way Network 
Several core paths route near the application site boundary, including EK/1456/1, EK/1457/1 and 
EK/1458/1. None of the proposed routes would require to be altered in any way to accommodate the 
proposed development. 
 
4.6.5 Recreational Destinations and Visitor Attractions 
There are several discrete facilities for visitors in the inner study area. Of particular interest is Loudoun Hill 
and Auchenlongford Hill. 
 
4.6.6 Overview of Viewpoints 
The viewpoints used in the assessment have been selected to cover points of specific importance such 
as recognised viewpoints, landscape character, settlement, key transport/recreational routes, and to 
inform the definition of the likely extent of significant visual effects arising from the proposed development.  
 
A variety of landscape typologies and points from different directions and distances have also been 
represented in the selected views. 
 
Seven viewpoint locations have been selected in consultation with SLC. Table 1 below lists the viewpoints 
and provides information on their location, the receptors which may experience views at these locations, 
grid reference, and viewpoint distance and direction from the proposed development. An overview of their 
location is shown on all Figures, whilst their location is mapped at detailed scale on the visualisations 
prepared for each viewpoint (see Viewpoints 1 - 7). 
 
Table 1: Representative Viewpoints for Visual Assessment 
 

No. Name/ Location Grid Ref. 
Approx. Distance and 
Direction to Nearest 

Turbine 
Reasons for Inclusion 

1 B743/B745 Junction E265333 
N637028 1.0km/101° 

Representative of views as 
experienced by motorists on the 
B745 

2 Drumclog E264010 
N638859 3.0km/128° 

Representative of views from local 
residencies and as experienced by 
road users on the B745 

3 Gilmourton E265853 
N640118 3.2km/169° 

Representative of views from local 
residencies and as experienced by 
road users on local road network 

4 B743 E268390 
N641409 4.9km/204° 

Representative of views as 
experienced by road users on the 
B743 

5 Loudoun Hill E260889 
N637899 5.5km/102° Representative of views as 

experienced by recreational visitors 

6 A71 at Strathaven E269145 
N644038 7.6km/198° 

Representative of views from local 
residencies and as experienced by 
road users on the A71 

7 Auchenlongford Hill E259800 
N629668 9.5km/043° Representative of views as 

experienced by recreational visitors 
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4.7 Wind Energy Development Baseline 
 

4.7.1 Introduction 
As set out in GLVIA3, it can be difficult to appraise the combined effects of wind energy development due 
to the ever-evolving windfarm development context, and the type of developments that should come under 
consideration:   
 
"Agreement should also be reached about whether the cumulative effects assessment is to focus primarily 
on the additional effects of the main project under consideration, or upon the combined effects of all of the 
past, present and future proposals together with the new project. Some of those involved may tend to 
favour a limited view focused on the additional effects of the project being assessed, on top of the 
cumulative baseline. Some stakeholders may however be more interested in the combined effects of all 
the past, current and future proposals, including the proposed scheme. Again, discussion will be needed 
at the scoping stage with the competent authority and the consultation bodies about what can reasonably 
be expected, especially as assessing combined effects involving a range of different proposals at different 
stages in the planning process can be very complex. Furthermore, the assessor will not have assessed 
the other schemes and cannot therefore make a fully informed judgement. A more comprehensive 
overview of the cumulative effects must rest with the competent authority." 
 
The cumulative assessment set out in this LVIA assesses the landscape and visual effects arising from 
the inclusion of the proposed development in the context of different baseline scenarios centred on 
operational/under construction and consented windfarms.  
 
What this assessment does not do is present an assessment of the combined effects of all the relevant 
windfarms on the landscape; as the Applicant does not have detailed information about each of the other 
projects that would allow a combined effects assessment to be presented. 
 
4.7.2 Cumulative Developments 
4.7.2.1 Baseline Developments 
Operational wind energy developments are a long-established and familiar feature of the immediate and 
surrounding landscape context within the study area, forming part of the baseline conditions. 
 
The operational Dungavel windfarm lies immediately to the east, approximately 275m from the nearest 
proposed development turbine (T1).  
 
The operational Dungavel windfarm CZTV on Figure 5e, shows that theoretical visibility is very similar for 
this development and the proposed development with both developments most likely to appear in unison. 
There are extremely limited instances across a radius of 15km from the application site where turbines 
associated with the proposed development can be seen in isolation, i.e., ‘proposed development only’ 
theoretical visibility. Instances of ‘Dungavel only’ theoretical visibility are frequent, with large areas of 
visibility occurring north, east and south of the application site. Across western parts of the study area, 
patches of ‘Dungavel only’ theoretical visibility are however less common, largely appearing at the fringes 
of combined visibility.  
 
When considering the CZTV, it can be considered that the proposed development would be viewed in 
combination, successively and/or sequentially with the turbines at Dungavel, most likely as an extension 
windfarm development. 
 
Other operational wind developments within 15km of the proposed development include, Kype Muir and 
its extension, and Auchrobert which lie within 10km east. The West Browncastle, Calder Water, and the 
Whitelee array meanwhile lie over 5km northwest. 
 
The combined operational CZTV patterns on Figures 5a and 5b show that theoretical visibility of the 
proposed development occurs entirely within the existing scenario for the study area. 
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4.7.2.2 Consented Scenario 
In addition to those wind energy developments in operation or under construction, there is potential for 
further change to the landscape and visual baseline as a result of consented wind energy developments 
due to be built. The 'consented scenario' assumes that all consented stage wind energy developments 
have become operational and thus form part of a theoretical baseline situation that also includes the 
operational  and under construction stage windfarms.  
 
There are several consented developments in the inner study area, with the closest to the proposed 
development being West Dykes (circa 2km northeast) and the Bankend Rig extension, which lies 
approximately 4km southwest. The Cumberhead West, Dalquhandy, Douglas West extension, and 
Hagshaw Hill Repower cluster meanwhile lies over 7.5km southeast. 
 
The combined consented CZTVs on Figures 5c and 5d show that theoretical visibility of the proposed 
development occurs entirely within the consented scenario for the study area. 
 
4.7.3 Preliminary Assessment of Cumulative Windfarms 
When considering the pattern of recorded operational, under construction, and consented wind energy 
developments in the surrounding landscape (see Figures 4 – 5e), many of the sites beyond 15km are 
found to not have any substantive influence on the cumulative situation within the inner 15km study area, 
with limited visibility of these developments from the agreed LVIA viewpoints (see Viewpoints 1 - 7).  
 
There is evidence that certain developments, such as Dungavel, Kype Muir, West Dykes and Bankend 
Rig extension may be visible in localised views, whilst the large scale development at Whitelee may 
influence key linear routes, and this is considered in the assessment of sequential views (see Assessment 
of Effects on Views Section). 
 
Given the surrounding topography, visual screening influence provided by settlement, and the locations of 
windfarm developments within the 40km search area, it is considered that the greatest potential for 
significant cumulative effects between the proposed development and cumulative sites lies within 
approximately 15km. For this reason, this assessment has focussed on the cumulative sites within 15km 
of the proposed development (inner study area). 
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Section 5.0: Identification of Potential Effects 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The proposed development has the potential to impact landscape features on the application site; affect 
the local landscape character; as well as influence the visual amenity of receptors within vicinity. 
   
There are several ways in which the proposed development may affect the existing landscape and visual 
characteristics found within the study area. Given the nature of the proposed development, these effects 
are likely to be either short-term (and relate specifically to the construction/decommissioning phase of 
works), or long-term (and incurred upon construction of the proposed wind turbines).  
 
Other effects associated with ancillary features, such as remediation works following excavation, would 
reduce over time as the proposed development becomes an integrated part of its surroundings. 
 
5.2 Potential Effects 
Potential effects are those which could result from the construction/decommissioning and operation of the 
proposed development. Table 2 below describes the typical landscape and visual effects that can arise 
from the various phases of works associated with a wind energy development. 
 
Table 2: Potential Effects 
 

Phase Element Potential Effects Potential Sensitive 
Receptors 

Construction/ 
Decommissioning 

Construction plant 

Temporary construction 
facilities including 
compound, assembly, and 
storage areas 

Construction cranes  

Construction of built 
elements including any 
activities associated with 
ground preparation; 
securement of the 
construction area; marking 
out; and any excavation 
works to facilitate crane 
pads, or the laying of pipes 
and cables 

Construction of onsite 
substations 

Temporary physical effects 
on landscape fabric 

Permanent physical effects 
on landscape fabric (i.e., 
permanent removal of 
vegetation/forestry/ground 
cover) 

Temporary effects on 
landscape character 

Temporary effects on views 

Temporary cumulative 
effects 

Physical landscape features 

Landscape character 
receptors 

Visual receptors 

Operation Turbines 

Ancillary infrastructure and 
access tracks 

Long-term effects on 
landscape character 
including cumulative effects 

Long-term effects on views 
including cumulative effects 

Landscape character 
receptors 

Visual receptors 

 
Regards the table above, it is worth stating that mention does not necessarily mean the effects would 
occur, or that they would be significant. 
 
The effects of the proposed development on the landscape and visual resource would arise principally 
from the construction, operation, then decommissioning of the turbines, ancillary infrastructure and access 
tracks. The temporary construction facilities, such as cranes, construction vehicles, construction 
compound and delivery vehicles required during to facilitate construction would also have effects on the 
landscape and visual resource during the 12-15 month construction period.  
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Following the end of the operational phase, the proposed development would be decommissioned, with 
the land reinstated as close as practicable to its current condition. All above-ground built elements would 
be removed from the application site. Turbine foundations may be buried as may cables following 
disconnection. Evidence of the proposed development would remain in close views during the post-
decommissioning restoration period; with the application site returning to an appearance nearer its original 
condition over time.  
 
Decommissioning is expected to take considerably less time than construction. As it is considered that 
there would be no instances where construction/decommissioning effects would trigger a significant effect 
for receptors where operational effects are found to be not significant, all phases have been assessed and 
reported together in this LVIA. 
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Section 6.0: Design Recommendations 
 
6.1 Mitigation 
 

6.1.1 Embedded Mitigation 
The biggest contribution to mitigate potential landscape and visual effects can be made during the layout 
design process of the proposed development, ideally with a view on creating a wind energy development 
which is appropriate for the existing landscape character and visual features of an area.  
 
Regards the proposed development, the layout design has evolved as part of an iterative process which 
has aimed to provide an optimal design in environmental, as well as technical and economic terms. 
 
From a landscape and visual mitigation perspective, the central measure in the design process has been 
in relation to the spatial and visual relationship between the proposed development and the operational 
Dungavel windfarm. During the design process, consideration was also given to the arrangement of the 
proposed turbines to minimise the possibility for potentially significant cumulative interactions with the 
Kype Muir array. 
 
The proposed turbines were also set back as far as possible to reduce the prominence of the turbines in 
views from surrounding settlements and the closest linear travel routes. The turbine layout also considered 
the proximity of locally designated sites, taking cognisance of intervening landform, coniferous forestry 
and woodland to minimise the risk of significant, adverse effects. 
 
6.2 Landscape and Visual Design Strategy 
 

6.2.1 Construction Phase 
Specific mitigation measure suggestions to minimise the potential landscape impact during the 
construction phase include: 
 Limiting land clearance and occupation to the minimum necessary to complete the works; 
 Minimising existing tree cover and vegetation removal as far as possible; 
 Protecting valued environmental features such as forested and woodland areas, with fencing or 

similar, to keep contractors out of areas where damage may result; 
 Controlling construction lighting after dark, so it does not impinge into sensitive views, for example 

from residential windows; 
 Ensuring that temporary warning signs and other road safety management measures are established 

in an orderly and well organised manner that achieves the necessary safety management objectives 
with minimal landscape intrusion;  

 Removal of temporary construction materials from the application site once work is completed; 
 Regular maintenance of working compounds to ensure they are kept tidy and contained, with mud 

etc. controlled upon local roads;  
 Construction of hardstanding areas or new temporary access tracks or roads at the beginning of the 

construction period, to minimise ground disturbance to surrounding areas;   
 Reuse of existing field access points and tracks to minimise the amount of new and upgraded track 

required as part of the proposed development, thereby minimising potential landscape and visual 
effects; 

 Locating the construction compound, access tracks etc. in locations away from sensitive receptors to 
minimise potential landscape and visual impacts; 

 Directing cable trenches along access tracks to minimise potential landscape and visual impacts; 
 Limiting vehicle movements to permitted routes only to avoid soil compaction from vehicles tracking 

over other undisturbed areas, and consequent impacts on vegetation; and 
 Regrading of any areas of topsoil or subsoil disturbed to facilitate the proposed development to blend 

with the surrounding landform (and encouraged to regenerate with native or locally appropriate 
grassland/plant species). 
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6.2.2 Operational Phase 
Based on our analysis and review of landscape planning policy and the results of the various reports 
prepared by the appointed design team, the proposed turbine layout was designed to minimise the effects 
on the surrounding landscape and visual resource, with the intent on presenting a simple, well balanced 
image of the proposed development in most views. 
 
Critically, the height of the proposed turbines has been set to accord with the scale of the existing pattern 
of windfarm development; whilst acknowledging the presence of existing infrastructural features including 
electricity poles and overhead lines, to limit the risk of visual clutter, limit the risk of relatively large gaps 
between large scale built form, and to limit the visual prominence of the proposed development. 
 
The turbine positions have also been promoted at sufficient distance from linear routes to avoid potential 
for visual dominance, thereby reducing the potential for likely significant environmental effects on visual 
amenity. 
 
Land take has also been limited to the minimum required for safe and effective operation of the proposed 
development, whilst following construction, any soil materials excavated are proposed for retention onsite 
for re-use on areas to be left to naturally revegetate. 
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Section 7.0: Assessment of Physical Landscape Effects 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The first category of effects covered in the assessment is physical effects, which are direct effects on the 
fabric of the application site. Physical effects are generally only found on the application site, unless certain 
offsite works are required, such as road widening to accommodate the delivery of turbine components.  
 
For the proposed development, the assessment of physical effects relates to changes in ground cover, 
such as where specific existing landscape features may have to be removed or altered to facilitate the 
proposed development. It should be noted that in this assessment, landscape features are assessed with 
reference to their contribution to the landscape rather than in ecological or cultural heritage terms etc.  
 
Reference should be made to Appendix B: Assessment Methodology for detail on the methodology 
adopted in undertaking the assessment of physical effects.  
 
7.2 Identification of Physical Landscape Features  
The proposed turbines and the majority of infrastructure, including access tracks, would be located almost 
entirely within areas of moorland grass ground cover. There are presently individual and small stands of tree 
cover near the proposed access point, which may have to be felled to accommodate the proposed development. 
 
Sections of new access track would be required to connect to the proposed development to facilitate blade 
oversail during delivery. This again would largely impact areas of moorland grass ground cover. 
 
In respect of the application site context, moorland grass is the physical landscape feature considered to 
contribute to landscape character most meaningfully. Physical effects of the proposed development on 
moorland grass as a landscape element is therefore assessed in detail below. 
 
7.3 Moorland Grass 
 

7.3.1 Sensitivity 
Moorland on the application site comprises grasses and mosses considered typical of the central lowlands 
and the Clyde Valley.  
 
Moorland grass (or specifically moorland vegetation) has been listed as a key landscape characteristic of 
LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley, which illustrates its influence as a defining 
landscape feature. In the immediate context of the application site, moorland grass ground cover is an 
abundant landscape resource and one that is not therefore considered rare. As a result, moorland grass 
is considered to have a medium landscape value. 
 
The susceptibility to change of this landscape feature is low due to the potential for reinstatement and 
restoration following construction. The combination of the low susceptibility to change with medium 
landscape value results in a medium-low sensitivity for moorland grass ground cover. 
 
7.3.2 Magnitude of Change 
The proposed turbines would have concrete foundations that would remove moorland grass as a ground 
cover at the base of each turbine.  
 
Most of the ancillary infrastructure required would also be located on areas of moorland grass, including 
access tracks. Crane hardstanding’s, the construction compound, operations building, and cable routes 
are further proposed to be located within this ground cover.  
 
The proposed development would result in the removal of small areas of moorland grass during the 
construction phase. Following construction, moorland grass would be reinstated (through natural 
revegetation) over the disturbed areas not permanently occupied by infrastructure that have been 
disturbed by landform change including along access tracks and cable routes. 
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The remaining areas of moorland grass would be retained on the application site over the lifetime of the 
proposed development. 
 
The area of moorland grass to be removed to facilitate construction, then operation of the proposed 
development is extremely limited in relation to the total area of moorland grass present on the application 
site and elsewhere within the LCT. The magnitude of change on this landscape feature is therefore 
considered to be very low-negligible. 
 
7.3.3 Significance of Effect 
The resulting effect of the proposed development on moorland grass is considered to be not significant.  
 
7.3.4 Cumulative Physical Effects 
The single wind turbine development at West Dykes would be located on land within the LCU 
approximately 2km northeast of the application site. Whilst this would result in the further removal of 
moorland grass, the loss would be extremely limited in relation to the total area of moorland grass present 
within the LCU.  
 
No further wind energy developments in the consented scenario are within the immediate landscape 
context of the proposed development. Subsequently, there is little to no potential for cumulative interaction 
between these physical effects. As a result, there would be no cumulative effect. 
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Section 8.0: Assessment of Effects on Landscape Character 
 
8.1 Introduction 
Landscape character is the distinct and recognisable pattern of features that occurs consistently in a 
particular type of landscape, and the way in which this pattern is perceived. Effects on landscape character 
can occur both onsite, where the pattern of features that characterise the landscape would be directly 
altered by the proposed development; and offsite, where visibility of the proposed development may alter 
the way in which recognisable patterns are perceived in the study area. 
 
The Assessment of Effects on Landscape Character focusses on landscape character receptors within 
15km of the proposed development, as agreed with SLC. 
 
8.2 Preliminary Assessment 
 

8.2.1 Introduction 
The starting point in identifying which of the landscape typologies require to be assessed in detail is to 
undertake an analysis of the ZTVs. Those landscape character receptors that display no theoretical 
visibility of the proposed development are immediately discounted as there would be no potential for 
significant effects. 
 
The next stage is to consider potential visual screening influences such as intervening built form, forestry, 
woodland, tree cover, and vegetation as well as viewing distances, as there would be limited potential for 
the proposed development to exert a level of influence that would create a defining landscape 
characteristic, and therefore a significant effect, when there is limited, restricted, or distant visibility of the 
proposed development. 
 
The third stage involves undertaking a preliminary assessment to determine which of the landscape 
character receptors are likely to be influenced by the proposed development and have the potential to 
undergo significant effects, with those with no potential for significant effects not included in detailed 
assessment. 
 
The final stage involves detailed assessment for the remaining landscape character receptors to establish 
whether they would experience significant or not significant effects.  
 
8.2.2 Preliminary LCTs Assessment 
The Table below presents the findings from the preliminary LCTs assessment, identifying those LCTs that 
have the potential to undergo significant effects and require to be assessed in detail. 
 
Table 3: Preliminary LCTs Assessment 
 

Status: Included for Detailed Assessment 
Landscape Character Type (LCT) Rationale 
213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley The LCT is split into multiple Landscape Character Units 

(LCUs) that display varying levels of theoretical visibility of the 
proposed development. 

The LCU with the greatest potential to experience significant 
effects from the proposed development is the South 
Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim LCU, as the proposed turbines and 
ancillary infrastructure would be located within this LCU. 

207: Upland River Valley - Glasgow & Clyde Valley The LCT is split into multiple LCUs that display varying levels 
of theoretical visibility of the proposed development. 

The LCU with the greatest potential to experience significant 
effects from the proposed development is the Avon Water 
valley due to its proximity to the proposed development. 
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Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Landscape Character Type (LCT) Rationale 
069: Upland River Valleys - Ayrshire The valley of the River Irvine displays fragmented theoretical 

visibility, with potential views from the valley likely to be 
restricted by woodland on the valley slopes as well as by 
settlement along the valley.  

As a result, visibility is likely to be largely concentrated to the 
summits and upper hillsides of surrounding hills such as 
Loudoun Hill, where the outlook would be expansive. In such 
views, the proposed development is likely to be barely 
discernible in the context of coniferous forestry plantations, 
settlement, and operational wind turbines on the plateau, 
diminishing the potential additional influence that the 
proposed development would exert on the characteristics of 
the LCT. 

There is minimal to no theoretical visibility of the proposed 
development from the River Ayr valley (see Viewpoint 5). 

078: Plateau Moorland - Ayrshire The ZTV shows fragmented theoretical visibility, with visibility 
largely concentrated to the summits and upper hillsides of 
moorland hills. 

From hill summits, the outlook would be expansive, with the 
proposed development likely to be barely discernible in the 
context of coniferous forestry plantations, settlement, and 
operational wind turbines on the plateau, diminishing the 
potential additional influence that the proposed development 
would exert on the characteristics of the LCT.  

214: Plateau Moorland with Windfarms - Glasgow & Clyde 
Valley 
 
079: Plateau Moorland with Windfarms - Ayrshire 

Most of the theoretical visibility within these LCTs cover areas 
of forestry, with the prominence of wind turbine development 
and coniferous forestry plantations considerably restricting 
potential views of the proposed development.  

Status: Discounted as Limited/Restricted or Distant Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Landscape Character Type (LCT) 
066: Agricultural Lowlands - Ayrshire 
068: Lowland River Valleys - Ayrshire 
201: Plateau Farmland - Glasgow & Clyde Valley 
204: Incised River Valleys 
Status: Discounted as No Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Landscape Character Type (LCT) 
N/A 

 
8.2.3 Preliminary Landscape Designations Assessment 
The Table below presents the findings from the preliminary landscape designations assessment, 
identifying those designations that have the potential to undergo significant effects and require to be 
assessed in detail. 
 
Table 4: Preliminary Landscape Designations Assessment 
 

Status: Included for Detailed Assessment 
Landscape Designation 
N/A 
Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Landscape Designation Rationale 
Middle Clyde Valley SLA The middle section of the Clyde Valley displays fragmented 

theoretical visibility. Any potential views would be visually 
restricted by woodland on the valley slopes as well as by 
expansive settlement and large scale infrastructural elements 
on the fringes of the surrounding urban landscapes.  
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Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Landscape Designation Rationale 
East Ayrshire Sensitive Landscape Areas The ZTV shows fragmented theoretical visibility, with visibility 

largely concentrated to the summits and upper hillsides of 
moorland hills. 
 
From hill summits, the outlook would be expansive, with the 
proposed development likely to be barely discernible in the 
context of coniferous forestry plantations, settlement, and 
operational wind turbines on the plateau, diminishing the 
potential additional influence that the proposed development 
would exert on the characteristics of the designation (see 
Viewpoint 7). 

Lanfine GDL Potentially visible areas shown on the ZTV would be visually 
restricted by estate woodlands and garden vegetation.  

Loudoun Castle GDL Potentially visible areas shown on the ZTV would be visually 
restricted by estate woodlands and garden vegetation.  

Calderglen Country Park Potentially visible areas shown on the ZTV would be visually 
restricted by parkland trees and woodland. 

Status: Discounted as Limited/Restricted or Distant Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Landscape Designation 
N/A 
Status: Discounted as No Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Landscape Designation 
N/A 

 
8.2.4 Summary of Preliminary Landscape Character Assessment 
The preliminary assessment has identified that a detailed assessment should be carried out in full for the 
following landscape character receptors as a result of potential effects from the proposed development: 
 LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley (South Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim Landscape 

LCU); and 
 LCT 207: Upland River Valley - Glasgow & Clyde Valley (Avon Water Valley LCU). 
 
8.3 Detailed Assessment 
8.3.1 LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley (South Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim 
Landscape LCU) 
8.3.1.1 Baseline Conditions 
The proposed development is located within LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley in an 
area largely comprising moorland grass, which is a characteristic feature of the landscape. 
 
Much of this LCT has been modified by human intervention either through intensive farming practices or 
to accommodate large scale coniferous forestry plantations and operational windfarms. 
 
Whilst this assessment considers potential effects on the South Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim Landscape LCU 
- as the preliminary assessment identified this as the only susceptible LCU of the LCT to the proposed 
development - there are other areas of the ‘host’ LCT present across the Clyde Valley, physically 
segregated by incised river valley landscapes, some of which have been reclassified due to the increased 
prevalence of windfarms or forestry. There are also further instances of plateau moorland landscapes 
across other regions in Scotland. Given this, the South Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim LCU is not considered 
exceptional in terms of the key defining landscape features in which it is characterised.  
 
According to NatureScot, the key characteristics of the LCT are: 
 “Large scale landform. 
 Undulating hills and sloping ridges in the western areas; a more even plateau landform in the east. 
 Distinctive upland character created by the combination of elevation, exposure, smooth plateau 

landform, moorland vegetation. 
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 Predominant lack of modern development. 
 Extensive wind turbine development, including one of the largest wind farms in Scotland, Black Law. 
 Sense of apparent naturalness and remoteness which contrasts with the farmed and settled lowlands, 

although this has been reduced in places by wind energy development.” 
 
In the South Lanarkshire LCA, the ‘host’ landscape is referred to as LCT 7A Rolling Moorland: Landscape 
LCU (i) Hagshaw/Dungavel (North of Douglas Water). Whilst there are noticeable discrepancies in terms 
of LCT characterisation, nomenclature, and boundary alignments between this LCU and the NatureScot  
information in which this assessment is based, the key characteristics for the Rolling Moorland LCT are 
considered of relevance in determining the baseline description for the local landscape in which the 
proposed development would be located: 
 “distinctive upland character created by the combination of elevation, exposure, smooth, rolling or 

undulating landform, moorland vegetation and the predominant lack of modern development; 
 these areas share a sense of apparent wildness and remoteness which contrasts with the farmed and 

settled lowlands and the windfarm-dominated Plateau Moorlands; 
 there are extensive views over the surrounding Ayrshire and Lanarkshire lowlands from the hilltops.” 
 
The LCS describes the Rolling Moorland LCT as having a low landscape capacity to accommodate 
turbines over 120m, with the rationale behind the judgement being: 
 
“Landscape Analysis: Rolling landform, simple landscape pattern of moorland and forestry and low 
settlement density, extending west into Ayrshire. This LCT is similar to Plateau Moorland but more 
distinctive landforms are less suited to blanket coverage by wind turbines. They form the skyline for more 
settled Upland River Valleys and merge into Plateau Farmland to the E.  
 
Development Capacity: This landscape area has the underlying capacity to accommodate medium to 
large clusters of larger turbines. However consented developments have utilised much of the capacity and 
exceed capacity in some areas. There is some scope for further discrete developments in peripheral 
locations, well separated from existing windfarms. Careful consideration should be given to limiting  
turbine size in locations with more modest distinctions in landform.” 
 
The operational Dungavel windfarm is in the South Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim Landscape LCU, as is 
Bankend Rig, Kype Muir and Auchrobert. In addition, the operational windfarms at Hagshaw Hill, Nutberry, 
Galawhistle, Dalquhandy and Whitelee are visible from open areas of this LCU. 
 
Interestingly, there appears to be minimal to no mention in the studies (when also considering the 
addendum guidance for the region) of the potential to locate further turbines in proximity to existing turbines 
to establish a clear pattern of windfarm development in the LCU.  
 
There appears to be potential to develop a strategy to associate the proposed development with the 
Dungavel turbines; consolidating wind energy development in a landscape where existing turbines are 
present providing the visual appearance appears consistent.  
 
In terms of perception, the LCU has a relatively remote character outwith farmed areas, or parcels of land 
occupied by operational windfarms or covered by forestry plantations. Whilst there is a general lack of 
modern development and settlement in the landscape, the introduction of wind turbines has influenced the 
perception of remoteness. Open hill summits and upper hillslopes also offer visibility of transport corridors 
and electrical infrastructure located in neighbouring landscapes. 
 
Current pressures that may cause change in the landscape in the future include consented windfarms that 
are not yet present in the landscape. 
 
Viewpoint 4 has been taken from within this LCU. 
 
Value 
The LCU is not covered by any international, national or local landscape designation.  
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The LCU is largely absent of modern development, aside from windfarms, which has allowed many of its  
inherent attributes to remain intact; although, many of these features are commonly found in other 
landscapes in the Clyde Valley. 
 
The LCU provides for recreational outdoor pursuits and provides a sense of remoteness that is often 
absent from neighbouring landscapes. 
 
On balance, the landscape value is considered to be medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
This LCU is a large scale landscape dominated by a simple land cover pattern comprising large areas of 
undulating moorland and coniferous forestry plantation. The landscape is largely remote and void of built 
structures other than wind turbines, with the overall character of the LCU typified by the presence of 
moorland, forestry and wind turbines.  
 
The baseline windfarm influence reduces the susceptibility of the LCU to change, with the presence of the 
Dungavel wind turbines reducing the sensory perception of remoteness near the application site. The 
presence of large scale wind turbines as a characterising feature demonstrates the LCUs ability to 
accommodate wind energy development; although, acknowledging that further turbines would 
incrementally increase the potential for cumulative effects.  
 
The LCU is considered to have an associative relationship with the neighbouring Avon Water valley 
landscape. 
 
On balance, susceptibility is considered to be medium. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the landscape and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to 
an overall sensitivity rating of medium. 
 
8.3.1.2 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
The bare ground ZTVs illustrate concentrated theoretical visibility of the proposed development across this 
LCU; although, more patchy theoretical visibility starts to emerge around 2km from the proposed 
development in easterly and southerly directions, and from approximately 5km in a northerly and westerly 
direction. 
 
There are further patches of theoretical visibility across the wider extents of the LCU. Intervening forestry 
plantation and windfarm development would however largely restrict visibility of the proposed 
development, diminishing any potential for significant effects; with actual visibility of the proposed 
development likely to be restricted to areas of moorland where areas of forestry do not restrict views. 
 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Changes to the sensory experience of the landscape character of the LCU resulting from the 

intensification of large scale wind turbines within it; 
 Potential for the proposed development to increase the localised influence of wind energy 

development, leading to the formation of a windfarm landscape in the immediate context; 
 Potential for the proposed development to increase the influence of wind energy development across 

wider areas of the LCU, including from locations that already experience views of operational turbines, 
therefore potentially increasing the cumulative effect of multiple windfarms;  

 The degree to which the proposed development would accord or contrast in turbine size and/or scale 
in comparison to the operational Dungavel wind turbines; 

 Reduction in open moorland character within the LCU; and 
 Potential influence of large scale wind energy development on a relatively remote landscape. 
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Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Introducing large scale wind turbines and associated infrastructure into a moorland landscape that 

already contains large scale windfarm development; 
 Changes to key characteristics would be restricted across large areas of the LCU where there is little 

to no potential for visibility of the proposed development due to intervening landform, coniferous 
forestry plantations and operational windfarm development. From certain locations, the expectation is 
that the proposed turbines would be visually restricted by forestry; although, rotational blade tip 
movement may be discernible on occasion. Where visibility would not be obscured, the proposed 
development would appear within the context of the operational Dungavel turbines, therefore not 
introducing an uncharacteristic feature;  

 Where visible, the proposed development may be seen within a context of existing windfarms including 
the turbines at Bankend Rig, Kype Muir, Auchrobert, Hagshaw Hill, Nutberry, Galawhistle, Dalquhandy 
and Whitelee, which often form discernible skyline features; and 

 The location of the proposed development sits within the core of the plateau, with undulations in 
landform and small hills limiting the ZTV extent in the wider landscape. 

 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be high locally (up to approximately 2km-
3km from the application site boundary), with the predicted magnitude of change continually falling with 
increased distance from the application site boundary. 
 
Significance of Effects 
The proposed development would lead to an intensification of windfarm development in the immediately 
surrounding landscape context, increasing the extent of a 'landscape with windfarms' characteristic 
immediately surrounding the application site boundary.  
 
The presence of the proposed development would lead to long-term significant effects that would occur both 
as a result of the introduction of the proposed development into this LCU and cumulatively with the operational 
baseline. The geographical extents of significant effects would however be highly localised within this LCU (up 
to approximately 2km-3km from the application site boundary depending on the presence of forestry).  
 
Beyond these distances, intervening landform, coniferous forestry, operational windfarm development, 
built form, and farm woodlands and shelterbelts would combine to visually restrict views of ancillary 
features, with the influence of the proposed turbines diminishing as they become increasingly viewed 
alongside coniferous forestry and operational windfarm development in wider panoramas. 
 
The effect of the proposed development on the landscape character of all other parts of this LCT are 
assessed as not significant.  
 
8.3.1.3 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
West Dykes and Bankend Rig extension will be located in the LCT as would Cumberhead West, 
Dalquhandy, Douglas West extension, and Hagshaw Hill Repower.  
 
With West Dykes and Bankend Rig, the combination of localised visual screening influences such as 
intervening landform and coniferous forestry would diminish the degree of potential change experienced 
from the LCU, whilst the separation distance between the proposed development and the other consented 
developments would considerably diminish the degree of potential change experienced from the LCU 
owing to attenuation by distance.  
 
The cumulative interaction between the proposed development and these consented developments, as 
experienced from the LCU, is therefore considered to be minimal. As a result, the cumulative magnitude 
of change is considered to be broadly consistent with the key factors of magnitude considered against the 
operational baseline. As a result, the magnitude of change is considered to be high locally (up to 
approximately 2km-3km from the application site boundary), with the predicted magnitude of change 
continually falling with increased distance from the application site boundary. The cumulative effect is 
considered to be not significant. 
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8.3.2 LCT 207: Upland River Valley - Glasgow & Clyde Valley (Avon Water Valley LCU) 
 

8.3.2.1 Baseline Conditions 
The proposed development would be located east of this LCU. 
 
Much of this LCU has been modified by human intervention either through intensive farming practices or 
to accommodate built form, including expansions to the settlements at Sandford and Caldermill. 
 
Whilst this assessment considers potential effects on the Avon Water Valley LCU - as the preliminary 
assessment identified this as the only susceptible LCU of the LCT to the proposed development - there 
are other LCUs present between the Clyde Basin and the Ayrshire Basin. There are also further instances 
of upland river valley landscapes across other regions in Scotland. Given this, the Avon Water Valley LCU 
is not considered exceptional in terms of the key defining landscape features in which it is characterised.  
 
According to NatureScot, the key characteristics of the LCT are: 
 “A series of valleys formed along faultlines through the Plateau Moorlands and paired with valleys to 

the south and west in Ayrshire. 
 South-west to north-east orientation of the valleys. 
 Strong contrast between the wooded and settled character of the valleys and the exposed enclosing 

uplands. 
 Transition from the exposed upper reaches to more sheltered lowland areas.” 
 
In the South Lanarkshire LCA, the landscape is referred to as LCT 8 Upland River Valley: LCU (i) Avon 
Water. According to the South Lanarkshire LCA, the key characteristics of the LCT are: 
 “a series of valleys formed along faultlines through the Rolling Moorlands and Plateau Farmlands and 

often paired with valleys to the SW in Ayrshire; 
 Strong contrast between the wooded and settled character of the valleys and the exposed enclosing 

uplands and farmlands; 
 Transition from the exposed upper reaches to more sheltered lowland areas.” 
 
Operational wind turbine development in this LCU relates to small-medium scale models, with visibility of 
windfarm development borrowed from neighbouring moorland and/or farmed landscapes. Dungavel, 
Bankend Rig, Kype Muir, Auchrobert, Hagshaw Hill, Nutberry, Galawhistle, Dalquhandy and Whitelee are 
visible from open areas of this LCU. 
 
In terms of perception, the LCU has a relatively exposed and remote character outwith settled areas or 
when in proximity to forested areas or denser areas of population in neighbouring landscapes. Open areas 
of the landscape also offer visibility of transport corridors and electrical infrastructure in neighbouring 
landscapes. 
 
Current pressures that may cause change in the landscape in the future include built development along 
transport corridors and potential settlement expansion. The LCU also has the potential to be influenced by 
forestry plantations ad consented windfarms that are not yet present in neighbouring landscapes. 
 
Viewpoints 1, 2, and 3 have been taken from within this LCU.  
 
Value 
The LCU is not covered by any international or national designations. The Middle Clyde Valley SLA does 
however cover the north-eastern section of the valley, which broadly extends between Strathaven and 
Stonehouse. 
 
The LCU is largely absent of modern development, aside from the A71, intermittent hamlet and village 
settlement and the sporadic presence of farmsteads, which has allowed many of its inherent attributes to 
remain intact. Many of these features are however commonly found in other landscapes in the Clyde 
Valley. 
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The LCU provides for recreational outdoor pursuits and provides a sense of remoteness that is often 
absent from neighbouring landscapes. 
 
On balance, the landscape value is considered to be high-medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
Whilst the proposed development would not be located within the LCU, it would be susceptible to change 
given its proximity.  
 
The intimate, small-medium scale nature of the valley landscape increases susceptibility to windfarm 
development in the neighbouring plateau moorland landscape; although, the sense of enclosure that often 
occurs near the valley floor from undulating landform and the wooded valley sides, creates sensory separation. 
 
The larger scale and more open parts of land in the LCU are considered less susceptible to changes 
potentially resulting from the proposed development, due in part by the presence of existing windfarm 
development, and visibility of transport corridors, settlement and large scale infrastructural elements in 
neighbouring landscapes. 
 
As wind turbines are not an uncharacteristic feature in the landscape, the LCU is considered to be an 
appropriate receiving landscape for wind energy development; whilst, acknowledging that further turbines 
would incrementally increase the potential for cumulative effects. On balance, susceptibility is considered 
to be high-medium. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the landscape and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to 
an overall sensitivity rating of high-medium. 
 
8.3.2.2 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
The bare ground ZTVs illustrate almost concentrated theoretical visibility of the proposed development 
across the LCU; although, visual screening provided by intervening built form, farm woodlands, and 
woodland on the valley sides, would diminish the potential for significant effects from a lot of the landscape, 
including from the valley floor. 
 
Both the A71 corridor and the route of the B745 display theoretical visibility; however actual visibility would 
be constrained by roadside vegetation and intermittent forestry from these routes. 
 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Changes to the sensory experience of the landscape character of the designation resulting from the 

intensification of large scale wind turbines to the east; 
 Changes to more open parts of the LCU;  
 Potential for the proposed development to increase the influence of wind energy development from 

parts of the LCU that already experience views of operational turbines, therefore potentially increasing 
the cumulative effect of multiple windfarms; and 

 The degree to which the proposed development would accord or contrast in turbine size and/or scale 
in comparison to the operational Dungavel wind turbines. 

 
Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Changes to key characteristics would be minimal as from large areas of the LCU there is little to no 

potential for actual visibility of the proposed development due to intervening woodland and vegetation 
on the valley floor and woodland on the valley sides. From more open locations, the expectation is 
that the proposed turbines would be visually restricted by forestry; although, rotational blade tip 
movement may be discernible on occasion. Where visibility would not be obscured, the proposed 
development would appear within the context of the operational Dungavel turbines, therefore not 
introducing an uncharacteristic feature;  
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 Where visible, the proposed development may be seen within a context of existing windfarms including 
the turbines at Bankend Rig, Kype Muir, Auchrobert, Hagshaw Hill, Nutberry, Galawhistle, Dalquhandy 
and Whitelee, which often form discernible skyline features;  

 The proposed development would not introduce uncharacteristic features; and 
 Parts of the LCU displaying concentrated theoretical visibility relate to areas of farmland where 

receptors are less likely to frequent. 
 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be low. 
 
Significance of Effects 
The LCU is considered to be of a high-medium sensitivity to the type of development proposed, with the 
addition of the proposed development leading to a medium magnitude of change. 
 
The visual appearance of the proposed development would fit with the existing pattern of large scale 
turbine development in the background landscape to the east, with the proposed turbines appearing as a 
legible foreground extension to the existing Dungavel windfarm. 
 
When considering the above judgements, it is therefore considered that the perception of key 
characteristics in the Plateau Moorlands LCT would only be influenced to an extent, with the combination 
of localised visual screening from intervening built form, woodland, forestry and the existing influence 
exerted from windfarm development, considerably diminishing the degree of potential change that would 
be experienced from the LCU. As a result, effects on the character of this designation are predicted to be 
not significant. 
 
8.3.2.3 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
Whilst there are no consented developments in the LCU, West Dykes, the Bankend Rig extension and the 
developments at Cumberhead West, Dalquhandy, Douglas West extension and Hagshaw Hill Repower 
have potential to influence the extent of cumulative effects. The latter cluster would occupy relatively 
prominent positions on neighbouring upland landscapes, which may be experienced in distant views to 
the southeast from more open areas in the LCU. 
 
With West Dykes and Bankend Rig extension, the combination of localised visual screening influences 
such as intervening landform and coniferous forestry would diminish the degree of potential change 
experienced from the LCU. The presence of neighbouring existing windfarm development at Kype Muir 
and Bankend Rig would further limit the extent of landscape change experienced.   
 
The separation distance between the proposed development and other consented developments would 
considerably diminish the degree of potential change experienced from the LCU owing to attenuation by 
distance.  
 
The cumulative interaction between the proposed development and these consented developments, as 
experienced from the LCU, is therefore considered to be minimal. As a result, the cumulative magnitude 
of change is considered to be broadly consistent with the key factors of magnitude considered against the 
operational baseline. As a result, the magnitude of change is considered to be medium, resulting in a not 
significant cumulative effect. 
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Section 9.0: Assessment of Effects on Views 
 
9.1 Introduction 
Visual effects are described as the changes to views as experienced by people that result from the 
proposed development. As described in the baseline overview, the assessment of effects on views 
includes effects on principal visual receptors (i.e., groups of people in settlements, motorists on roads, 
users of recreational routes, etc) and on people at representative viewpoints. 
 
The following preliminary assessment identifies which of these views and principal visual receptors may 
experience significant effects and therefore require to be included for detailed assessment. A detailed 
baseline description is provided for each viewpoint, and the visual receptors identified as requiring more 
detailed assessment.  
 
The Assessment of Effects on Views focusses on visual receptors and viewpoints within 15km of the 
proposed development, as agreed with SLC. 
 
9.2 Preliminary Assessment 
 

9.2.1 Introduction 
As for the Assessment of Effects on Landscape Character, the starting point in identifying which of the 
principal visual receptors require to be assessed in detail is to undertake an analysis of the ZTVs. Those 
principal visual receptors that display no theoretical visibility of the proposed development have been 
immediately discounted as there would be no potential for significant effects. 
 
The next stage is to consider potential visual screening influences such as intervening built form, forestry, 
and woodland, and viewing distances, as there would be limited potential for the proposed development 
to exert a level of influence that would create a significant visual effect, when there is limited, restricted, or 
distant visibility of the proposed development. 
 
The third stage involves undertaking a preliminary assessment to determine which of the principal visual 
receptors are likely to be influenced by the proposed development and have the potential to undergo 
significant effects, with those with no potential for significant effects not included in the detailed 
assessment. 
 
The final stage involves detailed assessment for the remaining principal visual receptors to establish 
whether they would experience significant or not significant effects.  
 
9.3 Preliminary Principal Settlements Assessment 
The Table below presents the findings from the preliminary settlement’s assessment, identifying those that 
have the potential to undergo significant effects and require to be assessed in detail. 
 
Table 5: Preliminary Principal Settlements Assessment 
 

Status: Included for Detailed Assessment 
Settlement 
N/A 
Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Settlement Rationale 
Dungavel Residencies along Hamilton Drive in Dungavel are shown as having theoretical visibility of the proposed 

development; however, built form and street/garden vegetation would visually restrict views of the 
proposed development from most residencies. Enclosing woodland around the settlement and 
intervening forestry would further restrict actual visibility. 

Where views would not be obscured, the proposed development would be viewed against a moorland 
landscape in the context of coniferous forestry plantations and operational windfarm development, 
including the operational turbines at Dungavel, where it would appear as a legible extension. 
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Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Settlement Rationale 
Caldermill 
Darvel 
Drumclog 
Gilmourton 
Hareshaw 
Priestland 
Sandford 
Stobieside 
Strathaven 
 

Each of these settlements display theoretical visibility of the proposed development; however, built form 
and street/garden vegetation would visually restrict views of the proposed development from many 
residencies, whilst orientation would often negate visibility of the proposed development from the 
principal outlook of many properties. 

On the extents of the settlements there would be greater prospect for visibility of the proposed 
development; although, intervening farm woodlands, shelterbelts and coniferous forestry plantations 
would combine to restrict visibility. Rotational blade movement may be noticeable on occasion; 
although, not to a significant degree. 

Where views would not be obscured, the proposed development would be viewed against a moorland 
landscape, in the context of coniferous forestry plantations and operational windfarm development, 
including the operational turbines at Dungavel, where it would appear as a legible extension, as shown 
on Viewpoints 2, 3 and 6. 

Status: Discounted as Limited/Restricted or Distant Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Settlement 
Ardochrig 
Carbellow 
Chapelton 
Galston 
Glassford 
Greenholm 
Newmilns 
Stonehouse 
Udstonhead 
Status: Discounted as No Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Settlement 
Auchenheath 
Auchinleck 
Auchlochan 
Auchmillan 
Auldhouse 
Bellfield 
Blackwood 
Boghead 
Braehead 
Carmacoup 
Coalburn 
Cronberry 
Cumnock 
Dalblair 
Douglas 
Draffan 
East Kilbride 
Garpel 
Gilmilnscroft 
Glenbuck 
Glespin 
Hazelside 
Holmhead 
Kames 
Kirkmuirhill 
Knowhead 
Lesmahagow 
Limekilnburn 
Limmerhaugh Muir 
Logan 
Lugar 
Milrig 
Muirkirk 
Nethershield 
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Status: Discounted as No Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Settlement 
Nether Wellwood 
Netherwood 
New Trows 
Parish Holm 
Rutherend 
Smallburn 
Sorn 
Sornhill 
Stockbriggs 

 
9.4 Preliminary Principal Transportation Route Assessment 
The Table below presents the findings from the preliminary principal roads assessment, identifying those 
that have the potential to undergo significant effects and require to be assessed in detail. 
 
Table 6: Preliminary Principal Transportation Route Assessment 
 

Status: Included for Detailed Assessment 
Transportation 
Route 

Rationale 

B743 Included in detailed assessment due to proximity to the proposed development, and level of visibility in 
relation to cumulative context from the northernmost section.  

For the purposes of assessment, the northernmost section covers the route between the ‘split’ (where 
the route merges with the A70 at Muirkirk) to where the road ends at Strathaven. 

The westernmost section of the route is not assessed in detail as the ZTVs display no theoretical 
visibility of the proposed development from the route between Prestwick and Muirkirk.  

B745 Included in detailed assessment due to proximity to the proposed development.  
Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Transportation 
Route 

Rationale 

A71 
 

The bareground ZTV shows fragmented theoretical visibility to varying degrees from the A71, due to 
intervening landform. 

The A71 passes through built-up areas, where settlement, built form and street/garden vegetation would 
combine to further restrict visibility.  

When the A71 routes through rural areas, the expectation is that visibility of the proposed development 
would be further restricted by intervening farm woodlands, shelterbelts, field boundary vegetation, and 
coniferous forestry plantations, with any views of the proposed development, fleeting or glimpsed as a 
result, particularly when considering the varying speed of travel along the route. 

Where views would not be obscured, the proposed development would be viewed for extremely short 
durations through intervening landscapes due to the high-medium speeds of travel. Here, the proposed 
development would be viewed against a moorland landscape, in the context of coniferous forestry 
plantations and operational windfarm development, including the operational turbines at Dungavel, 
appearing alongside or as a legible extension to this windfarm, depending on the direction of travel. 

There is expected to be limited occasions where the proposed development would not be seen in the 
context of operational turbines. As such, whilst the route is not included in the detailed sequential 
assessment, Viewpoints 2 and 5 in the detailed viewpoint assessment, considers the level of visibility 
against the existing and consented cumulative context. 

Local Road Network The bare ground ZTV shows concentrated theoretical visibility across the local road network; however, 
road users’ visibility would be restricted by intervening built form, farm woodlands, shelterbelts, and field 
boundary vegetation along the roads accessed. Intervening coniferous forestry plantations would further 
restrict visibility, presenting only fleeting or glimpsed views of the proposed development as a result, 
particularly when considering the varying speed of travel and curvature of the roads.  

Where views would not be obscured, the proposed development would be viewed against a moorland 
landscape in the context of coniferous forestry plantations and operational windfarm development, 
including the operational turbines at Dungavel, where it would appear as a legible extension. 

There is expected to be limited occasions where the proposed development would not be seen in the 
context of operational turbines. As such, whilst the local road network is not included in the detailed 
sequential assessment, Viewpoint 3 in the detailed viewpoint assessment considers the level of visibility 
against the existing and consented cumulative context. 
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Status: Discounted as Limited/Restricted or Distant Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Transportation Route 
M74 
A70 
A723 
A726 
B7078 
B7086 
Status: Discounted as No Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Transportation Route 
N/A 

 
9.5 Preliminary Principal Recreational Routes Assessment 
The Table below presents the findings from the preliminary principal recreational routes assessment, 
identifying those that have the potential to undergo significant effects and require to be assessed in detail. 
 
Table 7: Preliminary Principal Recreational Routes Assessment 
 

Status: Included for Detailed Assessment 
Route 
N/A 
Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Route Rationale 
EK/1456/1 
EK/1457/1 
EK/1458/1 

The bare ground ZTV shows concentrated theoretical visibility from these routes. 

Each of these route’s utilise forestry and/or operational windfarm access tracks. When travelling through 
forestry, visibility of the proposed development would be considerably restricted along the roads/paths 
accessed.  

Where views would not be obscured, the proposed development would appear alongside the 
operational Dungavel wind turbines, experienced as if part of a lateral westerly extension. 

Status: Discounted as Limited/Restricted or Distant Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Route 
NCR 74 
Remaining core paths 
Status: Discounted as No Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Route 
River Ayr Way 

 
9.6 Preliminary Principal Recreational Destinations and Visitor Attractions Assessment 
The Table below presents the findings from the preliminary principal recreational destinations and visitor 
attractions assessment, identifying those that have the potential to undergo significant effects and require 
to be assessed in detail. 
 
Table 8: Preliminary Principal Recreational Destinations & Visitor Attractions Assessment 
 

Status: Included for Detailed Assessment 
Destination & 
Visitor Attraction 

Rationale 

Loudoun Hill/Spirit 
of Scotland 
Monument 

Views from the Spirit of Scotland Monument towards the proposed development are limited by intervening 
landform, and enclosing woodland on the valley slopes of the River Irvine.  

As views may be obtained from the summit and upper hillslopes of Loudoun Hill, this location has been 
selected as a representative viewpoint. For detail on the assessment of effects on views, refer to 
Viewpoint 5. 
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Status: Included for Preliminary Assessment but discounted from Detailed Assessment (no potential for significant 
effects) 
Destination & 
Visitor Attraction Rationale 

Auchenlongford 
Hill 

The bare ground ZTV shows concentrated theoretical visibility from the summit and upper hillslopes of 
Auchenlongford Hill, where the outlook is expansive. 

From Auchenlongford Hill, the proposed development would be viewed against a moorland landscape, in 
the context of coniferous forestry plantations and operational windfarm development, including the 
operational turbines at Dungavel, where it would appear as a legible extension. 

As such, whilst the hill is not included for detailed assessment, Viewpoint 7 in the detailed viewpoint 
assessment, considers the level of visibility against the existing and consented cumulative context. 

Status: Discounted as Limited/Restricted or Distant Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Destination & Visitor Attraction 
Strathaven Castle 
Strathaven Golf Club 
Spectacle E’e Falls 
Loudoun Castle 
Calderglen Country Park 
Status: Discounted as No Theoretical Visibility (no potential for significant effects) 
Destination & Visitor Attraction 
Muirkirk Museum 

 
9.6.1 Summary of Preliminary Assessment on Views 
The preliminary assessment has identified that a detailed assessment should be carried out in full for the 
following principal visual receptors as a result of potential effects from the proposed development: 
 B743; 
 B745; and 
 Loudoun Hill. 
 
9.7 Detailed Assessment 
 

9.7.1 B743 
 

9.7.1.1 Baseline Conditions 
The B743 is a meandering L-shaped transport route that extends between Strathaven in South Lanarkshire 
and Prestwick in South Ayrshire. The route, which is approximately 59km in length, essentially contains a 
‘split’ (where the route merges with the A70 at Muirkirk). Given this, and the level of visual screening provided 
by intervening landform between the proposed development and the section of route crossing Ayrshire, the 
preliminary assessment of the B743 identified the northernmost section of the route for detailed assessment 
only, i.e., from Muirkirk to where the road terminates upon joining the A71 in Strathaven. 
 
The bare ground ZTV maps show concentrated theoretical visibility of the proposed development from 
most of the route between Dungavel Hill and Strathaven, with more fragmented patches and/or voids 
largely only occurring when in vicinity of Strathaven. Owing to landform, the ZTV display suggests there is 
no potential for significant effects between the section extending from Muirkirk and Dungavel Hill. This 
sequential assessment therefore focusses on the section between Dungavel Hill and Strathaven, which 
amounts to an approximate 11.5km length of the road. 
 
The view from the B743 varies due to differing landscape contexts and surrounding characteristics. Owing 
to the location of the proposed development in relation to the forested slopes of Dungavel Hill, which 
provide substantial visual screening of the application site from the roadside, there is predicted to be limited 
prospect of views of the proposed development for northward bound travellers until the road reaches the 
application site boundary. At this point, there may be a fleeting glimpse of the proposed development, 
before the application site would fall behind the direction of travel, and therefore out of view. Given this, 
this assessment describes views as experienced by motorists travelling in a broadly southerly direction 
towards Dungavel Hill from Strathaven only. 
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Figure 5a illustrates the theoretical visibility of cumulative windfarms considered in this assessment along 
the B743 without the proposed development. This Figure shows the considerable extent in which 
operational developments, including Auchrobert, Whitelee, Kype Muir, and Dungavel, potentially appear 
in views from the road, with extremely minimal areas demonstrating patchy, and/or interrupted visibility by 
intervening landform.  
 
The key visible windfarm in the observer’s view towards the application site is considered to be Dungavel. 
 
Value 
The portion of the B743 covered by this assessment is not located within any international, national or 
local landscape-related planning designations. The road is also not recognised as forming part of a scenic 
driving route, with its importance largely derived from providing localised access between settlements and 
local facilities/attractions. 
 
On balance, views from the B743 are considered to be of medium value. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
The route would be susceptible to change given its proximity to the proposed development. 
 
Motorists are considered to be the primary visual receptor on the B743, with cyclists and recreational 
walkers considered as secondary users; although, as the B743 does not form part of a recognised 
recreational route, or have any segregation for different users, the road is likely to be lightly trafficked by 
cyclists and recreational walkers. 
 
From the more enclosed sections of the road, susceptibility to windfarm development would be slightly 
increased given the prevailing direction of travel; the generally slower speed of travel through built-up 
areas; the sense of enclosure provided by built form and forest cover; and the lack of visibility of similar 
features in existing views.  
 
From the more rural surroundings, where views tend to be more expansive from the roadway, road users’ 
susceptibility would be lessened as the proposed development would not introduce an unfamiliar 
characteristic in the view given the presence of existing wind turbines. The curvature of the road and speed 
of travel through farmland areas also alters how road users’ experience the surrounding landscape, with 
features generally experienced in glimpsed views at high-medium speeds. 
 
The susceptibility of this route is considered to be medium overall; although, when within close proximity 
to existing windfarm development, the susceptibility is considered to be lower.  
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of susceptibility to change and value results in a range of sensitivity levels which vary 
from medium sensitivity in more enclosed parts of the route assessed (at Strathaven) to medium-low 
sensitivity for the section assessed between Strathaven and the application site. 
 
9.7.1.2 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
For the section of the route that passes through Strathaven, visibility of the proposed development would 
be restricted by intervening settlement, transport infrastructure, street/garden planting and intermittent  
woodland and forestry planting in the local area. The corresponding sequential magnitude of change rating 
for this section of the B743 is therefore considered to be negligible. 
 
Once the road leaves Strathaven, the outlook is more expansive; although, roadside and field boundary 
hedgerows and tree lines would restrict visibility. Glimpsed and/or fleeting views of the proposed turbines 
and rotational blade movement may be noticeable; but not to a significant degree as the corresponding 
sequential magnitude of change is considered to be medium-low.  
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On the approach to the junction with the local road network at East Cauldcoats, windfarm development 
emerges as a consistent feature in views, with the turbines at Kype Muir and Dungavel regularly appearing 
in views. From this section of the route, the proposed development would appear alongside the operational 
Dungavel turbines, where they would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the south-
southwest. The proposed development would appear visually integrated with the Dungavel turbines from 
the roadway as a legible lateral extension. The corresponding sequential magnitude of change rating for 
this section of the B745 is therefore considered to be medium-low. Viewpoint 4 is located here, and the 
visual assessment predicted a not significant effect for road users at this location.  

Between West Cauldcoats and Dykehead, the proposed development would largely be experienced as a 
peripheral feature owing to the curvature of the road. The corresponding sequential magnitude of change 
rating for this section of the B743 is therefore considered to be low. 

Once the B743 passes Dykehead, roadside and field boundary hedgerows and tree lines would combine 
to restrict visibility, with foreground coniferous forestry plantation at Side Hill further limiting visibility on the 
approach to the Dungavel Immigration Centre. Glimpsed and/or fleeting views of the proposed turbines 
and rotational blade movement may be noticeable; but not to a significant degree as the corresponding 
sequential magnitude of change is considered to be medium-low. 

At the application site, the proposed development would appear alongside the operational Dungavel 
turbines, where they would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines in peripheral views to the 
east for an approximate distance of 250m. The proposed development would appear visually integrated 
with the Dungavel turbines from here as a foreground extension.  

Sequentially, the proposed development would appear to increase the influence of windfarm development 
through the introduction of further turbines in front of the operational Dungavel turbines, extending the 
spread of development against the eastern skyline for an approximately 250m section of road. Given that 
wind energy development is a familiar feature within views experienced from this section of the road, and 
as the proposed development would be viewed in the backdrop of windfarm development, the 
corresponding sequential magnitude of change rating is considered to be high-medium. 

On the overall section of the B743 assessed, the magnitude of change would vary depending on the level 
of visual screening provided by intervening landform, settlement, roadside hedgerows and treelines, and 
forestry. A higher magnitude of change is predicted across the closest part of the route to the proposed 
development where screening is minimal (i.e., as the road passes the application site). From this section 
of the road, which extends to approximately 250m, the sequential magnitude of change rating is predicted 
to be high-medium; however, the sequential magnitude of change ratings across the other sections of the 
route are assessed as lower, ranging from medium-low to negligible. 

Significance of Effects 
The proposed development is considered to have a very localised significant sequential effect as the B743 
passes the application site (approximate 250m length of the road) only, which amounts to approximately 
2% of the section of route assessed, but approximately 0.4% of the whole route (59km).  
 
The significant visual effects are therefore predicted to be extremely isolated in extent (in the locale of the 
application site only). Sequential effects are considered to be not significant for all other parts of the B743.  
 
Significant effects on the B743 are considered to occur both as a result of the introduction of the proposed 
development and cumulatively with the operational baseline. 
 
9.7.1.3 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
Figure 5c illustrates the theoretical visibility when adding consented cumulative windfarms to the 
operational baseline considered in this assessment along the B743 without the proposed development. 
This Figure shows the extent in which consented developments, including West Dykes, Bankend Rig 
extension, Cumberhead West, Dalquhandy, Douglas West Extension and Hagshaw Hill Repower appear 
in views from the road.  
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The pattern of visibility is shown to be broadly consistent with the cumulative baseline display, highlighting 
the extremely limited potential for developments to be viewed in isolation. The greater intensity of windfarm 
development is likely to be most notable from open areas, where views of the surrounding windfarm 
context is available. 
 
When considering the proposed development in this scenario, the proposed turbines would contribute to 
a slightly more complex visual scene as further turbine heights and scales are introduced. When 
considering the addition of the proposed development to the consented scenario situation, the additional 
cumulative interaction from the proposed development would be extremely minimal. The cumulative 
magnitude of change is therefore considered to be low, resulting in a not significant cumulative effect. 
 
9.7.2 B745 
 

9.7.2.1 Baseline Conditions 
The B745 is a short L-shaped secondary transport route that extends between Drumclog and Dungavel 
Immigration Centre. The route, which is approximately 3.4km in length, is wholly contained within the inner 
study area. 
 
The bare ground ZTV maps show concentrated theoretical visibility of the proposed development from the 
entirety of the route.  
 
Owing to the fact the proposed turbines would fall behind the direction of travel, and therefore out of view, 
for road users travelling in a westerly direction towards Drumclog from Dungavel, this assessment 
describes views as experienced by users travelling in an easterly direction only. 
 
Figure 5a illustrates the theoretical visibility of cumulative windfarms considered in this assessment along 
the B745 without the proposed development. This Figure shows the considerable extent in which 
operational developments potentially appear in views from the road, with no areas demonstrating patchy, 
and/or interrupted visibility by intervening landform.  
 
The key visible windfarms in the observer’s view towards the application site are considered to be 
Dungavel and Kype Muir. 
 
Value 
The B745 is not located within any international, national or local landscape-related planning designations. 
The road is also not recognised as forming part of a scenic driving route, with its importance largely derived 
from providing localised access between settlements and local facilities/attractions. 
 
On balance, the value of views from the B745 is considered to be medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
Views from the route would be susceptible to change given the proximity to the proposed development. 
Motorists are considered to be the primary visual receptor on the B745, with cyclists and recreational 
walkers considered as secondary users; although, as the B745 does not form part of a recognised 
recreational route, or have any segregation for different users, the road is likely to be lightly trafficked by 
cyclists and recreational walkers. 
 
From the more enclosed sections of the road at Drumclog, susceptibility to windfarm development would 
be slightly increased; given the prevailing direction of travel; the generally slower speed of travel through 
built-up areas; the sense of enclosure provided by built form and tree cover; and the lack of visibility of 
similar features in existing views.  
 
From the more open sections of the road, where views tend to be more expansive, users’ susceptibility 
would be lessened as the proposed development would not introduce an unfamiliar characteristic of the 
view given the presence of existing wind turbines. The curvature of the road and speed of travel through 
farmland areas also alters how road users experience the surrounding landscape, with features generally 
experienced in glimpsed views at variant speeds of travel. 
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The susceptibility of this route is considered to be medium overall; although, when within close proximity 
to existing windfarm development, the susceptibility is considered to be lower.  
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of susceptibility to change and value results in a range of sensitivity which varies from 
medium sensitivity in more enclosed parts of the route assessed (at Drumclog) to medium-low sensitivity 
for the section assessed between the settlement extents of Drumclog and the T-junction with the B743 
opposite Dungavel. 
 
9.7.2.2 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
As the road travels through Drumclog, visibility of the proposed development would be restricted by 
intervening settlement, street/garden planting, roadside hedgerows, and riparian and farm woodlands in 
the local area. Where visibility of the proposed development is afforded, this would not be to a significant 
degree, owing to the various transient and moving elements influencing the surrounding landscape 
context. The corresponding sequential magnitude of change rating for this section of the B745 is therefore 
considered to be low-negligible. 
 
Once past Drumclog, views would be more expansive as the road routes south across relatively flat terrain; 
although, scattered built form, shelterbelts, and farm woodlands restrict visibility in direction of the 
application site, which would lie oblique to the direction of travel for an approximate 1.75km length of the 
road. The corresponding sequential magnitude of change rating for this section of the B745 is therefore 
considered to be low-negligible. 
 
At the crossroads to cross the Glengavel Water, the road routes sharply eastwards, with visibility towards 
the proposed development largely constrained by the curvature of the road, and intermittent riparian 
woodland and roadside hedgerows. The corresponding sequential magnitude of change rating for this 
section of the B745 is therefore considered to be low-negligible. 
 
At the next junction, the road starts to curve in response to local landform. From this section, foreground 
coniferous forestry plantation at South Halls Farm would initially restrict visibility of the proposed turbines; 
although, it may be possible to glimpse rotational blade movement in gaps in tree cover. Rotational blade 
movement from the operational Dungavel turbines then extend above forestry cover to become a more 
regular feature, suggesting that rotational blade movement from the proposed turbines may be noticeable 
for a short duration before the coniferous forestry at Side Hill would foreground views near the T-junction, 
nullifying visibility of the proposed development. From this section of the route, the proposed development 
has the potential to intensify visibility of rotational blade movement from large scale wind turbines to the 
east-southeast. There may be notable contrasts in scale between the proposed turbines and the 
surrounding wind turbines, with the larger scale of the proposed turbines further amplified by their closer 
proximity.  
 
Sequentially, the proposed development would appear to increase the influence of windfarm development 
through the introduction of further turbines in front of the operational Dungavel turbines, extending the 
spread of development against the skyline for an approximately 500m section of road. Given that wind 
energy development is a familiar feature within views experienced from this section of the road, and as 
visibility would largely be restricted to rotational blade movement, the corresponding sequential magnitude 
of change rating is considered to be high. 
 
On the overall section of the B745 assessed, the magnitude of change would vary depending on the 
direction of travel, the curvature of the road, and the level of visual screening provided by intervening 
settlement, woodland, and forestry. A higher magnitude of change is predicted across closest parts of the 
route to the proposed development where screening is minimal. From this section of the road, which 
extends to approximately 500m, the sequential magnitude of change rating is predicted to be high; 
however, the sequential magnitude of change ratings across the other sections of the route are assessed 
as lower (low-negligible). 
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Significance of Effects 
The proposed development is considered to have a very localised significant sequential effect on the 
approach to the T-junction with the B743 opposite Dungavel (approximately 500m), which amounts to 
approximately 14% of the section of route assessed.  
 
The significant visual effects are isolated in extent; with sequential effects considered to be not significant 
for all other parts of the B745.  
 
Significant effects on the B745 are considered to occur both as a result of the introduction of the proposed 
development and cumulatively with the operational baseline. 
 
9.7.2.3 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
Figure 5c illustrates the theoretical visibility when adding consented cumulative windfarms to the 
operational baseline considered in this assessment along the B745 without the proposed development. 
This Figure shows the extent in which consented developments, including West Dykes, Bankend Rig 
extension, Cumberhead West, Dalquhandy, Douglas West extension and Hagshaw Hill Repower appear 
in views from the road.  
 
The pattern of visibility is shown to be as consistent as the cumulative baseline display, highlighting the 
extremely limited potential for developments to be viewed in isolation. The greater intensity of windfarm 
development is likely to be most notable from open areas, where views of the surrounding windfarm 
context is available. 
 
When considering the proposed development in this scenario, the proposed turbines would contribute to 
a slightly more complex visual scene as further turbine heights and scales are introduced. When 
considering the addition of the proposed development to the consented scenario situation, the additional 
cumulative interaction from the proposed development would be extremely minimal. The cumulative 
magnitude of change is therefore considered to be low, resulting in a not significant cumulative effect. 
 
9.7.3 Viewpoint 1: B743/B745 Junction 
 

9.7.3.1 Viewpoint Data 
Location:  
On grass verge of B745, near junction with B743. 
 
Principal Visual Receptors: 
Road users on B745. 
 
9.7.3.2 Baseline Conditions 
Towards the proposed development, views look east across gently undulating farmland and moorland, 
with open and forested moors on the South Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim forming the skyline. The view is 
representative of typical views experienced by road users travelling along the B745 in an easterly direction. 
 
The immediate landscape setting is primarily rural in nature. Post-and-wire fencing defines fields, whilst 
forestry blocks add colour and contrast.  
 
Farmsteads and individual properties intersperse the farmland. Human intervention is evident in views 
through the presence of intermittent built form, transport infrastructure, coniferous forestry plantations and 
operational turbines, including those from Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms; although foreground 
forestry largely restricts visibility to turbine blades/rotors. 
 
Road infrastructure, and operational wind turbines is discernible from the locale, with movements from 
vehicles on the B743/B745 and wind turbines drawing viewer attention. 
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Value 
This viewpoint is not located within any international, national, or local scenic designations or recognised 
scenic views. On balance, the value is considered to be medium. 

Susceptibility to Change 
This viewpoint is located on a section of the B745 which contains fleeting views across the surrounding 
farmland landscape. Road users on the B745 experience transient, short-duration views. Their attention 
is primarily on the road ahead, with only partial acknowledgment of the surrounding landscape. 

The proposed development would increase the presence of built development in views, which increases 
the susceptibility of change. The immediately surrounding landscape displays a simple landform and land-
use pattern; which has been modified by human intervention, through built development, and intensive 
farming and forestry practices.  

The proposed development would be viewed in the same angle of view containing visibility of the 
operational Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms. The presence of operational wind turbines assists with 
integration of the proposed development, therefore decreasing susceptibility. On balance, road users’ 
susceptibility is considered to be medium-low. 

Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the view and susceptibility to the proposed development leads to an overall 
sensitivity rating of medium-low. 

9.7.3.3 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed development would extend the presence of wind turbines in the field of view, altering the 

baseline conditions;  
 Proposed turbines would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the east; 
 The proposed turbines’ towers, hubs and rotors would be visible against the skyline at relatively close 

distances; and 
 Contrasts in scale between the proposed turbines and the surrounding wind turbines, with the larger 

scale of the proposed turbines further amplified by their closer proximity. 

Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Visibility of the proposed development would be limited to a degree by foreground forestry, which 

would provide low-level screening; 
 Proposed turbines would appear within the context of operational turbines, therefore not introducing 

an uncharacteristic feature;  
 Proposed turbines would appear as a legible foreground extension to the operational Dungavel and 

Kype Muir windfarms;  
 The proposed turbines would occupy a small portion of the overall field of view; and 
 Towards the proposed development, the outlook is relatively expansive, and the proposed 

development would be seen in the context of forestry plantations, and operational wind turbines, 
slightly diminishing the potential additional influence that the proposed development would exert. 

On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be high. 

Significance of Effects 
Road users on the B745 are considered to be of medium-low sensitivity. The addition of the proposed 
development is expected to lead to a high magnitude of change. 
 
The proposed development is predicted to lead to significant effects at this viewpoint, which would occur 
both as a result of the introduction of the proposed development in close proximity views and cumulatively 
with the operational baseline. 
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9.7.3.4 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
There is minimal prospect for any of the key consented developments in the inner study area assessed to  
be clearly visible from this viewpoint due to intervening screening influences. Rotational blade movement 
from the West Dykes turbine would likely be barely discernible in the context of existing views.   
 
The cumulative magnitude of change is therefore considered to be low, resulting in a not significant 
cumulative effect. 
 
9.7.4 Viewpoint 2: Drumclog 
 

9.7.4.1 Viewpoint Data 
Location:  
On grass verge of car parking area at Drumclog Memorial Kirk. 
 
Principal Visual Receptors: 
Residents of Drumclog and visitors to the kirk grounds. 
 
9.7.4.2 Baseline Conditions 
Towards the proposed development, views look southeast across the valley of the Avon Water. In views, 
undulating pastoral farmland gently gives way to open and forested moors on the South Lanarkshire/ 
Ayrshire Rim that form the skyline. The view is representative of typical views experienced by residents of 
Drumclog, and visitors to the kirk grounds.  
 
The immediate landscape setting is primarily rural in nature; although, residential development is focal in 
wider views available from the locale. Post-and-wire fencing, and field boundary hedgerows and tree lines 
define fields, whilst forestry blocks add colour and contrast. Landscape bunding and infrastructure 
associated with the railway line form an intermediate ridgeline in the foreground.  
 
Farmsteads and individual properties intersperse the farmland and are visible against rising moorland and 
forestry. Human intervention is highly evident in views through the presence of intermittent built form, 
transport infrastructure, coniferous forestry plantations and operational turbines, including those from the 
Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms, with full towers and rotors visible against the skyline; although 
landform and forestry provides low-level screening to several of the turbines. 
 
Road and rail infrastructure, and operational wind turbines is discernible from the locale, with movements 
from trains, vehicles on the B745, and wind turbines drawing viewer attention. 
 
Value 
This viewpoint is not located within any national, regional, or local scenic designations or recognised scenic 
views. The kirk grounds do however hold local value. On balance, the value is considered to be high-medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
This viewpoint is located near the car parking area at Drumclog Memorial Kirk, which offers close views 
towards the proposed development. Receptors experiencing this view would primarily relate to the 
relatively low number of residents in Drumclog or visitors to the kirk grounds. 
 
Residents have static, long-term views from their place of residence, with a limited number of residents 
obtaining views towards the proposed development in their principal outlook. In vicinity of the viewpoint, 
seating is provided at the rear of the church to encourage visitors to experience views.  
 
In views, the proposed development would increase the presence of built development, which increases 
the susceptibility of change. The immediately surrounding landscape also displays a simple landform and 
land-use pattern; although, it has been modified by human intervention, through built development, 
transport infrastructure, and intensive farming and forestry practices.  
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The proposed development would be viewed in the same angle of view containing visibility of the 
operational Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms. The presence of operational wind turbines assists with 
integration of the proposed development, therefore decreasing susceptibility.  
 
On balance, the susceptibility of residents and recreational visitors to the kirk grounds is considered to be 
high-medium. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the view and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to an 
overall sensitivity rating of high-medium for residents and visitors to the kirk grounds. 
 
9.7.4.3 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed development would extend the presence of wind turbines in the field of view, altering the 

baseline conditions;  
 Proposed turbines would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the southeast;  
 There would be relatively unobstructed visibility of the proposed turbines, with towers, hubs and rotors 

visible against the skyline at relatively close distances; and 
 Contrasts in scale between the proposed turbines and the surrounding wind turbines, with the larger 

scale of the proposed turbines apparent. 
 
Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 The Dungavel turbines are familiar features in views from the locale, therefore the proposed turbines 

would not be introducing an uncharacteristic feature;  
 The lower towers/bases, and other infrastructure, such as substations and access tracks would be 

screened behind landform and forestry;  
 Proposed turbines would appear lateral to the operational Dungavel windfarm, with the spatial 

arrangement between turbines appearing consistent against the skyline;  
 The proposed turbines would occupy a small portion of the overall field of view, and not overtly detract 

from the nature of views available; and 
 The proposed development would be seen in the context of large areas of forestry, operational wind 

turbines, and gentle moorland slopes and plateau, slightly diminishing the potential additional 
influence that the proposed development would exert. 

 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be medium. 
 
Significance of Effects 
Residents and visitors to the kirk grounds are considered to be of high-medium sensitivity to the type of 
development proposed. The addition of the proposed development is expected to lead to a medium 
magnitude of change. 
 
The proposed development would increase the influence of windfarm development by introducing turbines 
lateral to the operational Dungavel turbines. Given the existing influence exerted from windfarm 
development in views from this location and as the proposed turbines would appear broadly consistent 
with the design and pattern of existing windfarm development against the skyline, visual effects are 
predicted to be not significant. 
 
9.7.4.4 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
The West Dykes turbine would be visible from this viewpoint, appearing lateral to the operational Kype 
Muir and Auchrobert turbines. Whilst there would be cumulative interaction between the proposed 
development and West Dykes from this viewpoint, the cumulative magnitude of change is considered to 
be broadly consistent with the key factors of magnitude considered against the operational baseline. 
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As a result, the magnitude of change is considered to be medium, with the resulting cumulative effect 
considered to be not significant. 
 
9.7.5 Viewpoint 3: Gilmourton 
 

9.7.5.1 Viewpoint Data 
Location:  
On grass verge of local minor road, near bridge crossing the Avon Water. 
 
Principal Visual Receptors: 
Residents and road users on local road network. 
 
9.7.5.2 Baseline Conditions 
Towards the proposed development, views look south-southeast across the valley of the Avon Water. In 
views, undulating pastoral farmland gently gives way to open and forested moors on the South 
Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim that form the skyline. The view is representative of typical views experienced by 
residents of Gilmourton, as well as oblique views experienced by road users on the local road network. 
 
The immediate landscape setting is primarily rural in nature; although, residential development is focal in 
wider views available in the locale. Post-and-wire fencing, and field boundary hedgerows and tree lines 
define fields, whilst forestry blocks add colour and contrast.  
 
Farmsteads and individual properties intersperse the farmland and are visible on the intervening moorland 
ridgeline. Human intervention is evident in views through the presence of intermittent built form, transport 
infrastructure, coniferous forestry plantations and operational turbines, including those from Dungavel 
windfarm, with full towers and rotors visible against the skyline. Landform and forestry provide screening 
to several of the turbines. 
 
Road infrastructure, and operational wind turbines is discernible from the locale, with movements from 
vehicles on the local road network and wind turbines drawing viewer attention. 
 
Value 
This viewpoint is not located within any national, regional, or local scenic designations or recognised scenic 
views. The local road may hold informal value at a local level by people seeking views of the adjacent rural 
landscape. On balance, the value is considered to be medium-low. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
This viewpoint is located on a local minor road with close views towards the proposed development. 
Receptors experiencing this view would be relatively limited in number, and primarily relate to the residents 
of Gilmourton; although, others may use the road as a secondary means to travel between local 
settlements. 
 
Residents have static, long-term views from their place of residence, with a limited number of residents 
obtaining views towards the proposed development in their principal outlook.  
 
In vicinity of the viewpoint, other receptors would include road users travelling along the local road network, 
which contains fleeting views across the surrounding farmland landscape. Road users travelling on the 
local road network would have transient, short-duration views (but potentially repeated). Whilst their 
attention would primarily be on the road ahead, the relative lack of foreground screening influences would 
increase their susceptibility to changes in the surrounding landscape. 
 
In views, the proposed development would increase the presence of built development, which increases 
the susceptibility of change. The immediately surrounding landscape also displays a simple landform and 
land-use pattern; although, it has been modified by human intervention, through built development, and 
intensive farming and forestry practices. 
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The proposed development would be viewed in the same angle of view containing visibility of the 
operational Dungavel windfarm. The presence of operational wind turbines assists with integration of the 
proposed development, therefore decreasing susceptibility.  
 
On balance, residential susceptibility is considered to be high-medium, with road users’ susceptibility 
considered to be medium-low. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the view and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to an 
overall sensitivity rating of medium. 
 
9.7.5.3 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed development would extend the presence of turbines in the field of view, altering the 

baseline conditions;  
 Proposed turbines would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the south-southeast; 
 There would be relatively unobstructed visibility of the proposed turbines, with towers, hubs and 

rotors visible against the skyline at relatively close distances; and 
 Contrasts in scale between the proposed turbines and the surrounding wind turbines, with the larger 

scale of the proposed turbines apparent. 
 
Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 The Dungavel turbines are a familiar feature in views from the locale, therefore the proposed turbines 

would not be introducing an uncharacteristic feature;  
 The lower towers/bases, and other infrastructure, such as substations and access tracks would be 

screened behind landform and forestry;  
 Proposed turbines would appear lateral to the operational Dungavel windfarm, with the spatial 

arrangement between turbines appearing consistent against the skyline;  
 The proposed turbines would occupy a small portion of the overall field of view, and not overtly detract 

from the nature of views available; and 
 The proposed development would be seen in the context of large areas of forestry, operational wind 

turbines, and gentle moorland slopes and plateau, slightly diminishing the potential additional 
influence that the proposed development would exert. 

 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be high-medium. 
 
Significance of Effects 
Residents and road users travelling on the local minor road are considered to be of medium sensitivity to 
the type of development proposed. The addition of the proposed development is expected to lead to a 
high-medium magnitude of change. 
 
The proposed development would increase the influence of windfarm development by introducing turbines 
lateral to the operational Dungavel turbines. Given the existing influence exerted from windfarm 
development in views from this location and as the proposed turbines would appear broadly consistent 
with the design and pattern of existing windfarm development against the skyline, visual effects are 
predicted to be not significant. 
 
9.7.5.4 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
The West Dykes turbine would be visible from this viewpoint, appearing lateral to the operational Kype 
Muir turbines. Whilst there would be cumulative interaction between the proposed development and West 
Dykes from this viewpoint, the cumulative magnitude of change is considered to be broadly consistent with 
the key factors of magnitude considered against the operational baseline. 
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As a result, the magnitude of change is considered to be high-medium, with the resulting cumulative effect 
considered to be not significant. 
 
9.7.6 Viewpoint 4: B743 
 

9.7.6.1 Viewpoint Data 
Location:  
On grass verge of B743, at junction with local road. 
 
Principal Visual Receptors: 
Road users on B743. 
 
9.7.6.2 Baseline Conditions 
Towards the proposed development, views look south-southwest across gently undulating pastoral 
farmland which forms the intermediate horizon, with open and forested moors on the South 
Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim forming the skyline. The view is representative of typical views experienced by 
road users travelling along the B743. 
 
The immediate landscape setting is primarily rural in nature, with post-and-wire fencing, and field boundary 
hedgerows and tree lines defining fields.  
 
Farmsteads and individual properties intersperse the farmland and are visible on the intervening ridgeline. 
Human intervention is evident in views through the presence of intermittent built form, transport 
infrastructure, coniferous forestry plantations and operational turbines, including those from Dungavel and 
Kype Muir windfarms, with full towers, hubs and rotors visible against the skyline; although landform 
provides low-level screening to several of the turbines. 
 
Road infrastructure, and operational wind turbines is discernible from the locale, with movements from 
vehicles on the B743/local road network and wind turbines drawing viewer attention. 
 
Value 
This viewpoint is not located within any international, national, or local scenic designations or recognised 
scenic views. On balance, the value is considered to be medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
This viewpoint is located on a section of the B743 which contains fleeting views across the surrounding 
farmland landscape.  
 
The proposed development would be located on a neighbouring moorland landscape which would be 
experienced in the primary direction of travel for southward bound travellers. This influences the 
susceptibility of change as the proposed development would increase the presence of built development 
in views. 
The immediately surrounding landscape displays a simple landform and land-use pattern; although, it has 
been modified by human intervention, through built development, and intensive farming practices.  
 
The proposed development would be viewed in the same angle of view containing visibility of the 
operational Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms. The presence of operational wind turbines assists with 
integration of the proposed development, therefore decreasing susceptibility.  
 
On balance, road users’ susceptibility is considered to be low. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the view and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to an 
overall sensitivity rating of medium-low. 
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9.7.6.3 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed development would extend the presence of turbines in the field of view, altering the baseline 

conditions;  
 Proposed turbines would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the south-southwest; 

and 
 There would be relatively unobstructed visibility of the proposed turbines, with towers, hubs and rotor 

sweep visible. 
 
Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Intervening tree lines would partially filter views of the proposed development and provide low-level 

screening; 
 Proposed turbines would appear within the context of operational turbines, therefore not introducing 

an uncharacteristic feature;  
 Proposed turbines would appear as a legible lateral extension to the operational Dungavel windfarm, 

with the spatial arrangement between turbines appearing broadly consistent against the skyline;  
 The proposed turbines would occupy a small portion of the overall field of view, and not overtly detract 

from the nature of views available; and 
 The proposed development would be seen in the context of large areas of forestry, operational wind 

turbines, and gentle moorland slopes and plateau, slightly diminishing the potential additional 
influence that the proposed development would exert. 

 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be medium-low. 
 
Significance of Effects 
Road users on the B743 are considered to be of medium-low sensitivity. The addition of the proposed 
development is expected to lead to a medium-low magnitude of change. 
 
When considering the above judgements, it is considered that the existing influence exerted from windfarm 
development and the visual integration with the operational Dungavel turbines diminishes the degree of 
potential change that would be experienced from the viewpoint. As a result, visual effects are predicted to 
be not significant. 
 
9.7.6.4 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
The West Dykes turbine would be visible from this viewpoint, appearing in front of the operational Kype 
Muir and Dungavel turbines. Whilst there would be cumulative interaction between the proposed 
development and West Dykes from this viewpoint, the cumulative magnitude of change is considered to 
be broadly consistent with the key factors of magnitude considered against the operational baseline. As a 
result, the magnitude of change is considered to be medium-low, with the resulting cumulative effect 
considered to be not significant. 
 
9.7.7 Viewpoint 5: Loudoun Hill 
 

9.7.7.1 Viewpoint Data 
Location:  
Near the triangulation pillar, on the hill summit.  
 
Principal Visual Receptors: 
Recreational visitors. 
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9.7.7.2 Baseline Conditions 
From the viewpoint location, views are panoramic in nature, with surrounding upland landscapes, forested 
moors and operational wind turbines characterising focal features. 
 
Towards the proposed development, views look east-southeast across undulating open farmland and 
moorland towards the skyline, which is formed by open and forested moors on the South 
Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim. The view is representative of typical views experienced at the summit and upper 
hillslopes of Loudoun Hill. 
 
The middle distance is characterised by the presence of settlement and wooded valley slopes along the 
Avon Water, which are backdropped by dense, mature, forested hillslopes. Whilst intermittent built form 
and settlement add to the interest in the view, the immediate landscape setting appears largely rural in 
character. 
 
Human intervention is highly evident in views through the presence of intermittent built form and 
settlement, transport infrastructure, coniferous forestry plantations and operational turbines, including 
those from the Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms. 
 
Road infrastructure, and operational wind turbines is discernible from the locale, with movements from 
vehicles on the A71/local road network and wind turbines drawing viewer attention. 
 
Value 
Loudoun Hill is an important local visitor attraction and resource for recreation, with a respectable level of 
visitors. The viewpoint includes a triangulation pillar. 
 
The viewpoint also provides views towards an East Ayrshire Sensitive Landscape Area. As a result, the 
value is considered to be high-medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
In vicinity of the viewpoint, people are engaged in passive recreational activities, where they are likely to 
focus longer on views. 
 
In views, the proposed development would increase the presence of built development, which increases 
the susceptibility of change. The immediately surrounding landscape also displays a simple landform and 
land-use pattern; although, it has been modified by human intervention, through intensive farming and 
forestry practices. The presence in views to the east-southeast of built form, including settlement, and 
industrial built form and structures, decreases susceptibility. 
 
The proposed development would be viewed in the same angle of view containing visibility of the 
operational Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms. The presence of operational wind turbines assists with 
integration of the proposed development, therefore decreasing susceptibility.  
 
On balance, recreational visitors’ susceptibility is considered to be medium. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the view and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to an 
overall sensitivity rating of high-medium for recreational visitors. 
 
9.7.7.3 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed development would extend the presence of built development in the field of view, slightly 

altering the baseline conditions;  
 Proposed turbines would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the east-southeast; 
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 There would be relatively unobstructed visibility of the proposed turbines, with towers, hubs and rotor 
sweep visible; and 

 Contrasts in scale between the proposed turbines and the surrounding wind turbines, with the larger 
scale of the proposed turbines apparent and amplified by their closer proximity. 

 
Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed turbines would appear within the context of operational turbines, therefore not introducing 

an uncharacteristic feature;  
 Proposed turbines would appear in the foreground of the operational Dungavel windfarm; 
 The proposed turbines would be largely backdropped by rising moorland, with only rotational blade 

movement breaking the skyline;  
 The proposed turbines would occupy a small portion of the overall field of view, and not overtly detract 

from the panoramic nature of views available; and 
 Towards the proposed development, the outlook is expansive. The proposed development would be 

seen in a large scale upland landscape in the context of large areas of forestry, operational wind 
turbines, and gentle moorland slopes and plateau slightly diminishing the potential additional influence 
that the proposed development would exert. 

 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be medium. 
 
Significance of Effects 
Receptors are considered to be of a high-medium sensitivity to the type of development proposed, with 
the addition of the proposed development leading to a medium magnitude of change. 
 
The proposed development would increase the influence of windfarm development by introducing turbines 
in the foreground of the operational Dungavel turbines. Given the existing influence exerted from windfarm 
development in panoramic views from this location and as the proposed turbines would be viewed against 
a backdrop pattern of windfarm development, visual effects are predicted to be not significant. 
 
9.7.7.4 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
Whilst there would be cumulative interaction between the proposed development and consented 
developments at this viewpoint, the cumulative magnitude of change is considered to be broadly consistent 
with the key factors of magnitude considered against the operational baseline. As a result, the magnitude 
of change is considered to be medium, with the resulting cumulative effect considered to be not significant. 
 
9.7.8 Viewpoint 6: A71 at Strathaven 
 

9.7.8.1 Viewpoint Data 
Location:  
On road/grass verge of A71. 
 
Principal Visual Receptors: 
Residents on western settlement extents of Strathaven and road users on A71. 
 
9.7.8.2 Baseline Conditions 
Towards the proposed development, views look south-southwest across gently undulating pastoral 
farmland which forms the intermediate horizon, with open and forested moors on the South 
Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim forming the skyline. The view is representative of typical views experienced by 
residents on the western settlement extents of Strathaven, as well as oblique views experienced by road 
users travelling along the A71. 
 
The immediate landscape setting is primarily rural in nature; although, modern residential development is 
focal in wider views in the locale. Post-and-wire fencing, and field boundary hedgerows and tree lines 
define fields, whilst forestry blocks add colour and contrast.  
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Farmsteads and individual properties are visible on the intervening ridgeline. Human intervention is highly 
evident in views through the presence of intermittent built form and settlement, transport infrastructure, 
coniferous forestry plantations and operational turbines, including those from Dungavel and Kype Muir 
windfarms; although intervening treelines partially filters views. 
 
Road infrastructure, and operational wind turbines is discernible from the locale, with movements from 
vehicles on the A71 and wind turbines drawing viewer attention. 
 
Value 
This viewpoint is not located within any national, regional, or local scenic designations or recognised scenic 
views. A footpath runs adjacent on the opposite roadside, so this section of the A71 may hold informal 
value at a local level by people seeking views of the adjacent rural landscape. On balance, the value is 
considered to be medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
Residents have static, long-term views from their primary place of residence, with a limited number of 
residents obtaining views towards the proposed development in their principal outlook.  
 
In vicinity of the viewpoint, other receptors would include road users travelling along the A71, which 
contains fleeting views across the surrounding farmland landscape. Motorists travelling on the A71 have 
transient, short-duration views, and their attention is primarily on the road ahead, with only partial 
acknowledgment of the surrounding landscape. 
 
In views, the proposed development would increase the presence of built development, which increases 
the susceptibility of change. The immediately surrounding landscape also displays a simple landform and 
land-use pattern; although, it has been modified by human intervention, through built development, and 
intensive farming practices.  
 
The proposed development would be viewed in the same angle of view containing visibility of the 
operational Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms. The presence of operational wind turbines assists with 
integration of the proposed development, therefore decreasing susceptibility.  
 
On balance, residential susceptibility is considered to be high-medium, with road users on the A71 
considered to be low. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the view and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to an 
overall sensitivity rating of high-medium for residents and medium-low for motorists on the A71. 
 
9.7.8.3 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed development would extend the presence of turbines in the field of view, slightly altering the 

baseline conditions;  
 Orientation of properties means principal views from a limited number of properties are towards the 

proposed development; 
 Proposed turbines would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the south-southwest; 
 There would be relatively unobstructed visibility of the proposed turbines, with towers, hubs and rotor 

sweep visible. 
 
Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Intervening tree lines would filter visibility of the proposed development, and provide low-level 

screening; 
 Proposed turbines would appear within the context of operational turbines, therefore not introducing 

an uncharacteristic feature;  
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 Proposed turbines would appear as a legible lateral extension to the operational Dungavel windfarm, 
with the spatial arrangement between turbines appearing broadly consistent against the skyline;  

 The proposed turbines would occupy a small portion of the overall field of view, and not overtly detract 
from the nature of views available; and 

 The proposed development would be seen in the context of built form, forestry plantations, and 
operational wind turbines, slightly diminishing the potential additional influence that the proposed 
development would exert. 

 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be medium-low. 
 
Significance of Effects 
Residents are considered to be of a high-medium sensitivity to the type of development proposed, whilst 
road users on the A71 are considered to be of medium-low sensitivity. The addition of the proposed 
development is expected to lead to a medium-low magnitude of change. 
 
When considering the above judgements, it is considered that the existing influence exerted from windfarm 
development and the visual integration with the operational Dungavel turbines diminishes the degree of 
potential change that would be experienced from the viewpoint. As a result, visual effects are predicted to 
be not significant for both sets of receptors. 
 
9.7.8.4 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
Whilst there would be cumulative interaction between the proposed development, West Dykes and the 
Bankend Rig extension at this viewpoint, the cumulative magnitude of change is considered to be broadly 
consistent with the key factors of magnitude considered against the operational baseline. As a result, the 
magnitude of change is considered to be medium-low, with the resulting cumulative effect considered to 
be not significant. 
 
9.7.9 Viewpoint 7: Auchenlongford Hill 
 

9.7.9.1 Viewpoint Data 
Location:  
At cairn on eastern upper hillslope. 
 
Principal Visual Receptors: 
Recreational visitors. 
 
9.7.9.2 Baseline Conditions 
From the viewpoint location, views are panoramic in nature, with surrounding upland landscapes 
characterising focal features. 
 
Towards the proposed development, views look northeast across undulating open moorland towards the 
skyline, which is formed by open and forested moors on the South Lanarkshire/Ayrshire Rim. The view is 
representative of typical views experienced at the summit and upper hillslopes of Auchenlongford Hill. 
 
The middle distance is characterised by the presence of small stands and new coniferous forestry 
compartments, which are backdropped by dense, mature, forested hillslopes. Forested hills and slopes 
add to the scenic interest in the view, with the immediate landscape setting appearing largely upland and 
open in character. 
 
Human intervention is evident through the presence of coniferous forestry plantations and operational 
turbines, including those from Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms, with blade movement discernible. 
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Value 
Auchenlongford Hill is an important local visitor attraction and resource for recreation, with a respectable 
level of visitors. The viewpoint is also located in an East Ayrshire Sensitive Landscape Area. As a result, 
the value is considered to be high-medium. 
 
Susceptibility to Change 
In vicinity of the viewpoint, people are engaged in passive recreational activities, where they are likely to 
focus longer on views. 
 
In views, the proposed development would increase the presence of built development, which increases 
the susceptibility of change. The immediately surrounding landscape also displays a simple landform and 
land-use pattern; although, it has been modified by human intervention, through intensive forestry 
practices. 
 
The proposed development would be viewed in the same angle of view containing visibility of the 
operational Dungavel and Kype Muir windfarms. The presence of operational wind turbines assists with 
integration of the proposed development, therefore decreasing susceptibility.  
 
On balance, recreational visitors’ susceptibility is considered to be medium. 
 
Sensitivity 
The combination of the value of the view and its susceptibility to the proposed development leads to an 
overall sensitivity rating of high-medium for recreational visitors. 
 
9.7.9.3 Assessment of Effects 

Magnitude of Change 
Factors that may increase the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed development would extend the presence of built development in the field of view, slightly 

altering the baseline conditions; 
 Proposed turbines would intensify the presence of large scale wind turbines to the northeast; and 
 There would be relatively unobstructed visibility of the proposed turbines, with towers, hubs and rotor 

sweep visible. 
 
Factors that may decrease the magnitude of change rating are: 
 Proposed turbines would appear within the context of operational turbines, therefore not introducing 

an uncharacteristic feature;  
 Proposed turbines would appear as a legible lateral extension to the operational Dungavel windfarm, 

with the spatial arrangement between turbines appearing broadly consistent against the skyline;  
 The proposed turbines would occupy a small portion of the overall field of view, and not overtly detract 

from the panoramic nature of views available; and 
 Towards the proposed development, the outlook is expansive. The proposed development would be 

seen in a large scale upland landscape in the context of large areas of forestry, operational wind 
turbines, and gentle moorland slopes and plateau slightly diminishing the potential additional influence 
that the proposed development would exert. 

 
On balance, the magnitude of change rating is considered to be medium-low. 
 
Significance of Effects 
Receptors are considered to be of a high-medium sensitivity to the type of development proposed, with 
the addition of the proposed development leading to a medium-low magnitude of change. 
 
As the design of the proposed development appears consistent with the design and pattern of the 
Dungavel and Kype Muir turbines, and given the existing influence exerted from windfarm development, 
visual effects are predicted to be not significant. 
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9.7.9.4 Cumulative Effects 

Consented Scenario 
Whilst there would be cumulative interaction between the proposed development and consented 
developments at this viewpoint, the cumulative magnitude of change is considered to be broadly consistent 
with the key factors of magnitude considered against the operational baseline. As a result, the magnitude 
of change is considered to be medium-low, with the resulting cumulative effect considered to be not 
significant. 
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Section 10.0: Conclusions 
 
10.1 Overview 
This LVIA was prepared for the construction and operation of three wind turbines on land southeast of the 
Dungavel Immigration Centre, Muirkirk Road, Strathaven, South Lanarkshire, Scotland (hereby referred 
to as the proposed development).  
 
Mabbett have been asked by the Applicant to prepare an updated LVIA for the proposed development, 
following the granting of planning consent for a single turbine development on the site (under planning ref: 
EK/15/0375). 
 
10.2 Summary of Effects 
This LVIA has assessed the potential for significant landscape and visual effects across an area of 40km 
(outer study area) from the proposed development; although, focussing the detailed assessment within 
15km (inner study area or study area).  
 
The proposed development is located on a broad plateau landscape (LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands – 
Glasgow & Clyde Valley) and the scale and characteristics of this landscape are considered suitable for 
windfarm development, as evidenced by the presence of operational developments in locality. 
 
To facilitate the construction, operation and decommissioning of the proposed development, areas of land 
cover require to be removed, with areas of moorland grass the most affected; although, acknowledging 
that individual and small stands of interior tree cover on the application site, may have to be felled.  
 
The area of moorland grass to be removed would be very limited in relation to the total area of moorland 
grass found on the application site and elsewhere across the LCT, and wider Clyde Valley area. 
Subsequently, the area to be removed is not considered to constitute a redefinition of this landscape 
feature as a component of the application site or the wider landscape. The physical landscape effects 
resulting from  the proposed development on moorland grass as a landscape feature are therefore not 
considered to be significant. 
 
10.3 Landscape Character Effects 
The LVIA has identified significant effects on the landscape character of land on the application site and 
in the immediate surroundings.  
 
Significant effects within the LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley are thought to extend 
to approximately 2km-3km from the application site boundary. The significant effects are judged to be 
highly localised in this way as the introduction of large scale wind turbines and associated infrastructure 
into a broad plateau landscape where similar features already exist considerably diminishes the magnitude 
of change rating predicted in the wider area of the ‘host’ LCT and across neighbouring LCTs.  
 
The addition of the proposed development is therefore thought to increase the presence of wind energy 
development in the immediately surrounding landscape context only, and as a by-product lessen the role 
of moorland grass as a characteristic within the localised area. This results in the proposed development 
increasing the extent of a 'landscape with windfarms' characteristic in the immediately surrounding 
landscape context. 
 
At greater distances, the effect on landscape character would not be significant due to the level of visual 
screening provided from intervening landform, settlement, transport infrastructure, forestry and woodland, 
which combine to contain views of the application site from the surrounding landscape. 
 
None of the assessed landscape designations within the study area were found to have significant effects 
as a result of the proposed development.  
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10.4 Visual Effects 
The assessment of effects on views is informed by our assessment of potential effects on principal visual 
receptors in the study area, which considered likely effects on settlements, transportation routes, 
recreational routes, and recreational destinations and visitor attractions.  
 
Of the settlements considered, none were assessed as likely to experience significant visual effects.  
 
Of the transport routes considered, road users on the B743 and B745 were assessed as likely to experience 
significant effects on close sections of the routes, which would cause significant sequential effects at those 
sections; although, not significant effects were determined from the wider extents of both routes. None of the 
remaining transportation routes were assessed as experiencing significant visual effects, nor were any 
significant effects assessed for any of the recreational routes crossing the study area. 
 
Of the recreational destinations and visitor attractions considered, none were assessed as likely to 
experience significant visual effects. 
 
In addition to the principal visual receptors assessed, potential effects were assessed from seven 
viewpoints that were agreed with SLC, to represent visibility from a range of receptors and distances 
throughout the study area. The visual assessment found significant effects at one viewpoint only, 
Viewpoint 1: B743/B745 Junction which lies approximately 1km east of the closest proposed turbine. 
 
Significant visual effects (including viewpoints and visual receptors) are largely predicted to occur up to 
approximately 2-3km distances of the proposed development (principally easterly directions). This is 
mostly due to the level of visual screening provided by foreground coniferous forestry plantations, and 
intervening landform, settlement, and transport infrastructure in the localised and wider landscape which 
limits available views, and the existing presence of operational windfarm development in open views. In 
addition, from many visual receptors, the turbines would appear as a legible lateral extension to the 
operational Dungavel windfarm. 
 
10.5 Cumulative Context 
This LVIA assesses the additional landscape and visual effects of the proposed development in the context 
of different baseline scenarios that make assumptions about operational/under construction and 
consented windfarms. It does not present an assessment of the combined effects of all the relevant 
windfarms on the landscape and/or visual receptors. 
 
The operational Dungavel turbines are located in LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands – Glasgow & Clyde Valley. 
According to Figure 5a, baseline windfarm developments considerably influence the wider plateau 
landscape; however, when considering Viewpoints 1 – 7, many have a less immediate cumulative 
relationship with the proposed development.  
 
The significant effects identified in the LVIA are considered to occur both as a result of the proposed 
development in its own right (i.e., introduced to the ‘host’ LCT or proximity views) and cumulatively with 
the operational baseline, given its proximity to the Dungavel turbines. 
 
The contrast in scale between the proposed development and the operational turbines at Dungavel would 
be most notable when experienced at proximity, with the larger scale of the proposed turbines amplified in 
views from the east by their closer proximity to the viewer. From more distant locations, the visual 
assessment found that natural perspective would aid the viewers perception of turbine scale difference.  
 
When considering the operational cumulative context, the addition of the proposed development would 
increase the presence of wind energy development in the immediately surrounding landscape. The 
proposed development would lead to an intensification of wind turbines in LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands - 
Glasgow & Clyde Valley, reducing the extents of moorland grass in the ‘host’ LCT as a by-product.  
 
When considering the consented cumulative scenario, none of the windfarm developments assessed were 
found to be located in the immediacy of the proposed development, meaning the broad plateau landscape 
would remain largely as is with minimal prospect of a 'windfarm landscape character type' emerging. 
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The consented developments at West Dykes, Bankend Rig extension, Cumberhead West, Dalquhandy, 
Douglas West extension and Hagshaw Hill Repower were found to have the potential to influence the 
extent of cumulative effects, as they would occupy relatively prominent upland positions; however, 
separation distances and the combination of intervening visual screening influences would largely diminish 
the prospect of unobstructed visibility from the locale of the proposed development. As a result, no further 
significant landscape and visual cumulative effects were assessed. 
 
10.6 Statement of Significance 
This LVIA has identified that significant landscape and visual effects resulting from the proposed 
development would be contained within a very localised area around the application site, with significant 
landscape character and visual amenity effects assessed as occurring within approximately 2km-3km of 
the application site (depending on the presence of forestry). 
 
Whilst SLC guidance suggests LCT 213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley has limited capacity 
to accommodate further large scale windfarm development, there is considered to be sufficient scope for 
the ‘host’ landscape to accommodate the proposed development in landscape and visual terms.  
 
The undulating landform profile of the application site combined with the localised presence of forestry, 
diminishes the potential for significant effects from the surrounding landscape by limiting or restricting 
visibility of the proposed turbines and associated infrastructure. Whilst it is recognised that the felling cycles 
of coniferous forestry compartments surrounding the application site would alter the heights of different 
areas of forestry over time (altering localised visual effects as a by-product), the assessment results are 
predicted to remain consistent over the lifetime of the proposed development as the wider pattern of 
forestry would remain relatively constant. 
 
The simple pattern of land cover on the application site (primarily moorland grass) is also extensive in the 
study area, and the nearby presence of the operational turbines at Dungavel windfarm, allows the 
proposed development to typically appear on the skyline, in a similar way to existing windfarm 
development. In this way, the proposed development relates to the same pattern of development and 
reinforces the appropriateness of the location for windfarm development. 
 
It is considered that the landscape can accommodate the proposed development, and that significant 
effects on the existing landscape character or visual amenity are limited in number and extent. 
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Appendix A:  Policy and Guidance 
 
1.1 Introduction 

This appendix provides a summary of the landscape planning policies considered relevant to the proposed 
development and the application site with reference to landscape and visual amenity effects only. 
 
The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) follows methodology that generally accords with 
the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment: Third Edition1 (GLVIA3), which is considered 
the key source of guidance for LVIA. 
 
In the preparation of the LVIA, national, regional and local planning policy and guidance is considered, as 
is strategic locational guidance relating to wind energy development. According to our research, the 
application site is not covered by any statutory designations for landscape character or quality. For 
reference, direct quotes from guidance have been italicised. 
 
It is our understanding that the adopted development plan for South Lanarkshire Council (SLC) consists of:  

▪ Strategic Development Plan - Clydeplan2; and 
▪ South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2 (LDP2)3. 
 
Related content associated with the development plan includes: 

▪ Statutory and non-statutory supplementary guidance; 
▪ Other guidance and monitoring; and 
▪ Supporting planning guidance. 
 
1.2 National Planning Context 
 

1.2.1 Third National Planning Framework (2014) 

The Scottish Government is committed to increasing the amount of electricity generated from renewable 
energy sources. The current target is to achieve the equivalent of 100% of Scotland’s electricity 
requirements from renewable sources by 2020. 
 
The Third National Planning Framework (NPF3)4 sets the context for development planning and provides 
a framework for the spatial development of Scotland. 
 
1.2.2 Draft Fourth National Planning Framework (2021) 

The Draft fourth National Planning Framework (NPF45) was published in November 2021 for stakeholder 
comment. The consultation period for Draft NPF4 closed on 31 March 2022, with the Scottish Government 
analysis the responses prior to producing the final NPF4, which is anticipated later this year (2022). 
 
1.2.3 Scottish Planning Policy (2014) 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)6 sets out national planning policies which reflect Scottish Ministers’ 
priorities for operation of the planning system and for the development and use of land. The SPP 
introduces a presumption in favour of development that contributes to sustainable development.  
 
In Table 1: Spatial Frameworks, SPP sets out the basis for a spatial framework in relation to windfarm 
development; introducing a hierarchy of protection. Group 1 areas refer to National Parks and National 
Scenic Areas and are defined as “Areas where wind farms will not be acceptable”. 
  

 
1Landscape Institute and IEMA (2013) Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment: Third Edition 
2Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Strategic Development Planning Authority (2017) Strategic Development Plan: Clydeplan 
3Lanarkshire Council, 2021. South Lanarkshire Council Local Development Plan 2 
4 Scottish Government, 2014. National Planning Framework 3 
5Scottish Government, 2021. Scotland 2045. Our Fourth National Planning Framework: Draft 
6 Scottish Government, 2014. Scottish Planning Policy 
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Group 2 areas are defined as “Areas of Significant Protection”, and focus on a range of national 
designations, other nationally important environmental interests (such as wild land or carbon rich soils, 
deep peat, and priority peatland habitat), and community separation distances (2km from cities, towns and 
villages as identified in the LDP). 
 
Group 3 areas are defined as “Areas with potential for wind farm development”, under the premise that 
beyond Groups 1 and 2, windfarms are likely to be acceptable, subject to consideration against policy 
criteria. 
 
In relation to Spatial Frameworks, the LDP2 Supporting planning guidance: Renewable Energy7 references 
guidance in the SPP as follows: 
 
“SPP states that development plans should indicate the minimum scale of onshore wind development that 
their spatial framework will apply to. For South Lanarkshire, it is considered that it should be for all turbine 
developments 15m or greater in height. 
 
The scale of development is a major factor in assessing its impact and although all turbines developments 
15m or greater in height are to accord with the spatial framework, the varying scales of turbines and size 
of developments is taken into consideration.” 
 
With regards to the proposed development, the Renewable Energy: Map 18 and Renewable Energy: Map 
29 appear to show the application site as being located on a Group 3 area of land comprising carbon rich 
soil/peatland Class 1. 
 
Further sections of the SPP considered relevant from a landscape and visual amenity perspective are 
paraphrased below: 
 
1.2.4 Gardens and Designed Landscapes 

Paragraph 148 of the SPP states the following in respect of Gardens and Designed Landscapes:  
 
“Planning authorities should protect and, where appropriate, seek to enhance gardens and designed 
landscapes included in the Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes and designed landscapes of 
regional and local importance'.” 
 
1.2.5 Development Management 

Paragraph 169 of the SPP states: 
 
“Proposals for energy infrastructure developments should always take account of spatial frameworks for 
wind farms and heat maps where these are relevant. Considerations will vary relative to the scale of the 
proposal and area characteristics but are likely to include: 

▪ net economic impact, including local and community socio-economic benefits such as employment, 
associated business and supply chain opportunities; 

▪ the scale of contribution to renewable energy generation targets; 
▪ effect on greenhouse gas emissions; 
▪ cumulative impacts – planning authorities should be clear about likely cumulative impacts arising from 

all of the considerations below, recognising that in some areas the cumulative impact of existing and 
consented energy development may limit the capacity for further development; 

▪ impacts on communities and individual dwellings, including visual impact, residential amenity, noise 
and shadow flicker; 

 
7 South Lanarkshire Council, 2021. Local Development Plan 2: Supporting Planning Guidance Renewable Energy 
8 South Lanarkshire Council, 2021. Local Development Plan 2 renewable energy considerations: Renewable energy spatial 

framework map. Available at: 
https://www.southlanarkshire.gov.uk/downloads/file/14530/renewable_energy_spatial_framework_map (Accessed: May 2022) 

9 South Lanarkshire Council, 2021. Local Development Plan 2 renewable energy considerations: Renewable energy 
management considerations. Available at: 
https://www.southlanarkshire.gov.uk/downloads/file/14529/renewable_energy_management_considerations (Accessed: May 
2022) 
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▪ landscape and visual impacts, including effects on wild land; 
▪ effects on the natural heritage, including birds; 
▪ impacts on carbon rich soils, using the carbon calculator; 
▪ public access, including impact on long distance walking and cycling routes and scenic routes 

identified in the NPF; 
▪ impacts on the historic environment, including scheduled monuments, listed buildings and their 

settings; 
▪ impacts on tourism and recreation; 
▪ impacts on aviation and defence interests and seismological recording; 
▪ impacts on telecommunications and broadcasting installations, particularly ensuring that transmission 

links are not compromised; 
▪ impacts on road traffic; 
▪ impacts on adjacent trunk roads; 
▪ effects on hydrology, the water environment and flood risk; 
▪ the need for conditions relating to the decommissioning of developments, including ancillary 

infrastructure, and site restoration; 
▪ opportunities for energy storage; and 
▪ the need for a robust planning obligation to ensure that operators achieve site restoration.” 
 
1.2.6 National Scenic Areas 

Paragraph 212 of the SPP states the following in respect of National Scenic Areas: 
 
“Development that affects a National Park, National Scenic Area, Site of Special Scientific Interest, or a 
National Nature Reserve should only be permitted where: 

▪ the objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the area will not be compromised; or 
▪ any significant adverse effects on the qualities for which the area has been designated are clearly 

outweighed by social, environmental or economic benefits of national importance”. 
 
1.3 Strategic Planning Context 
 

1.3.1 Strategic Development Plan: Clydeplan 

The Clydeplan10 was adopted in 2017 and sets out the strategic vision for the Glasgow and Clyde valley 
area. 
 
Under Chapter 7: City Region as a Low Carbon Place, paragraph 7.9 states: 
 
“In order to protect communities and international and nationally important environmental designations 
and resources, the spatial framework identifies all areas outwith the areas with potential for wind farm 
development as areas of significant protection. Local Development Plans, in confirming the detailed 
boundaries of these areas, may indicate lesser separation distances from settlements to reflect local 
circumstances. In these areas wind energy developments will only be acceptable if they can demonstrate 
that any significant effects on the qualities of the area can be substantially overcome by siting, design or 
other mitigation.” 
 
The Clydeplan further establishes Policy 10: Delivering Heat and Electricity, which states for onshore wind: 
 
“In order to support onshore wind farms, Local Development Plans should finalise the detailed spatial 
framework for onshore wind for their areas in accordance with SPP, confirming which scale of development 
it relates to and the separation distances around settlements. Local Development Plans should also set 
out the considerations which will apply to proposals for wind energy development, including landscape 
capacity and impacts on communities and natural heritage. Proposals should accord with the spatial 
framework set out in Diagram 6 and finalised in Local Development Plans”. 
  

 
10 Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Strategic Development Planning Authority, 2017. Strategic Development Plan: Clydeplan 
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1.4 Local Planning Context 
 

1.4.1 South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2 

Adopted in 2021, LDP2 provides the development strategy, policies, and proposals to encourage 
continued growth and regeneration in the region. 
 
The principal planning policy for wind energy development is Policy 18: Renewable Energy, which states 
that: 
 
“Applications for renewable energy infrastructure developments will be supported, subject to an 
assessment against the principles set out in the SPP, in particular, the considerations set out at paragraph 
169. 
 
The Spatial Framework for Wind Energy set out in Table 7.2 and shown on Figure 7.1 applies to 
applications for wind energy developments of 15m or greater in height, including extensions and 
repowering proposals. 
 
All renewable energy proposals shall be assessed against the relevant criteria and requirements set out 
in the Assessment Checklist for Renewable Energy Proposals contained in Volume 2. 
 
Development proposals must also accord with other relevant policies and proposals in the development 
plan. Refer to Appendix 1 for relevant Volume 2 policies and additional guidance.” 
 
The key landscape and visual amenity related planning policy is Policy 14: Natural and Historic 
Environment, which states that: 
 
“The Council will assess all development proposals in terms of their impact on the natural and historic 
environment, including biodiversity, geodiversity, landscape and townscape. 
 
The Council will seek to protect important natural and historic sites and features, as listed in Table 6.2 
Natural and Historic Environment Designations, and shown on the proposals map, from adverse impacts 
resulting from development, including cumulative impacts: 
 
Category 1, 2 and 3 Designations in Category 1 areas: 

1. Development which would have a likely significant effect on a Special Protection Area (SPAs) or 
Special Area of Conservation (SACs) (Natura 2000 sites) will only be permitted where an appropriate 
assessment of the proposal demonstrates that there will be no adverse effect on the integrity of the 
site, following the implementation of any mitigation measures. Where it cannot be ascertained that 
there will be no adverse effect on the integrity of the site, proposals will only be permitted where there 
are no alternative solutions, there are imperative reasons of overriding public interest and 
compensatory measures are provided to ensure that the overall coherence of the Natura network is 
protected. 

2. The Council will seek to protect and preserve the Outstanding Universal Value of New Lanark World 
Heritage Site. Development proposals affecting the World Heritage Site and its setting will be 
assessed against the detailed criteria contained in Volume 2. Development proposals within the buffer 
zone will be assessed for their potential impact on the site's outstanding universal value. 

 
In Category 2 areas, development will only be permitted where the objectives of the designation and the 
overall integrity of the area can be shown not to be compromised following the implementation of any 
mitigation measures. Any significant adverse effects must be clearly outweighed by social or economic 
benefits of national importance. 
 
In Category 3 areas, development which would have a significant adverse impact following the 
implementation of mitigation measures will only be permitted where the effects are outweighed by 
significant social or economic benefits. 
 
Where possible, any development proposals which affect natural and historic designations should include 
measures to enhance the conservation value of the site affected. 
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Protected Species 

Development affecting protected species will not be permitted unless it can be justified in accordance with 
the relevant protected species legislation. 
 
Local Nature Conservation 

Development proposals which affect the existing and potential Local Nature Reserves listed in Table 6.1 
will require to demonstrate that there is no significant adverse effect on the site's natural heritage, amenity 
or educational value following the implementation of appropriate mitigation measures. 
 
The Council will seek to progress the identification of Local Nature Conservation Sites and produce 
planning guidance accordingly. 
 
Development proposals should seek to manage, protect and enhance existing trees and woodland, in 
accordance with the Council's Tree Strategy. 
 
Landscape 

Development proposals should take account of the guidance in the South Lanarkshire Landscape 
Character Assessment 2010 and, where relevant, the Landscape Capacity Study for Wind Energy 2016 
and its Addendum Tall Wind Turbines Landscape Capacity, Siting and Design Guidance 2019. 
 
Development proposals must also accord with other relevant policies and proposals in the development 
plan. Refer to Appendix 1 for relevant Volume 2 policies and additional guidance.” 
 
In relation to the designations listed in Table 6.2: Hierarchy of Natural and Historic Environment 
Designations, Category 1 (International), Category 2 (National) or Category 3 (Local) designations in the 
study area are considered in the Baseline Study Section of the LVIA, with potential effects considered in 
the Assessment of Effects on Landscape Character Section. 
 
Other planning policies in LDP2 considered of relevance to the LVIA include: 

▪ Policy NHE4: Gardens and Designed Landscapes. 
▪ Policy NHE16: Landscape. 
▪ Policy NHE17: Country Parks 
▪ Policy NHE18: Walking, Cycling and Riding Routes.  
▪ Policy RE1: Renewable Energy. 
 
1.4.2 LDP2 Supplementary Guidance 
 

1.4.2.1 South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2 Supporting Planning Guidance: Renewable 
Energy  

This supporting planning guidance (SPG) supplements the renewable energy policies in LDP2 “providing 
more detailed advice and requirements for wind energy and other renewable energy developments.” 
 
Under Chapter 5: Development management considerations, detail is provided in relation to the issues to 
be considered when assessing proposals for wind energy developments. Key landscape and visual 
considerations in relation to the proposed development are summarised as follows: 
 
Landscape Capacity 

“Section 6 and Table 6.1 of the Landscape Capacity Study for Wind Turbines 2016 as amended by the 
draft Tall Turbines Guidance (2017) assesses each landscape character type in relation to its sensitivity 
to change and capacity for development and provides guidance on the scale and type of wind energy 
development, if any, that may be appropriate. The guidance in Table 6.1 of the LCS should be followed in 
the consideration of proposals for all scales of wind energy developments. Where proposals are located 
in areas of significant cumulative development, the guidance in table 6.2 of the LCS is also relevant.” 
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“The design and location of wind energy developments relative to wind farms requires careful consideration 
so as not to lead to an extension of cumulative effects, blurring landscape character boundaries and 
leading to areas of Wind Turbine Landscape extending beyond the landscape character type.” 
 
Landscape Designations 

“Any applications for wind energy development within or around SLAs should not have a significant 
adverse effect on the landscape character, scenic interest and special qualities and features for which the 
area has been recognised as described in Validating Local Landscape Designations report (2010).” 
 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments (LVIA) 

▪ ”For wind turbine developments LVIA should take into account turbines, apparatus associated with 
the development and borrow pits. 

Guidance is available in SNH publications ‘Siting and designing wind farms in the landscape’ (Version 3a 
August 2017) and ‘Visual representation of windfarms’ (Version 2.2 February 2017) or any updated 
versions of this guidance. see also Assessing the Impact of Repowered Wind Farms on Nature – 
consultation draft June 2018.” 
 
Requirements for Cumulative Impact Assessments 

▪ “The Council may request that developers of smaller schemes submit a cumulative impact 
assessment. 

▪ The cumulative study area requires to be agreed with the Council prior to the submission of the 
application. 

▪ To include single, two and three turbine developments (above 15 metres in height) and wind farm 
developments up to a 10km radius of the proposed development (to be agreed with the planning 
authority). 

 
All cumulative landscape and visual impact assessments must include all operating and consented 
schemes and those that are the subject of valid but undetermined applications. Assessments must 
consider where appropriate, sequential effects that may extend beyond the Council area.” 
 
Detail of the precise scope and extent of assessment agreed with SLC is provided in the Consultation 
Section of the LVIA. 
 
Regards the ‘host’ Landscape Character Type (LCT) 213: Plateau Moorlands – Glasgow & Clyde Valley, 
Table 5.2 Description and Guidance for Areas of Significant Cumulative Development (see figure 5.2 and 
Renewable Energy Map 2 for locations) in the SPG provides the following description for the area: 
 
“A very extensive area south of the Avon Valley and either side of the M74 between Larkhall and Rigside 
including two distinct areas of landscape character and development type: 

▪ Rolling Moorland with several operational or consented wind farms (Bankend Rig, Dungavel, Kype 
Muir and Auchrobert); 

▪ Plateau Farmland and Rolling Farmland with numerous single or paired turbines and small wind farms, 
all with turbine heights varying from between 15m and 120m height. 

 
These developments create an extensive area of Landscape with Wind Turbines crossing from upland 
fringe into upland. This includes an area of Wind Turbine Landscape around Kype Muir and Auchrobert.” 
 
Table 5.2 lists the following as Key Development Guidance/Criteria: 

1. “Maintain separation between wind farms and turbines to avoid creating further areas of Wind Turbine 
Landscape. 

2. Avoid visual coalescence with cumulative area 1 by limiting single turbine/ small scale developments 
in the intervening area of Rolling Farmland, Plateau Farmland and Upland River Valley (Avon Water). 

3. Avoid physical or visual coalescence with cumulative area 7 by limiting developments in the intervening 
areas of Upland River Valley (River Nethan) and Rolling Moorland. 

4. Give careful consideration to the position, scale and cumulative effects of developments close to the 
surrounding settlements including Larkhall, Stonehouse, Blackwood/Kirkmuirhill and Lesmahagow. 
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5. Give careful consideration to the setting of Lanark, New Lanark world heritage site and the Falls of 
Clyde by limiting the eastward extension of the Landscape with Wind Turbines to its current location 
on the crest of the Rolling Farmland.” 

 
1.4.3 South Lanarkshire Landscape Capacity Study for Wind Energy 

The South Lanarkshire Landscape Capacity Study (LCS) for Wind Energy11 provides revisions and 
updates to preceding studies, primarily in response to changes in baseline conditions and guidance 
outlined in the SPP. 
 
Prior to the release of the digital map-based national Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) by 
NatureScot in 201912, the study represented the most recent characterisation study for the region.  
 
There are noticeable discrepancies in terms of LCT characterisation, nomenclature, and boundary 
alignments, for instance NatureScot shows the ‘host’ LCT as 213: Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde 
Valley; whilst the LCS shows the application site as being located in LCT 7A Rolling Moorland: Landscape 
Character Unit (LCU) (i) Hagshaw/ Dungavel (North of Douglas Water).  
 
Due to the increasing size of commercial wind turbines being promoted in the region13, addendum 
guidance to the study was published on behalf of SLC in 2019 to address the emergence of the Very Large 
turbine typology (those above 150m+ in height to blade tip). 
 
According to the studies, LCT 7A Rolling Moorland: Landscape Character Unit (LCU) (i) Hagshaw/ 
Dungavel (North of Douglas Water) has been assessed as having a low landscape capacity to 
accommodate turbines over 120m. The rationale behind this judgement is that: 
 
“Landscape Analysis: Rolling landform, simple landscape pattern of moorland and forestry and low 
settlement density, extending west into Ayrshire. This LCT is similar to Plateau Moorland but more 
distinctive landforms are less suited to blanket coverage by wind turbines. They form the skyline for more 
settled Upland River Valleys and merge into Plateau Farmland to the E. 
 
Development Capacity: This landscape area has the underlying capacity to accommodate medium to 
large clusters of larger turbines. However consented developments have utilised much of the capacity and 
exceed capacity in some areas. There is some scope for further discrete developments in peripheral 
locations, well separated from existing windfarms. Careful consideration should be given to limiting  
turbine size in locations with more modest distinctions in landform.” 
 
Interestingly, there appears to be minimal to no mention in the studies of the potential to locate further 
turbines in proximity to existing windfarms to establish a clear pattern of windfarm development in the LCU. 
There is also no site-specific information provided. From a landscape planning perspective, a grass 
moorland site that offers little agricultural or recreational, would seem an entirely appropriate location to 
accommodate renewable energy sources. 
 
Further, whilst additionally turbines could potentially result in increased landscape and visual impacts 
across surrounding complex, smaller scale and/or settled urban fringe farmland landscapes, there appears 
to be potential to develop a strategy to associate the proposed development with the Dungavel turbines; 
consolidating wind energy development in a landscape where existing turbines are present.  
 
The addendum study reiterates that the Plateau Moorland Areas; Rolling Moorland Areas; and Southern 
Upland Areas, are the only landscapes considered as having potential capacity to accommodate Very 
Large turbines (150m - 250m in height to blade tip), stating:  
  

 
11IronsideFarrar, 2016. South Lanarkshire Landscape Capacity Study for Wind Energy 
12 NatureScot, 2019. Available at: 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e3b4fbb9fc504cc4abd04e1ebc891d4e&extent=-
2030551.0017%2C6851563.2052%2C1100309.6769%2C8923312.4198%2C102100 (Accessed: May 2022) 

13IronsideFarrar, 2019. Tall Wind Turbines: Landscape Capacity, Siting and Design Guidance - Addendum to Landscape Capacity 
Study for Wind Energy 2016 
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“…as this is strategic level guidance, the merits of applications within areas other than the three upland 
types assessed above would also be considered on a case by case basis. In this circumstance, the 
characteristics of the proposals and the specific location would be assessed against a series of 
considerations. While in every case the relevant LCS 2016 guidance should be the starting point for 
considering applications, the most important considerations are likely to be related to scale and the 
proximity of sensitive receptors”. 

In this way, the addendum study does appear to address the potential to develop new turbines near 
operational developments providing the visual appearance appears consistent and does not result in 
sensitive receptors experiencing significant environmental effects. 

Considered reference to the LCS and addendum has been made throughout the LVIA process. 

1.4.4 South Lanarkshire Validating Local Landscape Designations 

In promotion of the previously adopted LDP (2015), a local landscape designations review14 was 
undertaken. The non-statutory guidance proposed creation of the following Special Landscape Areas to 
be supported by policy in the LDP:  

▪ Lower Clyde and Calderglen; 
▪ Middle Clyde Valley; 
▪ Upper Clyde Valley and Tinto; 
▪ Douglas Valley; 
▪ Pentland Hills & Black Mount; and 
▪ Leadhills & Lowther Hills. 

In relation to the above designations, those located in the inner 15km study area are described in the 
Baseline Study Section of the LVIA, with potential effects considered in the Assessment of Effects on 
Landscape Character Section. 

1.4.4.1 South Lanarkshire Landscape Character Assessment 

The LVIA considers potential effects on LCTs as identified in the digital map-based national LCA by 
NatureScot due to it being the most recent publication (published in 2019). However, for completeness 
and to provide the basis for making a technical assessment on the sensitivity and capacity of various LCTs 
in the study area, reference has been made to the South Lanarkshire Landscape Character Assessment15. 

1.5 Other guidance 

Other sources of guidance used and/or referenced in the LVIA include: 

▪ NatureScot national programme of Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) and associative online 
LCT map and description dataset; 

▪ Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland16; 
▪ Assessing the Cumulative Impact of Onshore Wind Energy Developments17; 
▪ Spatial Planning for Onshore Wind Turbines – natural heritage considerations18; 
▪ Siting and Designing Wind Farms in the Landscape Version 3a19; 
▪ Visual Representation of Wind Farms, Version 2.220; 
▪ Assessing impacts on Wild Land Areas21; 
▪ Technical Guidance Note 2/19: Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (RVAA)22; and 
▪ Technical Guidance Note 06/19: Visual Representation of Development Proposals23. 

 
14IronsideFarrar, 2010. South Lanarkshire Validating Local Landscape Designations 
15IronsideFarrar, 2010. South Lanarkshire Local Landscape Character Assessment 
16 Carys Swanwick Department of Landscape University of Sheffield and Land Use Consultants for The Countryside Agency and 

Scottish Natural Heritage, 2002. Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland 
17 Scottish Natural Heritage, 2012. Assessing the Cumulative Impact of Onshore Wind Energy Developments 
18Scottish Natural Heritage, 2015. Spatial Planning for Onshore Wind Turbines – natural heritage considerations 
19Scottish Natural Heritage, 2017. Siting and Designing Wind Farms in the Landscape Version 3a 
20Scottish Natural Heritage, 2017. Visual Representation of Wind Farms, Version 2.2 
21Scottish Natural Heritage, 2020. Assessing impacts on Wild Land Areas 
22Landscape Institute, 2019. Technical Guidance Note 2/19: Residential Visual Amenity Assessment (RVAA) 
23Landscape Institute, 2019. Technical Guidance Note 06/19: Visual representation of Development Proposals 
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Appendix B:  Assessment Methodology 
 
1.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) is to identify and assess the 
significance of changes resulting from the proposed development on both the landscape as an 
environmental resource and on people's views and visual amenity.  
 
This methodology has been prepared by chartered landscape architects at Mabbett & Associates Ltd 
(Mabbett) and describes in detail the methodology that has been used to carry out the assessment.  
 
1.1.1 Guidance 

The LVIA has been prepared with reference to the Third Edition of the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual 
Impact Assessment (GLVIA3)1. 
 
As advised in GLVIA3, this assessment includes landscape and visual assessments, which are separate, 
though intrinsically linked procedures. The landscape assessment considers any potential physical 
changes on the landscape resource; appraising whether the changes would influence the landscape’s 
distinctive characteristics or how the landscape is perceived. The visual assessment focusses on people’s 
responses to changes in the landscape; appraising whether the change would affect the nature of views 
available by influencing the overall composition or visual amenity.  
 
1.1.2 Information and Data Sources 

The desk study utilised Geographic Information System (GIS) and Resoft WindFarm© software to explore 
potential visibility of the proposed development.  
 
Landscape characterisation information and data has been obtained from the digital map-based national 
Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) published in 2019 by Scottish Natural Heritage (now 
NatureScot)2.  
 
1.1.3 Study Areas 

The definition of an appropriate study area for the LVIA is an important and established component of 
LVIA. 
 
The assessment study area for the proposed development has been defined based on guidance contained 
within GLVIA3 and the Visual Representation of Wind Farms3; relevant legislation; consultation feedback; 
and the initial computer-generated Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) pattern prepared for pre-application 
engagement. 
 
Guidance developed by Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH, now NatureScot) indicates that a study area with 
a radius of 40km from the proposed turbine locations is appropriate for the size of turbines proposed. With 
most of the landscape and visual receptors between 15km and 40km lying outwith the coverage of the 
ZTV pattern (when considering potentially significant effects are limited by attenuation by distance, built 
form, intervening woodland, or forestry), it was determined that a more focussed study area should be 
established.  
 
The rationale for this decision was based on the premise that from more distant locations (beyond 15km) 
the proposed development would be seen in the immediate context of other operational windfarms visible 
at closer range; and would appear as a legible extension to the operational Dungavel windfarm.  
 
Furthermore, the wider landscape has been considerably transformed, evidenced primarily through the 
presence of large scale settlement as well as windfarm, mineral, and infrastructural development. 

 
1 Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment, 2013. Third Edition of the Guidelines for 

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA3) 
2 Scottish Natural Heritage, 2019. Landscape Character Assessment 
3 Scottish Natural Heritage, 2017. Visual Representation of Wind Farms, Version 2.2 
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Therefore, to focus the assessment on potential significant effects, it was agreed with South Lanarkshire 
Council (SLC) that a 40km outer study area be established as a search area for cumulative windfarms and 
the assessment of effects from linear routes only, with an inner 15km study area used for assessment and 
cumulative assessment of landscape and visual receptors. 
 
It is worth stating that the study area is not intended to provide a boundary beyond which the proposed 
development would not be seen, but rather to define the area within which the development may have a 
significant landscape or visual effect. A significant effect is very unlikely to occur towards the edges of the 
outer study area. 
 
1.1.4 Desk Study 

As a starting point for the assessment, a desk study of the application site and the LVIA study area is 
undertaken. This desk study is used to identify aspects of the landscape and visual resource to be 
considered in the LVIA including any landscape-related planning designations in the study area (i.e., 
National Scenic Areas and Special Landscape Areas); landscape character typologies; operational and 
potential cumulative windfarms; as well as views from settled areas and key linear routes (including roads, 
railway lines, National Cycle Routes, and long-distance walking routes). 
 
Initial computer-generated ZTV maps and wirelines are used to provide an indication of which landscape 
and visual receptors are likely to experience views of the proposed development, and therefore be key to 
the assessment. Cumulative ZTVs (CZTVs) have also been prepared for assessment purposes.  
 
1.1.5 Field Survey 

To inform the LVIA and layout design process, field surveys were undertaken in March and April 2022. 
Viewpoint photography was captured during these field survey visits in periods of good visibility. Field 
surveys were carried out throughout the 40km radius study area; although, survey work focussed on land 
within the inner 15km study area, or more distant areas shown as having theoretical visibility of the 
proposed development on the blade tip ZTV.  
 
Field survey work included a walkover of the application site; visits to viewpoints; as well as extensive 
travel around the study area(s) to consider potential effects (including cumulative) on landscape character 
and on the experience of views as experienced from key linear travel routes through the landscape. The 
field surveys allow the assessors to judge the likely scale, distance, extent, and prominence of the 
proposed development. 
 
The walkover of the application site was undertaken to determine the presence of existing landscape 
features and appraise their contributions to the landscape character at the application site or importance 
in the wider landscape setting.  
 
The shape, form, and pattern of the landscape was assessed from the application site and surrounding 
area to better understand its character and to take these qualities into account in the siting and design of 
the proposed development. The landscape character types for the study area were reviewed and the key 
characteristics of the landscape were identified, with the field surveys providing verification of how the 
different landscape types would potentially be affected by the proposed development.  
 
Visual amenity was surveyed from both static and sequential views, from locations representative of the 
range of views and viewer types likely to experience visibility of the proposed development. Views from a 
variety of distances, aspects, elevations, and extents are included. Receptor types include individual 
properties and settlements; main transport routes; main visitor locations; areas of cultural significance; and 
Landscape Character Types (LCTs) within the study area. 
 
The field survey was also important in informing the sequential route assessment, providing an understanding 
of the essential characteristics, and how these are likely to be affected by the proposed development. 
 
1.2 Types of Effects 

The LVIA is intended to determine the effects that the proposed development would have on the landscape 
and visual resource. 
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For assessment purposes, the potential effects on the landscape and visual resource have been grouped 
into three categories: landscape effects; visual effects; and cumulative landscape and visual effects. Each 
of these are briefly described below: 

1.2.1 Landscape Effects 

Landscape effects can be direct or indirect. Direct effects are generally limited to those parts of the 
application site physically affected by the proposed development, whilst indirect effects typically relate to 
the elements of the proposed development that may influence the context of the existing landscape and 
visual baseline away from the application site. 

Landscape effects attributable to the proposed development can be regarded as beneficial, adverse or in 
some cases neutral. 

Landscape effects may be short, medium, or long-term; as well as temporary (i.e., occurring during the 
construction/decommissioning phases of the proposed development) or permanent (i.e., lasting beyond 
the lifetime of the proposed development). 

1.2.2 Visual Effects 

Visual effects are concerned with effects on visual receptors, i.e., groups of people that may experience 
an effect, and views (viewpoints). 

Principal visual receptors may include residents of settlements and individual rural properties; motorists 
on roads; and people using recreational routes or visiting attractions in the study area. 

Representative viewpoints have been selected - and agreed with SLC - to assess potential visual effects 
at locations relevant to these visual receptors, and from specific viewpoints chosen because they are key 
or promoted viewpoints in the landscape. 

When assessing visual effects, it is important to acknowledge personal opinion, as some may view the 
same development as beneficial, adverse, or neutral, depending upon their predisposition towards 
landscape change and/or the type of development proposed. 

In the LVIA, the following terms have been applied to describe the visual composition: 

▪ No view - where visual receptors would not experience visibility of the proposed development, due to 
visual screening provided by intervening factors such as vegetation; landform; and/or built form; 

▪ Glimpsed views - where visual receptors may experience a fleeting view of the proposed development, 
such as when travelling;   

▪ Partial - where visual receptors may experience a clear view of part of the proposed development 
only; often in the context of wider views of the landscape;  

▪ Filtered - where visual receptor views of the proposed development may be visually impaired and/or 
partially screened by intervening factors, such intervening vegetation (the level of filtering is subject 
to seasonality); or 

▪ Open - where visual receptors would experience an unobstructed and clear view of the proposed 
development. 

 
1.2.3 Cumulative Effects 

The LVIA also considers the potential for cumulative effects which may arise when considering the 
proposed development alongside other similar developments present/not yet present in the landscape, 
i.e., those with planning consent but for which no construction activity has occurred. 

In relation to wind energy developments, cumulative landscape and visual effects arise when the study 
areas for two or more windfarms overlap; allowing for both to be experienced at proximity. This may result 
in a greater incremental effect, or in a sequential effect, i.e., when two or more wind energy developments 
may be viewed sequentially from a key linear route or road irrespective of any overlap in study areas. 

In this way, by introducing the proposed development to a situation where other windfarms are an existing 
presence in the baseline, or a potential future baseline landscape and visual context, the level of effect 
may be greater than if the proposed development was seen in isolation.  
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The main assessment of effects in the LVIA considers the addition of the proposed development into a 
baseline landscape and visual context that already contains operational/under construction windfarms. 
The cumulative assessment meanwhile centres on the predicted effects that may arise when considering 
the proposed development in relation to a relevant potential future ‘consented’ baseline scenario, i.e., 
when considering the proposed development in addition to windfarms already present in the landscape 
(operational/under construction windfarms) and windfarms that are likely to soon be present (consented 
windfarms). 
 
1.2.4 Significance of Effects 

When assessing the effects of the proposed development in the LVIA, the primary objective is to ascertain 
if effects would be significant on the landscape and visual resource.  
 
The significance of effects is assessed through a combination of two predictions: the sensitivity the 
landscape feature, landscape character receptor or visual receptor has to change; and the magnitude of 
change that would arise by introducing the proposed development. 
 
As outlined in GLVIA3, the determination of sensitivity and magnitude of change requires the application 
of professional judgement.  
 
In the LVIA, consideration of the size or scale of the effect; its geographical extent; and its duration and 
reversibility have been kept separate. In this way, the determination of magnitude of change refers solely 
to the size or scale of the effect. The geographical extents of these effects are then described to provide 
a more granular level of assessment, i.e., a high magnitude of change may occur within a certain distance, 
for instance up to 5km, with a negligible magnitude of change predicted beyond these extents. Thereafter, 
duration and reversibility are considered in relation to the assessed effects (i.e., as short-term, medium-
term, long-term and temporary or permanent). This prediction is then used to draw conclusions about 
significance, combining with other judgements on sensitivity and magnitude, to allow a final judgement to 
be made on whether each effect is significant or not significant. 
 
In accordance with the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations4, the LVIA effects are 
assessed to be either significant or not significant. The LVIA does not define intermediate levels of 
significance as the Regulations do not provide for these. 
 
The following matrix table has been included to illustrate how combinations of the ratings for sensitivity 
and magnitude of change can give rise to significant effects. The table is not meant to be prescriptive, 
rather it is for use as an assessment tool to give an understanding of the threshold at which significant 
effects may arise. 
 
Table 1: Matrix for Determining the Significance of Effects 
 

Receptor 
Sensitivity 

 

Magnitude of Change 

High 
High/ 

Medium 
Medium 

Medium/ 
Low 

Low Negligible 

High Significant Significant Significant 
Significant 

or not 
significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

High/ 
Medium 

Significant Significant 
Significant 

or not 
significant 

Significant 
or not 

significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Medium Significant 
Significant 

or not 
significant 

Significant 
or not 

significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Medium/ 
Low 

Significant 
or not 

significant 

Significant 
or not 

significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Not 
Significant 

Low 
Not 

Significant 
Not 

Significant 
Not 

Significant 
Not 

Significant 
Not 

Significant 
Not 

Significant 

 
4 Scottish Government, 2017. The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017 
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Effects in the dark blue boxes are assessed to be significant in terms of the requirements of the EIA 
Regulations. Those effects that are assessed within the light blue boxes may be significant, or not 
significant, depending on the specific factors and effect that is assessed in respect of a particular 
landscape or visual receptor. In each case, experienced professional judgement is applied to the 
assessment of all effects and reasoned justification is presented in respect of the findings. 

Broadly speaking, significant effects occur in instances when the proposed development would provide a 
defining influence on a landscape feature, landscape character receptor, or view; or where changes of a 
lower magnitude occur on a landscape feature, landscape character receptor, or view that is of particularly 
high sensitivity. 

A not significant effect generally occurs where the effect of the proposed development is not material, such 
as when the composite baseline characteristics of the landscape feature, landscape character receptor, 
or view; continues to provide the definitive influence, or where the small scale of change experienced by 
a high sensitivity receptor is such as to be considered not significant. 

Significant cumulative effects generally occur when the addition of the proposed development leads to 
windfarms becoming a prevailing landscape and visual characteristic when considering the baseline 
landscape and visual resource, or where the proposed development adversely contrasts with the scale or 
design of an existing or consented windfarm development. 

1.3 Assessment of Landscape Effects 

Landscape character is the distinct and recognisable pattern of elements that occurs consistently in a 
particular type of landscape, and the way in which this pattern is perceived. Effects on landscape character 
arise either through the introduction of new elements that physically alter this pattern of features, or through 
visibility of the proposed development, which may alter the way in which the pattern of characterising 
features is perceived. This category of effects is made up of physical effects and effects on landscape 
character, i.e., Landscape Character Types (LCTs) and landscape-related planning designated areas. 

1.3.1 Assessment of Physical Effects 

The physical effects of the proposed development are generally restricted to the area of the application 
site where existing landscape features may be changed. Physical effects are the direct effects that arise 
on the landscape fabric of the application site to facilitate the proposed development, such as the removal 
of vegetation, clearing of ground cover, or land profiling. 

The objective of the assessment is to determine what likely physical effects may occur because of the 
proposed development, the landscape features that would be affected, and whether these effects would 
be significant or not significant. 

The variables considered in determining the sensitivity of landscape features and the magnitude of change 
are as follows. 

1.3.1.1 Sensitivity of Landscape Features 

The sensitivity of each landscape receptor is a product of the specific combination of value, quality, and 
potential for mitigation as evaluated by professional judgement. 

The value of a landscape feature is determined by considering its importance as a characterising element 
of the landscape character of the area. If a landscape feature is particularly rare, its value is likely to be 
increased. 

The susceptibility of a landscape feature considers the degree in which it could be restored, replaced, or 
substituted. For example, it may be possible to restore ground cover following excavation, which would 
subsequently reduce the sensitivity of this feature. 

1.3.1.2 Magnitude of Change on Landscape Features 

The magnitude of change on landscape features is expressed in terms of the extent in which a landscape 
feature would be removed or altered by the proposed development; the extent in which existing landscape 
features would be lost; and the contribution that landscape feature brings to the character of the landscape. 
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The following magnitude of change definitions have been provided for assessment purposes: 

▪ High, where the proposed development would result in the complete removal or substantial alteration 
of a landscape feature; 

▪ Medium, where the proposed development would result in the removal or alteration of a notable part 
of a landscape feature; 

▪ Low, where the proposed development would result in the removal or alteration of a minor part of a 
landscape feature; 

▪ Negligible, where the proposed development would result in the removal of a negligible part of a 
landscape feature, which would be barely discernible; and 

▪ None, where the proposed development would result in no change to the landscape feature. 
 
There may be instances where intermediate levels of magnitude of change are applied such as high-
medium or medium-low, where the predicted change is thought to fall between definitions. 
 
1.3.1.3 Significance of Effects on Landscape Features 

The significance of effects on landscape features is contingent on the factors considered in determining 
the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of change upon it. 
 
Professional judgement is then applied to assess whether the proposed development would result in a 
significant or not significant effect. 
 
Broadly speaking, a significant effect would likely occur where the degree of removal or alteration of the 
landscape feature is such that the landscape feature would be redefined; although not necessarily its 
landscape character. If the landscape feature is of a high sensitivity, a significant effect can occur with a 
limited degree of removal or alteration. A not significant effect would occur where the landscape feature is 
not redefined because of the proposed development. If the landscape feature is of lower sensitivity, it may 
be able to withstand a higher level of removal or alteration yet remain as a not significant effect. 
 
1.3.2 Assessment of Effects on Landscape Character 

The objective of the assessment of effects on landscape character is to determine which landscape 
character receptors would be affected by the proposed development, and whether these effects would be 
significant or not significant. The assessment of effects on landscape character involves baseline study; 
and evaluation of sensitivity, magnitude of change, and significance. 
 
1.3.2.1 Landscape Baseline  

The landscape baseline provides an understanding of the landscape in the area that may be affected - its 
constituent features, its character, distinctiveness, condition and value, and the way this varies spatially.  
 
The landscape baseline describes aspects of the landscape that may be significantly affected. Establishing 
the landscape baseline will, when reviewed alongside the description of the proposed development, form 
the basis for the identification and description of the landscape effects. The baseline description of the 
landscape is primarily determined by considering the physical footprint of the proposed development 
components, and associative ZTV map displays. 
 
The LVIA provides an overview of the landscape baseline as well as a detailed description of the baseline 
conditions at each landscape character receptor that may experience significant effects. A proportionate 
level of detail is provided against those landscape receptors identified as not having the potential to 
undergo significant effects and significant cumulative effects during the assessment process, with reasons 
given where required. 
 
The baseline study of each landscape character receptor collates and presents information relevant to the 
assessment drawn from a combination of desk study and fieldwork. The baseline study provides: 

▪ A description of the landscape character receptor drawn from existing relevant documentation such 
as the Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) or citations in respect of landscape-related planning 
designations; 

▪ A description of the landscape character receptor based on fieldwork to determine how typical, or not, 
the landscape character receptor is in relation to documented descriptions; 
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▪ Identification of those features and patterns of landform, land-cover, and land-use, which make the 
landscape character receptor distinctive; 

▪ A description of how the landscape is visually and sensory perceived and how it may influence or is 
influenced by other landscapes including the ‘host’ landscape character receptor where the proposed 
development is located; and 

▪ A description on how change, either through natural or human processes, is presently affecting the 
character of the landscape character receptor, i.e. consideration of operational windfarms where they 
are a feature of the baseline landscape context. 

 
The landscape baseline further describes current pressures that may cause change in the landscape in 
the future, i.e., consented windfarms that are not yet present in the landscape.  
 
Operational and under construction wind energy developments are regarded as part of the baseline 
landscape character of the receptor, with any changes resulting from the proposed development assessed 
within this context in the LVIA. 
 
1.3.2.2 Sensitivity of Landscape Character Receptors 

The sensitivity of a landscape character receptor considers the susceptibility of the receptor to the specific 
type of change proposed and the value related to that receptor. 
 
1.3.2.3 Value of the Landscape Character Receptor 

The value of a landscape character receptor reflects the value society attaches to that landscape. In this 
way, landscape value may be classified as high, high-medium, medium, medium-low, or low. Professional 
judgement is applied in determining the value, with consideration given to the following:  

▪ Landscape designations: A receptor that lies within the boundary of a recognised landscape-related 
planning designated area is of increased value, depending on the portion of the receptor that is 
covered and the level of importance of the designation, i.e. international, national, or local; 

▪ Landscape quality: The quality of a landscape character receptor is a reflection of its attributes, such 
as scenic quality, sense of place, rarity, representativeness, and the extent to which these attributes 
have remained intact. A landscape with consistent, intact and well-defined, distinctive attributes is 
generally considered to be of higher quality and, in turn, higher value, than a landscape where the 
introduction of inappropriate features has detracted from its inherent attributes; and 

▪ Landscape experience: The sensory experience of the landscape character receptor can add to its 
value. Experience may relate to several factors including the perceptual responses it evokes, the 
cultural associations that may exist in literature or history, the iconic status of the landscape, the 
recreational value of the landscape for outdoor pursuits, or the contribution of other values relating to 
the nature conservation or archaeology of the area.  

 
It is worth noting that the absence of designation does not preclude local resource value, as an 
undesignated landscape character receptor may be important as a local resource, particularly when 
experienced in comparison with other nearby landscapes. 
 
1.3.2.4 Susceptibility to Change 

The susceptibility of a landscape character receptor to change reflects its ability to accommodate the 
proposed development. In this way, landscape susceptibility may be classified as high, high-medium, 
medium, medium-low, or low. Professional judgement is applied in determining the level of susceptibility 
to change, with consideration given to the following: 

▪ The type of development proposed: The susceptibility of landscape receptors is assessed in relation 
to change arising from the type of development proposed, including its specific components and 
features, their size, scale, location, context and characteristics; 

▪ Landscape character: The key characteristics of the landscape character receptor is considered in the 
evaluation of susceptibility as they reflect the degree in which the receptor may be able to 
accommodate the influence of the proposed development. For example, a developed, industrial 
landscape, where built elements and structures are already part of the landscape character, may have 
a lower susceptibility, than a wild or remote location largely void of built structures; and 
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▪ Landscape association: The extent in which the proposed development would influence the character 
of the landscape receptors across the study area. This may relate to the associations that exist 
between the ‘host’ landscape character receptor and the landscape receptor from which the proposed 
development would be experienced. In some situations this association would be strong where the 
landscapes are directly related, for example a valley landscape and an enclosing upland landscape; 
or weak where the landscape association is less important, for example, an inland landscape and a 
coastal landscape where the main focus is towards the sea. 

 
It is worth noting that there may be instances when the quality of a landscape may have been degraded 
to such an extent whereby it is in a fragile, degraded state and therefore have a higher susceptibility to 
development. 
 
1.3.2.5 Sensitivity Rating 

An overall sensitivity assessment is made for each landscape character receptor by combining the 
judgements placed on value and the receptors’ susceptibility to change. The criteria outlined below is 
considered when applying professional judgement to determine the sensitivity of each receptor. 
 
Table 2: Sensitivity to Change - Landscape Character Receptors 
 

Sensitivity to 
Change 

High Medium Low 

Value 

Designated landscapes with national policy level 
protection or defined for their natural beauty. 

Higher quality landscapes with consistent, intact, 
and well-defined, distinctive attributes. 

Rare or unique landscape character features. 

Aesthetic or perceptual aspects of designated 
wildlife, ecological, or cultural heritage features that 
contribute to landscape character. 

Evidence that the landscape is valued or used 
substantially for recreational activity. 

Landscapes with perceptual qualities of wildness, 
remoteness, or tranquillity. 

Landscapes with strong cultural associations that 
contribute to perceptions of scenic quality. 

Landscapes without formal designation. 

Degraded landscapes with little or no evidence of 
being valued by the community. 

Lower quality landscapes with indistinct elements 
or features that detract from its inherent attributes. 

Widespread or ‘common’ landscape character 
features. 

Limited or no wildlife, ecological, or cultural heritage 
features, or that offer limited contribution to 
landscape character. 

No evidence that the landscape is used for 
recreational activity. 

Landscapes whose inherent character has been 
changed by human activity. 

Landscapes with few cultural associations. 

Susceptibility to 
Change 

Landscapes which are likely to be influenced by the 
proposed development. 

Landscapes vulnerable or fragile to change through 
the loss or addition of features that would alter key 
landscape characteristics. 

Landscapes which lack the ability to resist/ 
accommodate the type of change associated with 
the proposed development. 

Landscapes of high quality/in good condition. 

Landscapes with aesthetic or perceptual aspects 
susceptible to changes associated with features of 
the proposed development. 

Strong or direct associations between the proposed 
development and the landscape receptor. 

Landscapes which are directly exposed - or have a 
high degree of exposure - to the type of 
development proposed. 

Landscapes which are unlikely or not liable to be 
influenced by the proposed development. 

Robust landscapes able to accommodate change 
or loss of features without altering key 
characteristics. 

Landscapes with the ability to resist/accommodate 
the type of change associated with the proposed 
development. 

Landscapes of low quality/in poor condition. 

Landscapes with aesthetic or perceptual aspects 
that may accommodate changes associated with 
features of the proposed development. 

Weak or indirect association between the proposed 
development and the landscape receptor. 

Landscapes which are not directly exposed - or 
experience a degree of concealment/screening - to 
the type of development proposed. 
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1.3.3 Magnitude of Change on Landscape Character Receptors 

The magnitude of change on landscape character receptors is an expression of the size or scale of the 
change that would result from the proposed development. An assessment is also made on the 
geographical extent of the area over which the change would occur and the duration and reversibility of 
such changes. 
 
1.3.3.1 Size or Scale of Change 

In relation to the size or scale of change to the landscape from the proposed development, consideration 
is paid to: 

▪ The degree in which the pattern of features that make up the landscape character would be altered 
by the proposed development, through removal or addition of elements in the landscape. The 
magnitude of change would generally be higher if key characterising features are extensively removed 
or altered, and/or if many new components are added to the landscape; 

▪ The extent to which the proposed development would change, physically or perceptually, the key 
characterising features that may be important in its distinctiveness. This may include the scale of the 
landform; its relative simplicity or irregularity; the nature of the landscape context; the grain or 
orientation of the landscape; or the degree to which the receptor is influenced by external features 
and the juxtaposition of the proposed development with these key characteristics; 

▪ The degree to which landscape character receptors would be changed by the addition of the proposed 
development in place of or in addition to baseline wind energy developments. For instance, if the 
proposed development is in a landscape character receptor that is presently influenced by wind energy 
development, there may be a lower magnitude of change, particularly if there is a high level of 
integration and the developments form a unified and cohesive feature in the landscape; but the 
converse could also be applicable; 

▪ The landscape context in which the proposed development and other wind energy development are 
located. If the proposed development is located in a similar landscape context, the magnitude of 
change is likely to be lower as it would relate to key landscape characteristics. If developments are 
located in different landscape settings, this can lead to a perception that wind energy development is 
unplanned and uncoordinated, affecting a wide range of landscape characters and blurring the 
distinction between them; 

▪ The scale of the landscape, landform, and its patterns. A large scale landscape can provide a more 
appropriate host environment than a more intimate, small scale setting where development may result 
in uncomfortable scale comparisons, increasing the magnitude of change; 

▪ The distance between the landscape character receptor and the proposed development. Generally, 
the greater the distance, the lower the scale of change as the proposed development would constitute 
a less apparent influence on landscape character; and 

▪ The extent in which the proposed development would be seen from the landscape character receptor. 
Visibility of the proposed development may range from one turbine blade tip to all of the turbines.  
Generally, the greater the extent of the proposed development that can be seen, the greater the 
change. 

 
1.3.3.2 Geographical Extent 

The geographical extent over which the landscape effects would be experienced is distinct from the size 
or scale of effect. This evaluation is considered separate to the assessment on the level of magnitude of 
change and is determined by evaluating the extent in which the landscape character receptor may 
experience a particular magnitude of change. 
 
The geographical extent of the effect varies depending on the specific nature of the proposed development. 
It is therefore principally assessed through analysis of the extent of visibility of physical change to the 
landscape or the extent to which the landscape character receptor would change through visibility of the 
proposed development. 
 
1.3.3.3 Duration and Reversibility 

This evaluation is similarly considered separate to the assessment on the level of magnitude of change 
and is determined by considering the period over which the proposed development is likely to exist, and 
the extent in which its effects could be reversed following its removal.  
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1.3.3.4 Magnitude of Change Rating 

The basis for the assessment of magnitude of change for each receptor is made clear using evidence and 
professional judgement. The levels of magnitude of change that can occur are defined as follows:  

▪ High, the proposed development would result in a major alteration to the baseline characteristics of 
the landscape, providing the prevailing influence and/or introducing features that are uncharacteristic 
in the receiving landscape; 

▪ Medium, the proposed development would result in a moderate alteration to the baseline 
characteristics of the landscape, providing a readily apparent influence and/or introducing features 
potentially uncharacteristic in the receiving landscape; 

▪ Low, the proposed development would result in a minor alteration to the baseline characteristics of 
the landscape, providing a slightly apparent influence and/or introducing features that are 
characteristic in the receiving landscape;  

▪ Negligible, the proposed development would result in a negligible alteration to the baseline 
characteristics of the landscape, providing a barely discernible influence and/or introducing features 
that are substantially characteristic in the receiving landscape; and 

▪ None, the proposed development would result in no change to the baseline characteristics of the 
landscape.  

 
There may also be intermediate levels of magnitude of change, such as high-medium and medium-low, 
where the change falls between definitions.  
 
The criteria outlined below is considered when applying professional judgement to determine the 
magnitude of change rating for each receptor. 
 
Table 3: Magnitude of Change - Landscape Character Receptors 
 

Magnitude of 
Change 

High Medium Low Negligible 

Size or Scale of 
Change 

Major loss of existing landscape features which 
contribute to the landscape character. 

Major alteration to pattern of features, or perception 
of landscape pattern, through removal or addition of 
landscape features. 

Major change to key characteristics which define 
the distinctive character of the landscape. 

Proposed development located within or close to 
landscape character receptor, resulting in large 
scale change to its landscape character. 

Large portion of visibility of the proposed 
development, resulting in higher scale of change. 

Proposed development contrasts with other 
existing windfarms in pattern, scale, and 
relationship to key characteristics, creating a 
confusing or inconsistent image or relationship to 
key characteristics. 

Minor or negligible loss of existing landscape 
features. 

Minor alteration to pattern of features, or perception 
of landscape pattern. 

Minor change to key characteristics, or changes to 
characteristics which are not part of inherent 
distinctiveness. 

Proposed development located at long distances 
outside landscape character receptor, resulting in 
small scale change to its landscape character. 

Small portion of visibility of the proposed 
development, resulting in lower scale of change. 

Proposed development consolidates existing 
windfarms, relates consistently to a key 
characteristic of the landscape and/or has a high 
level of integration forming a unified and cohesive 
feature in the landscape. 

 
It should be noted that levels of magnitude of change on landscape character receptors are generally lower 
than the magnitude of change on viewpoints that lie within these receptors. Whilst viewpoints are often 
referred to in the Assessment of Effects on Landscape Character Section in the LVIA - as they provide a 
useful indication of the appearance of the proposed development from specific locations - the level of 
magnitude of change can vary between the viewpoint assessment and the landscape character 
assessment as the effects on viewpoints are considered against the context of a specific outlook - usually 
selected to gain a direct view of the proposed development - whilst views from a landscape character 
receptor are not necessarily determined.  
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In the immediate vicinity of the application site, up to around 2km distance, the magnitude of change on 
viewpoints and landscape character can be similar, but beyond this distance, the magnitude of change on 
a landscape character receptor is often found to diminish more rapidly as the influence of the turbines is 
subsumed amongst the many other influences on landscape character.  
 
1.3.4 Significance of Effects on Landscape Character Receptors 

The significance of effects on each landscape character receptor is contingent on all the factors considered 
in determining the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of change.  
 
The judgements on sensitivity and magnitude of change are combined to arrive at an overall assessment 
on whether the resulting effects would be significant or not significant.  
 
Typically, a significant effect would occur when the combination of judgements results in the proposed 
development having a defining influencing effect on the landscape character receptor, or where changes 
of a lower magnitude occur on a landscape character receptor that is of particularly high sensitivity.  
 
A not significant effect would likely occur in instances where the effect of the proposed development is not 
definitive, and the landscape character receptor continues to be characterised principally by its baseline 
characteristics, or where the scale of change experienced by a high sensitivity receptor is small enough to 
be considered not significant. A major loss or irreversible effect over an extensive area, on features and/or 
perceptual aspects that are key to the character of nationally valued landscapes are likely to be of greatest 
significance. Reversible effects, over a restricted area, on features and/or perceptual aspects that 
contribute to but are not key landscape characteristics, are likely to be of least significance. 
 
1.4 Assessment of Effects on Views 
 

1.4.1 Introduction 

The assessment of effects on views considers how the proposed development would influence the views 
available to people and their visual amenity. The assessment of visual effects is carried out in two parts: 

▪ An assessment of the effects that the proposed development would have from principal visual 
receptors, including residents of settlements, motorists using roads, and people using recreational 
routes, or visiting recreational destinations or visitor attractions in the study area; and 

▪ An assessment of the effects that the proposed development would have on a series of viewpoints 
that have been selected to represent the views available to people from representative or specific 
locations within the study area. 

 
The objective of the assessment of effects on visual receptors is to determine the visual influence the 
proposed development would exert on people experiencing views across the study area, and whether 
effects would be significant or not significant. The methodology for the assessment of visual effects 
involves the undertaking of a baseline study; evaluation of sensitivity, magnitude of change and an 
assessment of significance. 
 
1.4.2 Visual Baseline and Scope Assessment 

The visual baseline establishes the area in which the proposed development may be visible; the different 
groups of people who may experience views of the proposed development; the viewpoints that may be 
affected; and the nature of existing views at those points. The visual baseline describes aspects of visual 
amenity that may be significantly affected.  
 
The baseline description of the groups of people (referred to as visual receptors) and viewpoints that may 
be affected is primarily determined through analysis of ZTV patterns and fieldwork. 
 
In the LVIA, an overview of the visual baseline is described, with visual receptors identified that may 
experience significant effects and therefore require to be assessed in detail. A full description of the 
baseline is provided for each visual receptor that may experience significant effects. Those receptors 
which are identified as not having the potential to undergo significant effects are not included in the detailed 
assessment but are noted with reasons given for their exclusion. 
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The baseline study establishes the visual baseline in relation to the following: 

▪ Areas of land from where the proposed development may be visible, as mapped by a computer-
generated ZTVs for the proposed development; 

▪ The location, type, and number of visual receptors that may experience visibility of the proposed 
development, the likely views experienced, and the activity/occupation they would be engaged in; 

▪ Selection of viewpoints identified with reference to the ZTVs, including viewpoints picked to represent 
the experience of different types of visual receptor and specific viewpoints selected because they are 
key/promoted viewpoints in the landscape;  

▪ The location, character, and type of each viewpoint with an indication of the type of visual receptor 
likely to be experiencing the view from each viewpoint; 

▪ The nature of the view in terms of both the direction of view towards the proposed development as 
well as the wider available view, providing reference to the principal orientation, focal features, and 
visible extents in terms of distance; 

▪ The character of the view in terms of its content and composition, its horizontal and vertical scale, as 
well as depth and sense of perspective, important attributes such as prominent skylines and focal 
points and ultimately identifying the defining patterns and features which characterise the view; and 

▪ The influence of human intervention and how the addition of artefacts and modification through land 
use affect the baseline situation. This may include operational windfarms where they are a feature of 
the baseline visual context. 

 
The visual baseline also describes current pressures that may cause change to the visual amenity of the 
area in the future, in particular drawing on information for wind energy developments that are not yet 
present in the landscape but are at other stages in the planning and consenting process. Operational and 
under construction wind energy developments are regarded as part of the baseline visual context.  
 
1.4.3 Sensitivity of Visual Receptors 

The sensitivity of visual receptors is determined by combining judgements on the value of the view and 
the susceptibility of the visual receptors to the change that the proposed development would have on the 
view.  
 
1.4.3.1 Value of the View 

The value of a view or series of views reflects the recognition and the importance attached either formally 
through identification on mapping or being subject to planning designations, or informally through the value 
which society attaches to the view(s). The value of a view is classified as high, high-medium, medium, 
medium-low, or low and the basis for this assessment is made clear using evidence and professional 
judgement, with consideration given to the following: 
 
▪ Formal recognition: the value of views can be formally recognised through their identification on OS 

or tourist maps as formal viewpoints, sign-posted and with facilities provided to add to the enjoyment 
of the viewpoint such as parking, seating, and interpretation boards. Specific views may be afforded 
protection in local planning policy and recognised as valued views. Specific views can also be cited 
as being of importance in relation to landscape or heritage planning designations, for example the 
value of a view would be increased if it presents an important vista from a designed landscape or lies 
within or overlooks a designated area such as a National Scenic Area, which implies a greater value 
to the visible landscape; and 

▪ Informal recognition: views that are well-known at a local level can have an increased value, even if 
there is no formal recognition or designation. Views or viewpoints are sometimes informally 
recognised through references in art or literature, and this can also add to their value. A viewpoint that 
is visited or used by many people would generally have greater importance than one accessed by 
very few people; although, this is not always the case. 

 
1.4.3.2 Susceptibility to Change 

The judgement on susceptibility to change relates to the nature of the viewer experiencing the view and 
how susceptible they are to the potential effects of the proposed development. To determine the level of 
susceptibility, the following is considered:  
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▪ Nature of the viewer: the nature of the viewer is described by the occupation or activity in which they 
are engaged in at the viewpoint or series of viewpoints. The most common groups of viewers 
considered in the visual assessment include residents, road-users, workers, and walkers. Viewers 
whose attention is focused on the landscape, for example recreational walkers, are likely to have a 
higher sensitivity, as would residents of properties that gain continuous views of the proposed 
development from principal views. Viewers travelling in cars or on trains would tend to have a lower 
sensitivity as their view is transient and moving. The least sensitive viewers are usually people at their 
place of work as they are less sensitive to changes in the view; however, this also depends on the 
nature of their work and their work place; and 

▪ Experience of the viewer: the experience of the visual receptor relates to the extent to which the 
viewer's attention or interest may be focused on the view and the visual amenity they experience at a 
particular location. The susceptibility of the viewer to change may be influenced by the viewer's 
attention or interest in the view, which may be focused in a particular direction, from a static or 
transitory position, over a long or short duration, and with high or low clarity. For example, if the 
principal outlook from a route is aligned directly towards the proposed development, the experience 
of the visual receptor would be altered more notably than if the experience related to a glimpsed view 
seen at an oblique angle from a car travelling at high speed. The visual amenity experienced by the 
viewer varies depending on the presence and relationship of visible elements, features, or patterns 
experienced in the view and the degree to which the landscape may accommodate the influence of 
the proposed development. 

 
1.4.3.3 Sensitivity Rating 

An overall level of sensitivity is applied for each visual receptor or view by combining individual 
assessments of the value of the receptor and its susceptibility to change. Each visual receptor, meaning 
the person or group of people likely to be affected at a specific viewpoint, is assessed in terms of their 
sensitivity. The basis for the assessments is made clear using evidence and professional judgement in the 
evaluation of each receptor. The criteria outlined below is considered when applying professional 
judgement to determine the sensitivity rating. 
 
Table 4: Sensitivity to Change - Visual Receptors 
 

Sensitivity to 
Change 

High Medium Low 

Value 

Specific viewpoint identified in OS maps and/or 
tourist information and signage. 

Facilities provided at viewpoint to aid in the 
enjoyment of the view. 

View afforded protection in planning policy. 

View is within or overlooks a designated landscape, 
which implies a higher value to the visible 
landscape. 

View has informal recognition and well-known at a 
local level. 

View or viewpoint is recognised through references 
in art or literature. 

Viewpoint not identified in OS maps or tourist 
information and signage. 

No facilities provided at viewpoint to aid enjoyment 
of the view. 

View is not afforded protection in planning policy. 

View is not within, nor does it overlook a designated 
landscape. 

View has no informal recognition. 

View or viewpoint is not characteristic through 
references in art or literature. 

Susceptibility to 
Change 

Viewer likely or liable to be influenced by the 
proposed development. 

Viewers such as walkers, or tourists, whose main 
attention and interest is on their surroundings. 

Residents that gain static, long-term views of the 
proposed development in their principal outlook. 

Viewpoint is visited or used by many people. 

A view that is focused on a specific directional vista, 
with notable features of interest in a particular part 
of the view. 

Viewer unlikely or not liable to be influenced by the 
proposed development. 

Viewers whose main attention is not focused on 
their surroundings, such as people at work, or 
specific forms of recreation. 

Viewers who are transient and dynamic, such as 
those travelling in cars or on trains, where the view 
is of short duration. 

View is visited or gained by very few people. 

Open views with no specific point of interest. 
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Sensitivity to 
Change 

High Medium Low 

A view of an undeveloped landscape with little to no 
built development and/or human influence. 

Existing elements, features, or patterns in the view 
that would contrast with the proposed development. 

A view of a developed, industrial landscape where 
built elements and structures are present. 

Existing elements, features or patterns in the view 
that may assist with integration of the proposed 
development. 

 
1.4.4 Magnitude of Change on Views 

The magnitude of change on views relates to the scale of the change that would result from the proposed 
development and is dependent on several variables. A separate assessment is also made of the 
geographical extent of the area over which the change would occur and the duration and reversibility of 
such changes. 
 
1.4.4.1 Size or Scale 

Assessments are made about the size or scale of change in the view that is likely to be experienced by 
visual receptors, based on the following criteria: 

▪ Distance: the distance between the visual receptor or viewpoint and the proposed development. 
Generally, the greater the distance, the lower the magnitude of change, as the proposed development  
would constitute a smaller scale component of the view; 

▪ Visibility: the amount and size of the proposed development that would be seen. Visibility may range 
from one blade tip to all the turbines. Generally, the larger the proposed development appears in the 
view, and the more of the development that can be seen, the higher the magnitude of change; 

▪ Scale of Change: the proposed development may appear in a similar part of the view to that which 
includes an operational windfarm or it may appear close to or as an extension to an existing windfarm 
and its scale of change is assessed in the context of these existing views; 

▪ Field of View:  generally, the more of a view that is affected by the proposed development, the higher 
the magnitude of change would be. If the proposed development extends across the extents of the 
outlook, the magnitude of change would generally be higher as the full view would be affected. 
Conversely, if the proposed development occupies a part of an open, expansive and wide view, the 
magnitude of change is likely to be reduced as the proposed development would not overtly influence 
the outlook; 

▪ Context: the scale and character of the context within which the proposed development would be seen 
and the degree of contrast/integration with existing landscape elements influences judgement, 
particularly regards scale, form, mass, line, height, colour and motion. For instance, contrasts and 
changes may arise in a static landscape from rotational movement of the wind turbine blades; 

▪ Design: generally, the magnitude of change is likely to be lower if the turbine height, arrangement, 
and layout design of the proposed development are broadly similar to other windfarm developments 
in the views, as they are more likely to appear as relatively simple and logical components of the 
landscape; 

▪ Appearance: if the proposed development appears relatively uniform and consistent in appearance 
from different viewpoints and viewing angles, in a similar setting, this tends to reduce the magnitude 
of change. Conversely, if the proposed development appears inconsistent in image, scale, and 
appearance, or inconsistent from a variety of different angles, in a similar setting, the magnitude of 
change is likely to be higher as it would be a variable and less familiar component of views; 

▪ Skyline: generally, if the proposed development would add notably to windfarm development on the 
skyline in a view, extending the lateral spread of development or increasing the perceived connection 
between other windfarms, the magnitude of change would tend to be higher; 

▪ Volume: generally, the greater the number of clearly separate developments that are visible, the higher 
the magnitude of change would be, whereas an extension to an existing windfarm would tend to result 
in a lower magnitude of change than a separate, new windfarm; and 

▪ Scale of Form: if the proposed development is of a similar scale and form to other visible 
developments, particularly those seen in closest proximity to it, the magnitude of change would 
generally be lower as it would have more integration with the other sites and would be less apparent 
as an addition. 
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1.4.4.2 Geographical Extent 

The geographical extent of the effects varies depending on the specific nature of the proposed development.  
 
The geographical extent of effects is assessed through an analysis of the extent of visibility experienced 
from visual receptors, principally with regards to the extent of the visual receptor (a road, footpath, or 
settlement for example) that would experience changes through visibility of the proposed development. If 
for instance, the proposed development is visible from extensive areas of a settlement, the overall change 
is likely to be higher than if it is visible from a limited area.  
 
Also considered is the extent to which the change would affect views, whether this is unique to a particular 
viewpoint or if similar visual changes occur over a wider area represented by the viewpoint. 
 
1.4.4.3 Magnitude of Change Rating 

An overall assessment of the magnitude of change is made for each visual receptor by combining the 
assessment of size or scale and geographical extent. The basis of the assessment is made clear using 
evidence and professional judgement. The levels of magnitude of change that can occur are as follows: 

▪ High, the proposed development would result in a major alteration to the baseline view, providing the 
prevailing influence and/or introducing elements that are substantially uncharacteristic in the receiving view; 

▪ Medium, the proposed development would result in a moderate alteration to the baseline view, 
providing a readily apparent influence and/or introducing elements potentially uncharacteristic in the 
receiving view; 

▪ Low, the proposed development would result in a minor alteration to the baseline view, providing a 
slightly apparent influence and/or introducing elements that are characteristic in the receiving view; 

▪ Negligible, the proposed development would result in a negligible alteration to the baseline view, 
providing a barely discernible influence and/or introducing elements that are substantially 
characteristic in the receiving view; and 

▪ None, the proposed development would not change the baseline characteristics of the view. 
 
There may also be intermediate levels of magnitude of change, such as high-medium or medium-low, 
where the change falls between the definitions. 
 
Table 5: Magnitude of Change - Visual Receptors 
 

Magnitude of 
Change 

High Medium Low Negligible 

Size or Scale of 
Change 

Large scale change in the view resulting from loss 
and/or addition of features and changes in its 
composition. 

Proposed development located near the viewpoint 
and would form large scale component of the view. 

All or majority of the proposed development would 
be visible in the view e.g., full towers and rotor 
sweep. 

Proposed development influences large portion of 
available field of view. 

Proposed development has high degree of 
contrast/low degree of integration with existing 
landscape elements, in terms of scale, form, mass, 
line, height, colour and texture. 

Proposed development appears inconsistent, in a 
different setting and/or form each time it is visible. 

Proposed development contrasts with other 
existing windfarms in pattern, scale, and 
relationship to key characteristics, creating a 
confusing or inconsistent image or relationship to 
key characteristics. 

Small scale change in the view resulting from loss 
and/or addition of features and changes in its 
composition. 

Proposed development located at a long distance 
from the viewpoint and would form small scale 
component of the view. 

Limited amount of the proposed development 
would be visible in the view e.g., extremity of blade 
tips. 

Proposed development influences small portion of 
available field of view. 

Proposed development has low degree of 
contrast/high degree of integration with existing 
landscape elements, in terms of scale, form, mass, 
line, height, colour and texture. 

Proposed development appears consistent, in a 
similar setting and/or form each time it is visible. 

Proposed development consolidates existing 
windfarms, relates consistently to a key 
characteristic of the landscape and/or has a high 
level of integration forming a unified and cohesive 
feature in the landscape. 
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Geographical 
Extent 

Extensive/long-distance Scattered/mid-range Limited/short distance 

Proposed development is visible over long 
distances. 

Proposed development is visible from widespread 
areas/extensive parts of visual receptor. 

Visibility/views of proposed development occur 
over a wider area represented by multiple 
viewpoints. 

Proposed development is visible only at short 
range. 

Proposed development is visible from restricted 
areas/limited parts of visual receptor. 

Visibility/view of proposed development is unique to 
a particular location or viewpoint. 

 
1.4.5 Significance of Effects on Views 

The significance of the effect on each view is contingent on all the factors considered in the sensitivity of 
the view and the magnitude of change. The judgements on sensitivity and magnitude of change are 
combined to arrive at an overall assessment as to whether the visual receptor would experience a 
significant or not significant effect. 
 
A significant effect typically occurs where the combination of the variables results in the proposed 
development having a defining effect on the view or where changes of a lower magnitude occur on a view 
or visual receptor that is of particularly high sensitivity. A not significant effect generally occurs where the 
appearance of the proposed development is not definitive, and the view continues to be defined principally 
by its baseline characteristics or where the small scale of change experienced by a high sensitivity receptor 
is such as to be considered not significant. Irreversible, long-term effects on people who are particularly 
sensitive to changes in views and visual amenity are more likely to be significant, as are effects on people 
at recognised viewpoints. Large scale changes which introduce new, non-characteristic or discordant 
elements into the view are also more likely to be significant than small changes or changes involving 
features already present within the view. 
 
The assessment of visual effects assumes clear weather and optimal viewing conditions. In this way, 
effects that are assessed to be significant may be not significant under different, less clear conditions. 
Viewing conditions and visibility tend to vary considerably and therefore the likelihood of effects resulting 
from the proposed development would vary greatly depending on the prevailing viewing conditions. 
 
1.5 Nature of Effects 

Guidance provided in GLVIA3 states that:  
 
"in the LVIA, thought must be given to whether the likely significant landscape and visual effects are judged 
to be positive (beneficial) or negative (adverse) in their consequences for landscape or for views and visual 
amenity".  
 
There is however little guidance in terms of how this may be established in practice. Subsequently, 
judgements on the nature of effect requires interpretation and reasoned professional opinion. 
 
From a landscape and visual amenity perspective, it is worth stating that the nature of effects may also be 
neutral, for instance, if the proposed development is of a large scale but involves positive enhancement 
measures, or includes well-designed elements, which add to the landscape experience or sense of place. 
 
Landscape and visual effects of windfarms can be difficult to categorise as beneficial, adverse, or neutral, 
as unlike other disciplines, there is no definitive quantitative criteria by which the effects of windfarms can 
be measured in numeric terms, as landscape and visual effects require interpretation of quantitative and 
qualitative assessment. 
 
Generally, in the development of wind energy developments, significant landscape and visual effects are 
weighed on the adverse side of the planning balance. Therefore, unless it is stated otherwise, the effects 
considered in the LVIA are considered to be adverse. Beneficial or neutral effects may, however, arise in 
certain situations and are stated in the assessment where relevant, based on the following definitions: 
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▪ Beneficial effects contribute to the landscape and visual resource through the enhancement of 
desirable characteristics or the introduction of new, beneficial attributes. The proposed development 
may contribute to the landscape by virtue of good design, even if it contrasts with the existing 
character. The removal of undesirable existing elements or characteristics can also be beneficial, as 
can their replacement with more appropriate components; 

▪ Neutral effects occur where the proposed development fits with the existing landscape character or 
visual amenity. In this way, it is thought that the proposed development neither contributes to nor 
detracts from the landscape and visual resource and can be accommodated with neither beneficial or 
adverse effects, or where the effects are so limited that the change is hardly noticeable. A change to 
the landscape and visual resource is not considered to be adverse simply because it constitutes an 
alteration to the existing situation; and 

▪ Adverse effects are those that detract from the landscape character or quality of visual attributes 
experienced, through the introduction of elements that contrast, in a detrimental way, with the existing 
characteristics of the landscape and visual resource, or through the removal of elements that are key 
in its characterisation. 

 
The LVIA considers any mitigation measures proposed to avoid or minimise likely significant environmental 
effects and enhance beneficial aspects of the proposed development. 
 
1.6 Duration and Reversibility 

The EIA Regulations require a description of the likely significant effects on factors including (amongst 
other things) short-term, medium-term, and long-term, permanent, and temporary effects. 
 
Duration (short-term, medium-term, or long-term) and reversibility (permanent or temporary) are separate 
but linked considerations. Duration of effects are judged on a scale as short-term, medium-term, and long-
term, which for the purposes of the LVIA are categorised as: 

▪ Short-term - 1 to 5 years; 
▪ Medium-term - 5 to 10 years; and 
▪ Long-term - more than 10 years. 
 
Reversibility is a judgement based on the degree of permanence or the temporary nature of an effect, 
which is determined by the effect being reversed and the period of time over which this may occur. Some 
forms of development can be considered permanent, such as residential developments, whilst others can 
be considered temporary or reversible since they have a limited operational life, such as wind or solar farm 
developments, and can be removed and/or the land reinstated following the operational phase. 
 
Regards the proposed development, it is considered to be fundamentally reversible, as wind turbines and 
ancillary infrastructure can be removed with their effects largely reversed at the end of the operational 
period. The LVIA considers the operational effects of the proposed development to be long-term. 
 
The construction/decommissioning phases of the proposed development are assessed as temporary and 
short-term in the LVIA. Ancillary infrastructure and other operations such as the construction processes 
and plant (including tall cranes and heavy machinery for turbine erection) would be apparent during the 
initial construction period of the proposed development only and consequently are assessed as short-term 
and reversible.  
 
The operational phase of the proposed development is assessed as long-term, and reversible. 
 
1.7 Residual Effects 

The LVIA focusses on the effects of the proposed development in its operational phase which is also 
considered as the residual effects. 
 
1.8 Assessment of Cumulative Landscape and Visual Effects 

1.8.1 Introduction 

GLVIA3 defines cumulative landscape and visual effects as those that: 
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"result from additional changes to the landscape and visual amenity caused by the proposed development 
in conjunction with other developments (associated with or separate to it), or actions that occurred in the 
past, present or are likely to occur in the foreseeable future." 
 
SNH guidance: Assessing the Cumulative Impact of Onshore Wind Energy Developments5, is widely used 
across the UK to inform the assessment of cumulative effects from wind energy developments.  
 
This guidance, which provides the basis for the methodology for the cumulative assessment, defines 
cumulative landscape effects as those that: “'can impact on either the physical fabric or character of the 
landscape, or any special values attached to it.’ 
 
Regards cumulative visual effects, the guidance informs that these can arise through combined visibility, 
which “occurs where the observer is able to see two or more developments from one viewpoint,” or as  
sequential effects which, “occur when the observer has to move to another viewpoint to see different 
developments.” 
 
The degree to which cumulative effects occur, or may occur, is influenced by: 
 
▪ The volume of wind energy developments in operation; being constructed; or being granted planning 

consent;  
▪ The distance between relevant wind energy developments; 
▪ The interrelationship between their ZTVs; 
▪ The overall character of the landscape and its sensitivity to wind energy and other forms of relevant 

development; 
▪ The way in which the landscape is experienced; and 
▪ The siting, scale, and design of the wind energy developments. 
 
1.8.2 Scope of the Cumulative Assessment 

According to guidance in Assessing the Cumulative Impact of Onshore Wind Energy Developments, the 
purpose of the cumulative assessment: 
 
"is to describe, visually represent and assess the ways in which a proposed development would have 
additional impacts when considered in addition to other existing, under construction, consented or 
proposed developments. It should identify the significant cumulative effects arising from the proposed 
windfarm." 
 
In accordance with the guidance, the cumulative assessment focuses on the addition of the proposed 
development when considering other windfarm development. According to GLVIA3: 
 
"it is considered that existing schemes and those which are under construction should be included in the 
baseline for both landscape and visual effects assessments (the LVIA baseline). The baseline for 
assessing cumulative landscape and visual effects should then include those schemes considered in the 
LVIA and in addition potential schemes that are not yet present in the landscape but are at various stages 
in the development and consenting process".  
 
The LVIA follows this approach and the cumulative effects that would potentially arise from the addition of 
the proposed development into a context that includes existing or under construction windfarms are 
assessed with the effects considered against the landscape and visual baseline. 
 
Whilst both the SNH guidance and GLVIA3 advise in their guidance that the assessment of cumulative 
effects should consider the proposed development in combination with existing, under construction, 
consented and application stage windfarms awaiting determination, it was agreed with SLC that application 
stage windfarms awaiting determination would be discounted from the LVIA. The rationale behind this 
decision related to the level of firm information on which to base an assessment on. Developments at the 
pre-planning or scoping stage are also not considered in the assessment of cumulative effects due to the  
increased level of uncertainty in which to base an assessment.  

 
5 Scottish Natural Heritage, 2012. Assessing the Cumulative Impact of Onshore Wind Energy Developments 
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It is recognised that there may be specific occasions where the inclusion of planning and/or scoping stage 
developments is considered to be necessary by the statutory consultees, primarily due to proximity to the 
proposed development; however, this has not been considered necessary in the case of the proposed 
development, and therefore the LVIA. 
 
To inform the cumulative assessment, wind energy development data was sourced directly from relevant 
statutory consultee databases; governmental planning databases; local planning authority databases; 
wind energy developer web sites; and local authority online planning application portals. 
 
Whilst recognising that the surrounding landscape includes numerous small-scale and medium-scale 
turbines, i.e., those below 100m in height, to ascertain potential cumulative effects, the cumulative 
assessment considers potential visual relationships with other larger-scale wind energy developments only 
as it is considered that these produce the greatest level of visual influence. As a result, only operational, 
under construction, and consented developments that meet the following parameters have been 
considered: 
 
▪ Development with turbines above 100m to blade tip within 15km; and 
▪ Windfarms (above 150m to blade tip and comprising three or more turbines) within 40km. 
 
A cumulative search area base plan was produced to a 40km radii from the proposed development. 
According to SNH, "At every stage in the process the focus should be on the key cumulative effects which 
are likely to influence decision making, rather than an assessment of every potential cumulative effect".  
  
When considering the above, and in determining key landscape and visual receptors and anticipated 
effects, several factors were considered to refine the list of projects within ‘influencing distance,’ such as 
the surrounding topography; the visual screening influence provided by settlements; and the locations of 
other wind energy developments within the 40km radius search area. 
 
Based on analysis, it was considered unlikely that significant cumulative effects would arise when 
considering the proposed development and cumulative sites that lie beyond 15km of the proposed 
development. For this reason, the LVIA and cumulative assessment has focussed on visual relationships 
primarily within 15km of the proposed development, with cumulative sites located outwith these extents 
only considered in the final determination on whether effects from key linear routes would be significant or 
not significant. 
 
A series of cumulative ZTVs have been produced to illustrate the existing visual patterns for existing and 
under construction windfarms, as well as future visual patterns when considering the locations of 
consented developments. Where windfarms are near each other, these have often been grouped for ZTV 
production to help illustrate the theoretical visibility of the existing baseline and/or future baseline. 
 
Cumulative wirelines have been prepared for all relevant viewpoints, with all developments within the 40km 
search area shown to illustrate the proposed development in the wider context of other wind energy 
developments. 
 
As the cumulative situation changes frequently as modifications are made to existing and consented 
developments, such as their removal; extensions to their lifetime; application withdrawals; or changes to 
layouts submitted for planning applications, it is necessary to decide and agree on a cut-off date when the 
sites and layouts to be included are fixed. For the cumulative assessment, cumulative research was taken 
up to Tuesday 19 April 2021 and is complete to the best of our knowledge. Any changes in the cumulative 
situation after this date are not incorporated in the assessment. 
 
1.8.3 Cumulative Development Scenarios 

Whilst the LVIA considers the cumulative effects that would potentially arise from the addition of the 
proposed development into a context that includes existing or under construction windfarms against the 
landscape and visual baseline, the cumulative assessment addresses a further scenario: ‘the consented 
scenario.’ 
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The consented scenario refers to effects arising from the addition of the proposed development in addition 
to windfarms already present in the landscape (operational/under construction windfarms) and windfarms 
that are likely to soon be present (consented windfarms). This scenario assumes that all consented wind 
energy developments have become operational and are part of a theoretical future baseline situation.  
 
The cumulative assessment in the consented scenario identifies the magnitude of change that would arise 
due to the contribution of the proposed development, when considered with operational, under 
construction and consented wind energy developments in the landscape. The effects identified are 
considered as having some likelihood to arise, on the assumption that consented windfarms will be built 
and become operational; however, it is often the case that consented windfarms are not ultimately built, 
which reduces the likelihood of consented scenario effects arising. 
 
1.8.4 Types of Cumulative Effect 

The aim of the cumulative assessment is to identify the additional changes which would arise when 
considering the proposed development in conjunction with other windfarms.  
 
In accordance with SNH guidance, the assessment for each receptor considers the effect arising from the 
addition of the proposed development to the cumulative situation, and not the overall effect of multiple 
windfarms. Adjacent developments may complement one another, or may be discordant with one another, 
and it is the increased or reduced level of significance of effects which arises because of this change that 
is assessed in the cumulative assessment. In the consideration of cumulative effects described within the 
LVIA, in certain instances, a broad statement relating to the combined cumulative effect of multiple 
windfarms in the area has been provided when considered relevant to the determination of whether effects 
are considered significant or not significant. 
 
1.8.4.1 Cumulative Landscape Effects 

The cumulative development of windfarms within a particular area may build up to create different types 
of landscape. For instance, the addition of the proposed development to other existing or consented 
windfarms may result in wind turbines becoming a prevailing or key landscape and visual characteristic, 
resulting in the formation of a 'landscape with windfarms'. 
 
The significance of the cumulative landscape effect from the addition of the proposed development reflects 
the intensification of windfarms within the landscape. In determining significance, the following factors are 
considered: 

▪ If the proposed development forms a separate isolated feature from other windfarms within the 
landscape; if windfarms are too infrequent; or if windfarms are of insufficient influence to be perceived 
as a characteristic of the area. In such instances, the cumulative landscape effect of the proposed 
development is unlikely to be significant; 

▪ If the addition of the proposed development results in windfarms forming a key characteristic of the 
landscape, exerting sufficient presence as to establish or increase the extent of a 'landscape with 
windfarms', but not of sufficient dominance to be a defining characteristic of the area. In such 
instances, the cumulative landscape effect may be significant or not significant, depending on the 
sensitivity of the receptor, magnitude of the change and specific effects arising from the proposed 
development; and 

▪ The addition of the proposed development results in windfarms becoming the prevailing characteristic 
of the landscape, leading to the landscape being recognised as a 'windfarm landscape’ character type. 
In such instances, the cumulative landscape effect of the proposed development is likely to be 
significant. 

 
It is worth noting that effects can occur at varying scales, for example, it could affect a local character type, 
or at a regional level. This is considered as part of the determination of geographical extent for each 
receptor. 
 
1.8.5 Cumulative Visual Effects 

Cumulative visual effects consist of combined and sequential effects: 
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▪ Combined visibility occurs where the observer can see two or more developments from one viewpoint. 
Combined visibility may either be 'in combination', where several windfarms are within the observer's 
main angle of view at the same time, or 'in succession', where the observer has to turn to see the various 
windfarms. The cumulative visual effect may be significant or not significant depending on various factors 
influencing the cumulative magnitude of change, such as the degree of integration and consistency of 
visual appearance when considering the proposed development with other windfarms in combined views, 
or its position relative to other windfarms and the landscape context in successive views. 

▪ Sequential visibility occurs when the observer must move to another viewpoint to see different 
developments. Sequential effects are assessed along regularly used linear routes such as major 
roads, railway lines and footpaths. The occurrence of sequential effects ranges from 'frequently 
sequential' (the features appear regularly and with short time lapses between, depending on speed of 
travel and distance between the viewpoints) to 'occasionally sequential' (long time lapses between 
appearances, because the observer is moving slowly and/or there are large distances between the 
viewpoints). The cumulative visual effect is more likely to be significant when frequently sequential. 

 
The methodology for determining cumulative landscape and visual effects involves undertaking a baseline 
study of the existing and potential future windfarm development influence, then assigning sensitivity and 
magnitude of change ratings to ascertain the resulting significance of effect. 
 
1.8.6 Cumulative Sensitivity of Landscape and Visual Receptors 

In evaluating cumulative sensitivity, the value component assigned to each receptor within the LVIA would 
generally not change; however, in an evolving windfarm development context, there may be occasion to 
increase or decrease the rating of susceptibility when considering the addition of the proposed 
development.  
 
The susceptibility rating for each receptor is therefore re-evaluated based on the criteria contained in the 
landscape and visual susceptibility criteria sections of this methodology. 
 
1.8.7 Cumulative Magnitude of Change 

The cumulative magnitude of change is an expression of the degree in which landscape character 
receptors and visual receptors/views would be influenced by the addition of the proposed development 
when considering windfarm developments that are already operational, under construction or consented. 
 
Where required, planning application and/or scoping stage windfarms and other early-stage developments 
may also be included. In determining the cumulative magnitude of change rating, the following is 
considered:   

▪ Location: the location of the proposed development in relation to other windfarm developments. If the 
proposed development is seen in a part of the view or setting to a landscape receptor that is not 
affected by other development, then this would generally increase the cumulative magnitude of 
change as it would extend influence into an area that is currently unaffected by windfarm development. 
Conversely, if the proposed development is seen in the context of other developments, the cumulative 
magnitude of change may be lower as development is not being extended to other parts of the view 
or setting. This can occur where the scale and layout of the proposed development is similar to that 
of nearby windfarm developments as integration and cohesion with an existing site may result in both 
developments appearing as a single array;  

▪ Skyline: if the proposed development would notably add to the developed skyline in a view, the 
cumulative magnitude of change would tend to be higher as skyline development can have a particular 
influence on both views and landscape receptors; 

▪ Volume: generally, the greater the number of clearly separate windfarm developments that are visible, 
the higher the cumulative magnitude of change would be. The addition of the proposed development 
to a view or landscape where a number of smaller developments are apparent would usually have a 
higher cumulative magnitude of change than one or two large developments as this can lead to the 
impression of a less co-ordinated or strategic approach; 

▪ Scale comparison: if the proposed development is of a similar scale to other visible windfarm 
developments, particularly those in closest proximity, the cumulative magnitude of change would 
generally be lower as the proposed development would have more integration with the other 
developments and would be less apparent as an addition to the cumulative situation; 
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▪ Consistency: the cumulative magnitude of change is likely to be lower if the turbine height, 
arrangement, and layout design of the proposed development are broadly similar to other 
developments in the landscape, as they are more likely to appear as relatively simple and logical 
components of the landscape; 

▪ Landscape context: if windfarm developments are seen in a similar landscape context, the cumulative 
magnitude of change is likely to be lower due to visual integration and cohesion between the 
developments. If developments are seen in a variety of different landscape settings, this can lead to 
a perception that windfarm development is unplanned and uncoordinated, affecting a wide range of 
landscape characters and blurring the distinction between them; and 

▪ Magnitude of Change:  The lower the predicted magnitude of change rating in the LVIA, the lower the 
cumulative magnitude of change is likely to be. For instance, if it was assessed that the proposed 
development would lead to a negligible magnitude of change on a view or receptor, then there would 
not be a cumulative effect as the inclusion of the proposed development would equate to the 'no 
change' situation. 

 
Definitions of cumulative magnitude of change broadly fall under one of the falling categories: 

▪ High, where the addition of the proposed development to the landscape or view would result in a major 
incremental change, loss, or addition to the cumulative situation; 

▪ Medium, where the addition of the proposed development to the landscape or view would result in a 
moderate incremental change, loss, or addition to the cumulative situation; 

▪ Low, where the addition of the proposed development to the landscape or view would result in a minor 
incremental change, loss, or addition to the cumulative situation; 

▪ Negligible, where the addition of the proposed development to the landscape or view would result in 
a negligible incremental change, loss, or addition to the cumulative situation; and 

▪ None, where the addition of the proposed development to the landscape or view would have no 
change to the cumulative windfarm situation, essentially equating to 'no change' situation. 

 
There may also be intermediate levels of cumulative magnitude of change, such as high-medium, or 
medium-low, where the change falls between two of the definitions.  
 
1.8.8 Significance of Cumulative Effects 

The objective of the cumulative assessment is to determine if the proposed development would result in 
significant effects on landscape receptors and visual receptors when it is seen or perceived in combination 
with other existing and consented windfarm developments.  
 
Significant cumulative landscape and visual effects generally arise in instances where the addition of the 
proposed development and other similar/large scale developments, leads to windfarms becoming a 
prevailing landscape and visual characteristic of a receptor that is sensitive to such change. When 
considering the significance of cumulative effects, the following is considered: 

▪ If the proposed development relates to a small scale, single windfarm. In such instances, it could be 
perceived as a new or 'one-off' landscape feature or landmark within the landscape. Except at a local 
site level, it usually cannot change the overall existing landscape character, or become a new 
characteristic element of a landscape;  

▪ If the addition of the proposed development or further windfarm development may result in windfarms 
becoming a characteristic element of the landscape, for instance, if they were to appear as repeated 
landscape elements or components. Providing there was sufficient 'space' or undeveloped 
landscape/skyline between each windfarm, or the overlapping of several windfarms was not overly 
condensed, then the chances are the proposed development would appear as part of a series of 
developments; which may not necessarily result in windfarms becoming the dominant or defining 
characteristic of the landscape nor have significant cumulative effects; and 

▪ The relationship between the proposed development and larger commercial windfarms/ 
developments. Were there to be an increase in the number of windfarms/developments within an area 
that either overlap or coalesce and/or 'join-up' along the skyline, the resulting effect would likely create 
a landscape where windfarms become a prevailing characteristic of the landscape. This would occur, 
it the result would materially change the existing landscape character of a landscape type, or the 
landscape in a view, resulting in a significant cumulative effect.  
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When considering the above, it also needs to be considered that a landscape characterised by windfarm 
development may already exist as part of the baseline landscape context. 
 
Less extensive, but nevertheless significant cumulative landscape and visual effects may also arise were 
the proposed development to result in a landscape or view becoming defined by the presence of more 
than one windfarm or similar/large scale development, so that other patterns and components are no 
longer definitive, or where the proposed development contrasts with the scale or design of an existing or 
consented development.  
 
Higher levels of significance may also arise if the proposed development lies near other windfarms, and 
they are clearly visible together in views. Provided that the proposed development is designed to achieve 
a high level of visual integration, with few notable visual differences between windfarms, then it is not 
necessarily true that these effects would be significant. In particular, the effects of a windfarm extension 
are often less likely to be significant, as the effect is concentrated, providing that the design of the 
windfarms are compatible, and that the overall capacity of the landscape is not exceeded. 
The capacity of the landscape or view may be assessed as being exceeded where the landscape or visual 
receptor becomes defined by windfarm development, or if the proposed development were to extend  
across landscape character types or clear visual/topographic thresholds in a view.  
 
More substantial cumulative effects may further result from windfarms that have some geographical 
separation, but remain highly inter-visible, potentially resulting in extending effects into new areas, such 
as an increased presence of windfarm development on a skyline, or the creation of multiple, separate 
windfarm defined landscapes. 
 
1.9 Graphic Production 
 

1.9.1 Guidance and Standards Used  

All Visibility Maps (ZTVs), photography, visualisations (wirelines, photowires and photomontages) and 
their graphical presentation has been undertaken in line with Visual Representation of Wind Farms and 
Visual Representation of Development Proposals6 guidance.  
 
1.9.2 The Computer Model  

To generate all ZTVs, wirelines, photowires and photomontages, a computer model of the application site 
and study area has been produced using Resoft WindFarm© software. This industry standard software is 
used to create a 3D computer model of the proposed development representing the specified geometry 
and position of the proposed turbines, and the existing landform (terrain). The landform information is 
derived from 50m resolution terrain data incorporating 5m resolution terrain data around the application 
site and at each representative viewpoint.  
 
The computer model includes the entirety of the outer 40km study area and the inner 15km study area, 
with all calculations taking account of the effects caused by atmospheric refraction and the Earth’s 
curvature. The computer model does not take account of the screening effects of any intervening objects 
such as forestry, woodland, vegetation, buildings, or any other non-terrain features.  
 
The computer model combines the existing landform with turbine models and detailed information 
collected in the field to enable the output of accurate visual and graphical information and associated data 
for presentation as finished figures.  
 
1.9.3 Visibility Maps: Zone of Theoretical Visibility  

Computer generated ZTV maps have been produced using the Resoft WindFarm© computer model. The 
ZTVs have been generated to assist in viewpoint selection and to indicate the potential influence of the 
proposed development in the wider landscape. They have been prepared to indicate the extent of potential 
visibility when considering the ‘bare ground’ scenario and do not therefore consider the screening effects 
of settlements or woodland.  
 

 
6 Landscape Institute’s Technical Guidance Note 06/19, 2019. Visual Representation of Development Proposals 
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The ZTVs indicate areas from which it might be possible to secure views to part or parts of the proposed 
development; however, the use of the ZTVs needs to be qualified on the following basis:  

▪ There are a number of areas within the ZTV display from which there is potential to view parts of the 
proposed development, but which comprise agricultural land where the general public do not appear 
to exercise regular access;  

▪ The ZTV maps do not account for the effects of screening and filtering of views as a result of 
intervening features, such as buildings, trees and hedgerows; and  

▪ The ZTV maps do not account for the likely orientation of a viewer - for example when travelling in a 
vehicle. 

 
The combined effect of these limitations means that the ZTVs tend to over-estimate the extent of visibility 
- both in terms of the land area from which the proposed development is visible and also potentially the 
extent of visibility (e.g., number of turbines) from a particular viewpoint.  
 
In addition, the accuracy of the ZTVs, which is determined by the resolution (detail) of the landform data 
itself, has to be considered. The ZTVs are generated using 50m and 5m digital terrain data in the Resoft 
computer model. The resolution of this data cannot accurately represent small scale terrain features, which 
can therefore give rise to inaccuracy in the predicted visibility. This can lead to either underestimation of 
visibility - e.g., a raised area of ground permitting views over an intervening obstruction - or can lead to 
overestimation of visibility - such as where a roadside embankment obscures a view. These effects are 
said to be ‘random;’ however, over the extent of the ZTV display such errors are not considered material 
in terms of this assessment. 
 
The use of this type of ZTV is considered good practice and should be considered as a tool to assist in 
assessing the visibility of the proposed development. The ZTV maps do not present an absolute measure 
of visibility and do not represent the ‘visual impact’ of the proposed wind turbines.  
 
1.9.4 Viewpoint Assessment and Visualisations  

The assessment of landscape and visual effects is carried out from an agreed representative selection of 
viewpoints which generally illustrate the most open views obtained from representative locations within 
the study area. The viewpoint assessment is illustrated with reference to illustrative material, comprising 
photographs, wirelines, photowires and photomontages. The visualisations have been produced to:  

▪ Give an impression of the proposed development;  
▪ Help illustrate the location and nature of the proposed development; and  
▪ Be used carefully in the field to inform the assessment.  
 
There are a number of limitations which are important to understand when using the visualisations such 
as:  

▪ A visualisation can never show exactly what the proposed development will look like in reality due to 
factors such as varying lighting, weather and seasonal conditions which vary through time and the 
resolution of the image;  

▪ The images provided give a reasonable impression of the scale of the proposed turbines and the 
distance to the turbines, but can never be 100% accurate;  

▪ A static image cannot convey turbine movement, flicker, or reflection from the sun on the turbine 
blades as they move;  

▪ The viewpoints illustrated are representative of views in the area, but cannot represent visibility at all 
locations;  

▪ To form the best impression of the impacts of the proposed development these images are best 
viewed at the viewpoint location shown;  

▪ The images must be printed at the correct size to be viewed properly (see the sizes stated on the 
individual sheets); and 

▪ The images should be held flat at a comfortable arm’s length.  
 
The base photography has been undertaken using a high quality digital SLR camera with full frame sensor 
and a 50mm fixed focal length lens in combination with a panoramic head equipped tripod at 1.5m height 
in accordance with current visualisation requirements and accepted good practice. 
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The resulting photos are combined into panoramas using specialist computer software (i.e.: Adobe 
Photoshop; Hugin photo stitching software) and saved as cylindrical and planar projection versions for use 
in visualisation production.  
 
The Resoft WindFarm© computer model is used to generate a perspective view of the proposed 
development from each of the agreed viewpoints, with landform using 50m and 5m digital terrain data in 
the computer model and the specified geometry and position of the proposed turbines.  
 
Using the computer model, a wireline diagram showing the proposed development is generated for each 
viewpoint. The outline of the turbine is based on generic models based on hub height and blade length 
with the turbine blades set so that one is pointing straight up, and every turbine faces the same direction 
with the turbine nearest the centre facing directly towards the viewpoint. As the computer model does not 
take account of the screening effects of any intervening objects or forestry, the wirelines tend to over-state 
the visibility of the turbines.  
 
To produce the photomontage, the above wireline is combined with the photographic panorama using 
Resoft WindFarm©. Detailed viewpoint information as recorded on site (e.g.: GPS grid co-ordinates; 
ground level information; compass bearings; and any other known references; etc) is used to enable the 
accurate alignment of the photographs with the computer model. A perspective match is achieved between 
the computer-generated wireline and the baseline photographs by iteratively adjusting the perspective 
parameters until all the major features in the image are aligned satisfactorily. The turbines are then 
rendered using Resoft WindFarm© in a random rotation configuration considering the time of the 
photography and conditions occurring on the day to provide a realistic image. A minimum of image 
processing is undertaken, but where necessary, the contrast between the background photograph and the 
turbines is increased so that the turbines are apparent in the photomontage, as far as possible. It should 
be noted that there is an element of professional judgement inherent in the illustration of the changes 
represented by any photomontage.  
 
The information shown on the visualisations is generated by the Resoft WindFarm© computer model or 
from mathematical calculations. It should be noted that:  

▪ The numbers of turbine hubs and sets of tips visible from a viewpoint are derived from calculations 
performed by Resoft WindFarm© using the turbine model parameters and the digital terrain landform; 

▪ The distance to the nearest visible turbine is based on the 12 digit grid coordinates of the viewpoint, 
the centre of the turbine and it’s visibility on the wireline model from that viewpoint; and 

▪ All directions noted (bearings) are relative to Grid North (BNG). 
 
The completed base photography, wirelines, photowires, photomontages, and accompanying data are 
then presented as figures using desktop publishing/graphic design software. Each viewpoint is numbered 
sequentially according to the distance from the proposed development. The locations of these viewpoints 
are illustrated with 1:50,000 OS maps on each visualisation figure and on other accompanying map figures.  
 
1.9.5 Visualisation Material Presentation Formats  

As per the requirements outlined in Visual Representation of Wind Farms, each viewpoint is illustrated 
with the following visualisations printed on 840 x 297mm (½ A1 size) sheets:  

▪ Baseline Visualisation, a figure illustrating the existing view from the viewpoint location (the baseline 
photograph) with an accompanying wireline showing the proposed development (in blue) and illustrating 
selected operational (black) and consented sites (green) which appear in this part of the view. This figure 
is a 90° cylindrical projection panorama and provides landscape and visual context only; 

▪ Wireline Visualisation, a wireline visualisation showing the proposed development (in blue) with the 
turbines numbered as per the proposed layout. This figure is a 53.5° planar projection panorama and 
must be viewed flat at a comfortable arm’s length; and  

▪ Photomontage Visualisation, a photomontage showing the proposed development superimposed on 
to the base photograph. This figure is a 53.5° planar projection panorama and must be viewed flat at 
a comfortable arm’s length.  

 
Please note that only developments included in the cumulative assessment as agreed with SLC are 
included in the visualisations and that sectors of view without any cumulative visibility are not presented.  
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1.9.6 Image Verification  

Should the user wish to undertake verification of the images, please refer to SNH’s Visual Representation 
of Wind Farms: v2.2, ANNEX E for full details of the methods required.  
 
Please note that for technical comparison, the principal distance is noted on each figure to allow an image 
to be viewed as geometrically correct.  
 
1.9.7 Terrain Data Accuracy  

The Ordnance Survey (OS) provides accuracy figures for the following terrain data products expressed 
statistically as root-mean-square error (RMSE) in metres.  
 
▪ OS Terrain® 50 (50m resolution): 4m RMSE.  
▪ OS Terrain® 5 (5m resolution): Urban and major communication routes 1.5m RMSE; Rural 2.5m 

RMSE; Mountain and moorland 2.5m RMSE.  
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James Wright 
Planning Officer 
South Lanarkshire Council 
Montrose House 
154 Montrose Crescent 
Hamilton 
ML3 6LB 

Mabbett House 
11 Sandyford Place 
Glasgow, UK 
G3 7NB 

T: +44 (0) 141 227 2300 

 
25 February 2022 
 
Our Ref:  311005/SCS/pb 
 
Dear James: 
 
RE: LANDSCAPE & VISUAL IMPACT 
 Land at Hallsburn, near Strathaven, South Lanarkshire, ML10 6RG 
 South Lanarkshire Council Screening Opinion Application Reference: P/22/0196 
 
Introduction 
Chartered Landscape Architects at Mabbett present the following information to determine a proportionate 
extent of assessment for the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA). This letter focusses solely 
on landscape and visual amenity matters and aims to avoid duplication of previously issued material where 
possible. 
 
Mabbett intend to present a comprehensive but focussed LVIA, with only those landscape and visual 
receptors considered as having the potential to experience significant, adverse effects assessed. The 
following pages contain a detailed breakdown of receptors we are considering for inclusion within the LVIA 
based on the location of the application site, a review of the accompanying initial Zone of Theoretical 
Visibility (ZTV) map (see enclosed Figures), and a review of the information provided for the previously 
consented single turbine development on the site (planning application ref: EK/15/0375). 
 
The final list of receptors assessed will be narrowed following site visits and emergence of the final 
development layout. 
 
Proposed Development 
Planning permission is sought for the construction and operation of three wind turbines on land at 
Hallsburn, which lies immediately east of the Dungavel House Removal Centre.  
 
At present, the intention is for the proposed development to comprise three turbines each with an overall 
blade tip height up to 149.9m. 
  

mailto:info@mabbett.eu
http://www.mabbett.eu/
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Guidance and Reference Material 
From a landscape planning perspective, the proposed development will need to comply with Policy 18: 
Renewable Energy of the adopted South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 21 (LDP2). Reference will 
further be made to regional landscape-related planning designations identified within LDP2, with these 
designations considered only in the LVIA unless otherwise advised. 

According to NatureScot (formerly Scottish Natural Heritage), the application site lies in Landscape 
Character Type (LCT) 213 Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley; however, the South Lanarkshire 
Landscape Character Assessment shows the application site as being located in Landscape Character 
Area 7a: Rolling Moorland Forestry. As the digital map-based national LCA by NatureScot was published 
in 2019 - and is therefore the most recent publication - we intend on assessing LCTs as described by 
NatureScot only unless otherwise advised. To provide the basis for making a technical assessment on the 
sensitivity and capacity of the various landscape character types within the study area, considered 
reference will be made to the following additional guidance documents: 
 Landscape Capacity Study for Wind Energy 2016; 
 Tall Wind Turbines: Landscape Capacity, Siting and Design Guidance 2019; 
 South Lanarkshire Landscape Character Assessment (2010);  
 South Lanarkshire Validating Local Landscape Designations (2010); 
 South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2: Renewable Energy. Map 1: Spatial framework for 

onshore wind. Group 2 – Areas of significant protection; and 
 South Lanarkshire Local Development Plan 2: Renewable Energy. Map 2: Development management 

considerations for Renewable Energy development. 

According to Map 1, the application site lies outwith land identified under Group 2: Areas of significant 
protection. 

A summary of planning policy and guidance relevant to landscape and visual amenity will be included as 
an appendix to the LVIA. 

Assessment Methodology 
The LVIA will be prepared in accordance with guidance contained within the Third Edition of the Guidelines 
for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment2 (GLVIA3). 

As per guidance contained within GLVIA3, landscape and visual effects will be considered separately. The 
sensitivity of landscape receptors will be based on the perceived susceptibility of the landscape receptor 
to the type of development proposed, whilst the sensitivity of visual receptors will be based on the 
susceptibility of the viewer to the type of development proposed. 

An overall judgement will be made on the sensitivity of each receptor and the likelihood for potentially 
significant effects resulting from the proposed development. Judgements will be based on value, 
susceptibility, scale, geographical extent, duration, and reversibility.  

Potential effects will be considered whilst the proposed development is under construction/ 
decommissioning, and during its operational phase. No prolonged significant effects are predicted during 
the construction or decommissioning stages; however, the LVIA will consider potentially adverse effects 
during these stages to inform the mitigation response. 

As effects may be of variable duration, mention will be made to whether effects are direct or indirect; 
cumulative; short-, medium- or long-term; permanent or temporary; and beneficial, adverse, or neutral 
against the baseline landscape and visual conditions. 

A detailed methodology outlining the assessment criteria will be included as an appendix to the LVIA. 

 
1 South Lanarkshire Council, 2021. South Lanarkshire Council Local Development Plan 2 
2 Landscape Institute and IEMA, 2013. Third Edition of the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment  

(GLVIA3) 
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Cumulative Effects 
The assessment of cumulative landscape and visual effects will undertake a similar process to the LVIA.  
 
Operational turbines and those under construction at the time of assessment will form part of the baseline 
and be considered in the LVIA, whilst the Cumulative LVIA (CLVIA) will concentrate on the potential visual 
relationships between the proposed development and any consented developments in the study area 
where no construction work has begun. 
 
To ascertain potential cumulative effects, we intend to focus our assessment on the potential visual 
relationships that could occur with other larger-scale developments as these produce the greatest level of 
visual influence. As a result, we propose to only consider baseline and consented developments that meet 
the following parameters: 
 Above 100m to blade tip within 15km; and 
 Wind Farms (above 150m to blade tip and comprising three or more turbines) within 40km (for 

sequential assessment). 
 
Simultaneous visibility (occurring where one or more developments are visible from a static position) will 
be included within our assessment from each viewpoint location. Sequential visibility (when a viewer 
moves between positions), will be assessed within our assessments from key transport and recreational 
routes.  
 
Site Visits 
Site visits to appraise the application site and surroundings, and to obtain viewpoint photography from 
identified viewpoint locations will be undertaken by Mabbett’s assessment team in March, preferably 
before broadleaved trees’ leaf to help ensure the visual effects associated with the proposed development 
are appraised against the ‘worst case’ visual scenario (site visit dates will be dependent on receipt of 
feedback on the contents of this letter). 
 
Visualisations 
Visual representations accompanying the LVIA will be prepared with reference to the Visual 
Representation of Windfarms: Good Practice Guidance v2.23. 
 
The final presentation package of visualisations may include different types of visualisation as during the 
design process certain elements of the proposed development may become visible/visually screened. A 
certain degree of discretion will therefore need to be applied by the assessment team to maintain a 
proportionate approach that is reflective of the final design layout, and the type of view as experienced at 
each viewpoint location. 
 
Study Area 
We propose a 15km study area and to illustrate LCTs, landscape designations and recreational routes, 
across the same extents; although, cumulative developments will be shown to a study area of 40km to 
illustrate potential cumulative effects from sequential transport and recreational routes. 
 
The radii for the study area will be offset from a circle enclosing the outermost turbines at specified 
distances, i.e., 5km,10km, and 15km. 
 
Baseline Conditions 
The application site, which can be accessed via a gated field entrance - off the B743 - is presently crossed 
by overhead lines (OHL), Hall’s Burn and tributary watercourses associated with the burn. 
  

 
3 Scottish Natural Heritage, 2017. Visual Representation of Windfarms: Good Practice Guidance v2.2 
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Within approximately 5km of the application site boundary, the surrounding area is characterised by a 
combination of agricultural, forestry, renewable energy, mineral, and industrial land uses.  
 
The proposed development will most commonly be seen in the sightlines of existing industrial built form 
and vertical structures, including the operational turbines at Dungavel. The presence of wind turbines is 
therefore considered visually acceptable. 
 
Landscape Character 
The ‘host’ landscape - LCT 213 Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley - is primarily characterised 
by its extensive, exposed and undulating landform; and the prominence of wind turbine development and 
coniferous forestry plantations which, often provide visual screening of village settlements, transport 
infrastructure, and mineral working. 
 
Designated Sites 
According to the LDP, there are no statutory or non-statutory landscape designations covering the 
application site.  
 
There are several statutory or non-statutory landscape designations located within approximately 15km of 
the application site boundary, including the Middle Clyde Valley Special Landscape Area (SLA).  
 
Likely Effects 
Zone of Theoretical Visibility Maps 
An initial Zone of Theoretical Visibility Map (ZTV) has been prepared to illustrate the potential visual effects 
attributable to the proposed development (see enclosed Figures).  
 
As design of the proposed development is yet to be finalised, this ZTV represents the bareground scenario 
only to illustrate potential ‘worst case’ visibility. The final ZTV package prepared to support the LVIA, may 
also include a ‘with visual screening influences’ alternative to illustrate the potential visual screening effects 
provided by intervening built form and vegetation. 
 
All ZTVs accompanying the LVIA will be prepared in accordance with best practice guidance contained 
within Version 2.2 of the Visual Representation of Wind Farms Guidance (published in 2017).  
 
We intend on presenting the ZTVs at a suitable scale to fit an A3 page layout, with the ZTV extents 
displayed against 1:50k mapping only unless otherwise advised.  
 
Landscape and Visual Receptors 
According to the ZTV, the following landscape receptors may experience change as a result of the 
proposed development: 
 LCT 213 Plateau Moorlands - Glasgow & Clyde Valley; 
 LCT 207 Upland River Valley - Glasgow & Clyde Valley; 
 LCT 069 - Upland River Valleys - Ayrshire; 
 LCT 078 - Plateau Moorland - Ayrshire; and 
 Middle Clyde Valley SLA. 
 
It is likely that the other LCTs and designations within 15km can be discounted on the basis that actual 
visibility would be considerably restricted by intervening elements such as built form and 
forestry/vegetation cover, or by the presence of existing turbines. 
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It is thought that the proposed development may result in a change in views as experienced from the 
following visual receptors: 
 Residents of Drumclog; 
 Residents of Dungavel; 
 Residents of Caldermill; 
 Residents of Gilmourton; 
 Recreational visitors to Loudoun Hill; 
 Recreational visitors to Auchenlongford Hill; 
 Road users of the A70; 
 Road users of the A71; 
 Road users of the B743; 
 Road users of the B745; 
 Road users of the B7086; 
 Recreational users of the River Ayr Way; and 
 Recreational users of the core path network, particularly routes EK/1457/1 and EK/1458/1. 
 
Potential effects on the above landscape/visual receptors will be considered as part of the LVIA, with the 
ultimate level of assessment to be provided, proportionate to the visibility patterns illustrated by the final 
design layout. 
 
As a starting point for viewpoint location selection, we reviewed the viewpoint locations assessed within 
the LVIA prepared for the previously consented single turbine development on the site (planning 
application ref: EK/15/0375). On review, it appears the ZTVs for the consented development and the 
proposed development (see enclosed Figures) are very similar, suggesting the list of key receptors to be 
assessed will be broadly similar given the proximity between both developments.  
 
The following list presents the range of potential viewpoint photograph/visualisation locations, included for 
assessment: 
 Viewpoint 01: Drumclog (E263994,N638830); 
 Viewpoint 02: Gilmourton (E265858,N640114); 
 Viewpoint 03: Loudoun Hill (E260891,N637895);  
 Viewpoint 04: B743 (E268415,N641410); 
 Viewpoint 05: A71 at Strathaven (E268884,N643970); and 
 Viewpoint 06: Auchenlongford Hill (E259825,N629761). 
 
Landscape Mitigation and Enhancement Measures 
The LVIA will include a section on possible landscape mitigation and enhancement measures. This will be 
prepared following analysis and review of landscape planning policy and initial results of the various reports 
prepared by the appointed design team to inform detailed design development, and the schedule of 
implementation programme. 
 
The results of the mitigation and enhancement strategy for the proposed development will directly inform 
the assessment of potential residual effects on the landscape/visual amenity resource. 
 
Summary 
The receptors considered to have the greatest potential to experience significant, adverse effects as a 
result of the proposed development are predicted to be those located within localised vicinity of the 
application site (up to approximately 15km). The potential visual screening influence provided by 
topography, coniferous forestry plantations, built form, as well as surrounding field boundary and roadside 
vegetation is expected to considerably limit the potential for significant landscape and visual effects beyond 
these extents. 
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Four relatively close viewpoint locations have been identified to help inform detailed design development, 
including the visual relationship with the existing Dungavel turbines, whilst further viewpoints have been 
selected to illustrate the proposed development in views available from Auchenlongford Hill; and the A71 
near Strathaven. 
 
During the construction/decommissioning stage, there is potential for the proposed development to directly 
affect landscape resources on the application site, which may influence local landscape character or how 
the application site is perceived in views from the surrounding landscape in the short-term; however, 
mitigation measures will be identified within the LVIA to limit any adverse effects.  
 
There is potential for cumulative effects with Dungavel; however, it is our prediction that steps can be taken 
during the design process to create a defensible and evidence-based design layout that can be integrated 
successfully into the landscape without creating a confusing visual appearance, and thereby, without 
leading to unacceptable levels of visual effects at local settlements, recreational routes, and transport 
corridors during the operational stage. 
 
Summary of Questions 
Q1: Do you agree with the proposed methodologies? 
Q2 Do you agree with the proposed focussed 15km study area (and 40km study area for sequential 

routes)? 
Q3: Do you agree with the list of landscape receptors proposed to be assessed? 
Q4: Do you agree with the list of visual receptors to be assessed? 
Q5: Do you agree with the identified viewpoint locations to best representative potential change as 

experienced from the identified landscape and visual receptors? 
Q6: Do you agree with the cumulative parameters proposed? 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
MABBETT & ASSOCIATES LTD 
 
BY: 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Scott Cochran-Sharp CMLI 
Senior Landscape Architect 
 
 
Enclosed: Halls Burn Consented Development ZTV. 
 Proposed Development ZTV. 
 
cc: JR, (MF-4). 
 Erin Nelson (Clean Earth Energy). 
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